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Abstract

One of the ultimate aims in volcanological research is to be able to forecast the timing, location and intensity of a volcanic eruption with confidence. Prior to many volcanic eruptions, an acceleration in geophysical precursors (seismicity, deformation, gas emissions) is observed, suggesting the potential for this as a forecasting tool. The Failure Forecast Method (FFM) relates an accelerating precursor to the timing of failure by an empirical power law, with failure being defined in this context as the onset of an eruption. Previous applications of the FFM have used a wide variety of accelerating time series, often generating questionable forecasts with large misfits between data and the forecast, as well as the generation of a number of different forecasts from the same data series.

This research presents an alternative approach applying the FFM using it in combination with a cross correlation technique which identifies seismicity from the same active source mechanism and location. Isolating a single system at depth avoids additional uncertainties introduced by averaging data over a number of different accelerating phenomena, and consequently reduces the misfit between the data and the forecast. Similar seismic waveforms are identified in the precursory accelerating seismicity to dome collapses at Soufrière Hills volcano, Montserrat in June 1997, July 2003 and February 2010. These events were specifically chosen since they represent a spectrum of collapse scenarios at this volcano. The use of similar seismicity as a forecasting tool for collapses in 1997 and 2003 greatly improved the forecasted timing of the dome collapse, as well as improving the confidence in the forecast, thereby outperforming the classical application of the FFM. The dome collapse event of 2010 could not successfully be forecast using the FFM since no acceleration in seismicity was observed.

Use of the FFM requires the assumption that the accelerating seismicity at depth forms a direct and causal link to the dome collapse at the surface. Collapse triggers can be either internal (e.g. the movement of magma) or external (e.g. rainfall). For the first time within a volcanic environment, the use of grey incidence analysis quantitatively recognised that the most influential parameters for affecting the likelihood of a dome collapse at Soufrière Hills were internal; and particularly important was the effect of low frequency seismicity, which may induce instability through an increase in pore fluid pressures related to the movement of magma and hydrothermal fluids from depth. Finite Element Modelling of the stability of the volcanic dome in the days before the collapses in July 2003 and February 2010 suggested that neither were stable, and should have already collapsed. The errors involved in such a calcu-
Abstract

lation are large due to the large uncertainties associated with the mechanical properties of the rock masses involved which act as an input to the model. Therefore, in order to develop more accurate dome stability models, it is essential that these uncertainties in mechanical properties are reduced.

Application of this combined methodology of the FFM and a cross correlation technique as a forecasting tool was also applied for the first time to the onset of an unrest scenario at Chiles-Cerro Negro (Ecuador/Colombia) in October 2014, which had previously been assumed to be dormant. At the time of investigation (February 2015) unrest was still ongoing, and there was very little geological or geophysical information regarding this volcano in the past. The number of similar seismic events accelerated and became distinctly organised into separate temporal clusters on 20 October 2014, prior to a Magnitude 5.8 earthquake directly beneath the volcano. Each temporal cluster displayed a distinctly different waveform shape, indicating the activation of a number of different sources (either in mechanism or location) at depth. Application of the FFM to the acceleration in similar seismicity allowed an accurate forecast of the Magnitude 5.8 earthquake beneath the volcano, suggesting a direct relationship. Similar seismicity has not been identified at any of the Ecuadorian volcanoes before, and consequently the computer codes for identifying similar seismicity, and using it as a forecasting tool are currently being tested at the Instituto-Geofisico, Ecuador, for their real time application potential.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Monitoring Volcanic Activity

With more than half of the 1300 volcanoes known to have erupted since the Holocene still being considered active (Tilling, 1989), and over 91,500 people believed to have been killed in the 20th Century alone from volcanic eruptions (Witham, 2005), it is little wonder that scientists still endeavour to research volcanic behaviour and consequences. Volcanic unrest can manifest itself in a number of different ways, but is most simply defined as a deviation from the background level (Phillipson et al., 2013). Since not all volcanoes worldwide are continuously monitored, this background level can often be difficult to define. Current monitoring efforts at volcanoes are fundamentally split into three categories: measuring gas outputs, deformation and seismicity (Table 1.1), which are believed to be associated with the movement of magmatic fluid, and thus are useful indicators of processes at depth which could lead to volcanic eruptions. The methods associated with monitoring are summarised briefly in Table 1.1, which also explains some of the major advantages and disadvantages of each technique.

Gas monitoring provides vital information of changing magmatic conditions at depth, albeit over long time periods. The remote sensing of gas emissions is favoured, either ground based which still requires reasonable proximity to the emissions, or from satellite observations, since it is considered less dangerous. An increase in gas emission rate is associated with an increase in the exsolution of gases from depth, which is often linked to the new emplacement of magma (Edmonds et al., 2003). The most abundant gas emissions from volcanoes are water (H$_2$O) and carbon dioxide (CO$_2$), followed by sulphur dioxide (SO$_2$) (Giggenbach, 1996). One of the main challenges for monitoring gas emissions at volcanoes is to be able to distinguish between
volcanic gases, and those which are simply atmospheric.

Ground deformation is commonly observed within volcanic environments, where inflation is interpreted as increased magma storage within the crust prior to extrusion. Magma movement deforms the subsurface resulting in volume changes. Ground based measurement techniques have the ability to track small scale temporal changes (on the scale of minutes to hours) and therefore can track the deformation with great precision, but often lack spatial coverage (Pinel et al., 2014), since a large amount of human effort is needed to install and maintain such networks.

With huge advances in technology, it is now possible to take deformation readings from space, using synthetic aperture radar interferometry (InSAR), which calculates deformation based on the difference in phase between two radar images (Pinel et al., 2014). One major advantage of InSAR is its ability to monitor volcanic phenomena in remote locations where ground measurements may not be possible (Dzurisin, 2003). For example, Okmok volcano is located on the island of Umnak in the Aleutian arc, with a population of less than 50 people. Despite a low population, eruptions in this area are of importance due to the high volume of air traffic which crosses directly over the Aleutian arc on a daily basis (Buurman et al., 2014). Inflation of a magmatic body beneath the caldera was interpreted as causing a surface uplift of 18 cm between 1992 and 1995, detected only by synthetic aperture radar techniques (Lu et al., 2000).

A combination of both GPS and InSAR allows maximum temporal and spatial resolution to study ground deformation, and the amount of deformation can be verified by each methodology. Studying the deformation patterns can help scientists to determine the potential volume, shape and location of the intruded magma below the surface, which allows forecasts of the onset and evolution of an eruption involving this stored magma (Dzurisin, 2000). However, deformation can occur in volcanic environments which may not be related to the volcanic system, but instead related to, for example, regional tectonics; isostatic readjustment; or a change in the geothermal system (Sparks, 2003). Therefore, deformation alone as a monitoring tool can often lead to ambiguous results and misleading interpretations (Biggs et al., 2014).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring Tool</th>
<th>Frequency of measurements</th>
<th>Sensors</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>Example Publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volcanic Gases</td>
<td>Campaign - usually monthly</td>
<td>COSPEC (Correlation spectrometer)</td>
<td>Amount of SO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Easily distinguished from background atmosphere</td>
<td>Not continuous, danger to collector</td>
<td>Stoiber and Jepsen (1973), Watson et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DOAS (Differential optical absorption spectrometer)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Galle et al. (2003), McGonigle et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FITR (Field transportable Fourier transform infra-red)</td>
<td>Footprint of molecules</td>
<td>Differentiation of complex molecules</td>
<td>Not continuous, danger to collector</td>
<td>Oppenheimer et al. (2002), Christopher et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Multigas</td>
<td>Amount of CO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Difficulty distinguishing between atmospheric CO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td>Edmonds et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deformation Campaign - weekly, or when required as a supplement to continuous sites</td>
<td>GPS (Global Positioning System)</td>
<td>Ground displacement</td>
<td>Ease of use, inexpensive, high precision</td>
<td>Lack temporal and spatial coverage</td>
<td>Odbert et al. (2014a), Pinel et al. (2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDM (Electronic Distance Measurements)</td>
<td>Ground displacement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pingue et al. (1998), Matsushima and Takagi (2000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InSAR (Synthetic aperture radar)</td>
<td>Phase difference between two radar images to calculate displacement</td>
<td>No danger to collector, large spatial coverage, coverage in inaccessible locations</td>
<td>Temporal resolution dependent on satellite configuration, processing time, coherence distorted by vegetation, steep topography, atmosphere</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pinel et al. (2014), Biggs et al. (2014), Dzurisin (2003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seismicity</td>
<td>Continuous - either long or short term campaigns</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Strainmeters or Tiltmeters</td>
<td>GPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Change in angle of the slope from the horizontal Ground displacement</td>
<td>Ease of use, inexpensive, high precision</td>
<td>Lack spatial coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Short Period</td>
<td>Seismogram in counts</td>
<td>Low cost</td>
<td>Narrow range of frequency observations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Broadband</td>
<td>Wide range of frequency observations</td>
<td>Expensive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Monitoring in a volcanic environment using seismicity, deformation and gas emissions
In many cases, monitoring volcanic evolution needs to be done on shorter time scales than gas emissions or deformation studies allow, and therefore seismicity has remained the primary monitoring tool, since seismic events can be registered by automated systems 24 hours a day, and therefore analysed in near real time. Seismicity is also more easily distinguished from the background level, and the number of events and the size of events can be used as monitoring parameters.

1.2 Seismicity in Volcanic Settings

Seismicity in volcanic settings is thought to be related to a number of physical processes at depth, including the migration of magmatic fluids and fracturing of the conduit itself. In addition to this, seismicity can also be generated in relation to surface processes such as pyroclastic flows and rockfall events. The extreme variety of seismic signals generated in volcanic settings is a reflection of the number of different processes and the great structural heterogeneities found in this context (Chouet, 1996a). The characterisation of seismicity can be based upon waveform and spectral similarities, but is most commonly based upon the frequency content of the waveform. Consequently, signals originating from depth are usually split into low frequency and high frequency end-members, with a whole spectrum of event waveforms in between. The major advantage of classifying seismic events in this manner is that it is possible to distinguish different processes that are occurring at depth (Lahr et al., 1994).

As with any emerging science, terminology for volcano-seismology has often relied upon its closest neighbour for direction, in this case tectonic seismology. This has led to much confusion in nomenclature from both parties (Neuberg, 2011) and is exacerbated by the continuum spectrum of seismic events which can be identified within volcanic settings (Chouet and Matzoa, 2013). In this chapter the nomenclature that will be used throughout this thesis will be described, as will definitions and characteristics of the signals.

1.2.1 High Frequency events

High frequency seismic signals (volcano-tectonic or VT events) have a clear high frequency onset, dominated by P- and S- phase arrivals, as seen in the upper panel of Figure 1.1, followed by a short broadband coda. VT events show mixed polarities at recording stations, in a similar manner to tectonic earthquakes. They generally have a frequency range of 1-20 Hz, with peak energy between 6 and 8 Hz (Lahr et al., 1994). The generation of VT seismicity is associated
with brittle failure, when magmatic processes create enough elastic strain within an already regionally stressed field to force the surrounding rock into failure (Arciniega-Ceballos et al., 2003). If the stress produced is great enough, a new magmatic pathway can be created from the coalescence of fractures within the edifice (Kilburn, 2003, 2012). Failure can therefore be associated with the emplacement or removal of magma, or through temperature and pressure changes. For example, they may be generated from the interaction of the magmatic plumbing system with an active hydrothermal system at depth. They differ only from tectonic earthquakes in their patterns of occurrence: VT events occur in swarms (a number of earthquakes which are of a similar magnitude and location), rather than a typical main shock and aftershock sequence that is common for purely tectonic events (McNutt, 2005). VT events are ultimately related to perturbations in the pressurization of the volcanic system (Lahr et al., 1994) and can therefore be used to map the area of deformation and stress change patterns at depth (Chouet, 1996a), despite not mapping the magma chamber itself (Neuberg, 2011).

Figure 1.1: Examples of waveforms and their frequency content seen in volcanic environments taken from Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat in 1997. **Upper:** High frequency waveform with clear phase arrivals. **Middle:** Low frequency waveforms with an emergent onset. Waveform filtered between 0.5 and 5 Hz. **Lower:** Rockfall event with classic “cigar” shape.
1.2.2 Low Frequency events

Signals which originate when a fluid is disturbed as it migrates are classed as either long period, low frequency (LP or LF) events or tremor. LF events consist of an emergent P-wave onset followed by a harmonic waveform which occupies the spectral range of 0.2-5 Hz (Chouet, 1996a, Neuberg et al., 2000) as denoted in the middle panel of Figure 1.1. Tremor can be identified as a signal of sustained amplitude lasting from minutes to days in which individual events cannot be distinguished (Arciniega-Ceballos et al., 2003), or may also describe the background noise that occurs in the presence of magmatic activity. Similarity between LF events and tremor in terms of their temporal and spectral characteristics suggests a common source mechanism (Fehler, 1983, Chouet, 1996a), which is why some authors believe tremor may also be simply the merging of many low frequency events within a short space of time (Neuberg, 2011). It is thought that low frequency seismicity originates from the boundary between a fluid (such as magma or gas) and the surrounding volcanic edifice, with seismic energy becoming trapped within the fluid-filled cavity, providing that the width of the cavity is much smaller in relation to the seismic wavelength (Ferrazzini and Aki, 1987, Neuberg et al., 2000). Low frequency tremor has been postulated to be a consequence of unsteady magma or fluid flow at depth (Julian, 1994, Chouet, 1996b). Since low frequency events are intrinsically linked to the movement of fluid at depth and are concentrated within the fluid filled cracks or the conduit, they may be an indirect way of determining magma ascent rates, and consequently could be related to an impending eruption (Cornelius and Voight, 1994, Hammer and Neuberg, 2009, Thomas and Neuberg, 2012).

Observations at active volcanoes also suggest that low frequency seismicity often occur in “swarms”, i.e. a number of events, often with similar waveforms, within a short space of time followed by periods of quiescence (Figure 1.2), with typical durations of hours to days (Green and Neuberg, 2006, Buurman et al., 2013). In particular, this has been noted prior to volcanic eruptions where a number of repetitive swarms separated by periods of limited seismic activity have been observed (Miller et al., 1998, Cornelius and Voight, 1994), potentially presenting the capability as a forecasting tool. Rowe et al. (2004), Ottemöller (2008) and Buurman et al. (2013), amongst other authors, suggest that many of the events within a seismic swarm can have very similar waveform shapes and therefore have been exposed to the same path effects en route to the receiver, as well as being generated by the same source mechanism at depth. This suggests that the source mechanism of low frequency seismicity is a stationary, repetitive
and non-destructive source process (Green and Neuberg, 2006).

![Figure 1.2: Raw continuous seismogram from 22-25 June 1997 on Montserrat showing temporal swarms of earthquakes prior to dome collapse. The timing of the dome collapse is represented by the vertical line on 25 June.](image)

**The Origin of Low Frequency Seismicity**

The generation of the low frequency coda of the waveform which makes it so distinctive is usually attributed to the resonance of energy trapped at the interface of a solid and a fluid (Chouet, 1988, Neuberg et al., 2000) and therefore is a consequence of the source process. There is still no consensus on the size or aspect ratios (diameter:length) of such fluid filled bodies (i.e. whether the fluid filled body is a crack or conduit). Models which propose a crack as the resonator have aspect ratios of 1:100-1000, with the crack containing a low viscosity fluid which is highly compressible, such as steam (Chouet et al., 1994) or ash laden gas mixtures (Morrissey and Chouet, 2001). Alternatively, models which suggest that the conduit of the volcanic system can act as the resonating body (with aspect ratios much lower than 1:100), have the conduit or dyke filled with a magma containing crystals, melt and gas (Collier et al., 2006).

This however does not concern the actual triggering mechanism of such energy. A number
of distinct mechanisms have been proposed: (1) A slip-stick mechanism at the conduit walls (e.g. Denlinger and Hoblitt (1999), Iverson et al. (2006)), (2) the brittle failure of the magma itself (e.g. Webb and Dingwell (1990), Goto (1999), Neuberg et al. (2006)), (3) self sustaining oscillations, and (4) the interaction between the magmatic and the hydrothermal system. The first two mechanisms require the movement of fluid (magma, gases, hydrothermal fluids etc.) for the generation of seismicity, whether that be when the flow rate of a compressible (Newtonian) magma through the conduit exceeds a given threshold and therefore evokes a stick-slip mechanism along the conduit walls (Denlinger and Hoblitt, 1999), or by a large magmatic plug which is being forced incrementally upwards and therefore inducing seismicity at the conduit edges (Iverson et al., 2006). The brittle failure of the magma itself is envisaged by an increase in viscosity and strain rates (Lavallée et al., 2008) caused by high ascent rates of magma (Neuberg et al., 2006), changes in crystal and/or bubble concentrations in the magma (Goto, 1999), or by a change in the geometry of the conduit (Thomas and Neuberg, 2012). Julian (1994) suggested that volcanic tremor, and therefore by extension low frequency events, could be generated by self sustained oscillations (roll waves) with an increase in the magma flow velocity, which would cause the channel walls to constrict due to the Bernoulli effect and then expand again due to the fluid pressure. However, it has been suggested that these roll waves could only be maintained if the fluid was very hot, contained highly pressurized H$_2$O and CO$_2$ and flowed at speeds of 10 ms$^{-1}$ (Rust et al., 2008). Furthermore, the interaction of magma and water also has the potential to generate low frequency seismicity by boiling and therefore depressurizing shallow groundwater systems (Leet, 1988); the collapse and forcible opening of hydrothermal cracks (Nakano and Kumagai, 2005, Waite et al., 2008); or by the chocking of magmatic steam at depth (Chouet et al., 1994). More recently, Bean et al. (2014) suggested that low frequency earthquakes could be attributed to slow rupture failure in unconsolidated volcanic materials and therefore to deformation within the upper edifice, rather than the movement of fluid.

### 1.2.3 Hybrid Events

Since volcanoes are complex systems, it is often fairly difficult to distinguish between high and low frequency idealised end-member scenarios of seismicity. Hybrid events have a high frequency onset (smaller in amplitude than a VT event, but still with mixed first motion polarities), followed by a long resonating low frequency coda (similar to a LF event) (Chouet, 1996a, Chouet and Matoza, 2013). Hybrids are thought to involve the shear failure of a brittle plane intersecting a fluid filled crack (Lahr et al., 1994), and therefore relate to the pressurization
of the volcanic system at depth (Neuberg, 2011) since both a shear failure mechanism and a resonance mechanism are involved (Chouet and Matoza, 2013). The high frequency component of hybrid seismicity could also relate to the sudden brittle failure of the melt itself, as has been described for low frequency events. In many cases, hybrid events are simply classed in the same group as low frequency events, primarily because source and path interactions at the seismometers can result in a low frequency event at one seismic station being recorded as a hybrid event at another (De Angelis et al., 2007, Neuberg et al., 2000). This is further evidence of a similar source mechanism between the two types of events.

However, Harrington and Brodsky (2007) have suggested that a hybrid earthquake may be generated in the same way as a VT earthquake through brittle failure, and it is only the path effects to the receiver which cause the low frequency proportion of the waveform. For example, the low frequency element of the waveform could be produced by trapped waves within loosely consolidated soft sediment en route to the receiver (Kedar et al., 1996).

### 1.2.4 Very Long Period Events

Due to the implementation of broadband seismometers as a monitoring tool at volcanoes rather than simply short period instruments, it is now possible to detect seismicity within a wider frequency band, and in particular at the lower end (up to a 60 second period) (McNutt, 2005). Known as very long period (VLP) events, these have periods greater than 2 seconds, and appear to be intrinsically linked to low frequency events (Arciniega-Ceballos et al., 2003), especially since they appear to occur at very shallow depths beneath volcanoes (McNutt, 2005). It is still not fully understood how such waves could form within small source zones and yet have such long wavelengths. Waveform inversion results from a number of studies have determined the geometrical relationship of such contrasts to be complicated, with suggestions including sill-dyke interactions (Chouet et al., 2005, Dawson et al., 2011), complex intersecting dyke patterns (Chouet et al., 2008) and a number of magma chambers in close proximity connected by narrow carriers (Nishimura et al., 2000). It has also been suggested that these waveforms could be produced in distinct pulses as magma moves past a restriction in its container (sill, dyke, conduit) (Ohminato et al., 1998), or by the sudden removal of a lid capping the pressurized container, which causes viscous magma to ascend rapidly and thus fragment in the process (Ohminato et al., 2006). In either case, VLP signals are typically attributed to inertial forces associated with perturbations in the flow of fluid and gases within a pressurized volcanic conduit.
or crack (Chouet and Matoza, 2013).

1.2.5 Surface generated seismicity

Active volcanoes exhibit a variety of associated surface seismicity such as landslide, rockfall, pyroclastic flow signals and lahars. These are particularly dominant during dome building eruptions and at volcanoes with glaciers during the spring and summer due to the partial melting of the ice (McNutt, 2005). Important parameters in determining the frequency content, amplitude and shape of the waveform generated include the rock fragment size involved, the ground surface angle of repose and the physical properties of the surface and the falling material. Typically rockfall events (small free falling rock events) form a “cigar shaped” waveform with an emergent onset (Figure 1.1, lower panel), whereby there is an initial increasing amplitude of the waveform as the amount of material falling down slope increases (Neuberg, 2011). Pyroclastic flow signals are distinguishable from rockfalls since their waveforms are at least an order of magnitude larger and they often occur over a longer duration since larger amounts of material are involved moving down slope (De Angelis et al., 2007), however the two are likely to exist on a continuum.

Volcanoes that appear at high latitudes or high altitudes often host glacial environments. Seismic signals can then be produced at the interface between the moving ice and the underlying bedrock, and since the wave velocity is much lower in ice than in the bedrock, resonance can be set up within the glacier itself, producing low frequency earthquakes (McNutt, 2005). Explosion signals (1-20 Hz) are characterised by two parts: a seismic wave and an air wave, both of which can be detected by a seismometer, microphone or barograph (McNutt, 2005). Explosion signals are associated with the production of an eruption column and can occur during lava effusion, or as single discrete events. In some cases, an ongoing eruption may experience both of these types of explosion signals, as was the case at Fuego volcano, Guatemala from 2005 to 2007 (Lyons et al., 2010).

1.3 Current understanding of Forecasting Volcanic Eruptions

The ability to predict the timing, intensity and type of volcanic eruptions is one of the key issues facing volcanologists today. Increased accuracy in the timing of volcanic hazards, and quantification of forecast uncertainties will allow more effective mitigation of such events (Bell et al., 2011b). The most successful models for forecasting volcanic eruptions have foundations
in first principles and natural laws. However, being dynamic systems, volcanic processes are often non-linear and have many uncertainties associated with the controlling parameters, making them difficult to constrain (Sparks, 2003). That said, almost every currently monitored volcano appears to exhibit increased levels of activity prior to a volcanic eruption, whether that be an increase in seismicity, gas or deformation of the volcano. This allows some comprehension of any systematic evolutionary trends that may occur, and relate these using physical laws. Since these precursors are ultimately linked to the movement of magma and/or fluid towards the surface, larger eruption volumes (e.g. Mt St Helens (1980) and Mt Pinatubo (1991)) are often more easily detected than smaller movements of magma which can easily go unnoticed amongst background noise (McNutt, 2005).

The most notable instances of successful volcanic forecasting are using precursory activity at andesitic-dacitic volcanoes. The cataclysmic eruption of Mt Pinatubo, Philippines on 15 June 1991 was preceded by at least two months of heightened VT seismicity (the first seismometer was installed following phreatic eruptions on 5 April 1991 when there was already increased levels of activity) (Harlow et al., 1996). With sudden increases in LF seismicity and an alarming sudden drop in \(\text{SO}_2\), scientists were able to successfully evacuate 45,000 to 50,000 local people and 14,500 military personnel to safety by 14 June, such that less than 300 people were killed in the ensuing pyroclastic flows, lahars and ash fall on 15 June. In addition, the pyroclastic flow and lahar paths were correctly anticipated by hazard maps which had been drawn up when the unrest began a few months before (Punongbayan et al., 1996). More recently, the 2010 eruption of Merapi, Indonesia, on 26 September was preceded by 36 days of precursory activity: rates of VT and hybrid seismicity and \(\text{SO}_2\) during this time were comparable to, or higher than, the highest rates observed during previous (smaller) Merapi eruptions (1992-2007), and rapid deformation was observed by EDM. Consequently, one day prior to the explosive eruption, several tens of thousands of people were evacuated from a radius extending 10 km from the volcano, resulting in a greatly lowered death toll of 35 (Surono et al., 2012). Eruptions at basaltic volcanoes can also sometimes be preceded by seismicity (Bell and Kilburn, 2012, Chastin and Main, 2003). In these instances, the eruptions were characterised by the fact that a new pathway for magma to reach the surface was generated. Those eruptions lacking precursory seismicity may simply be related to eruptions in which an open pathway to the surface already exists, resulting in seismic silence.
Monitoring deformation within volcanic environments is intrinsically linked to the instability of volcanic edifices due to the displacement of the surrounding rock at the surface above magmatic intrusions. In some instances, e.g. Mt St Helens in 1980, the size of a volcanic collapse was estimated (Voight, 2000) due to detected movement of the flank by 1.5-2.5 m a day in the 25 days preceding the collapse (Lipman et al., 1981). However, since deformation monitoring requires stable base stations positioned on rocky outcrops (for GPS) or good coherence by exposed rock masses (for SAR acquisitions), it is often impossible to extract the deformation signal. This was the case with the Grimsvötn eruption in Iceland in 1996 where the deformation signal from the opening of two dykes to allow magma to the surface was obscured by the overlying icecap (Pagli et al., 2007). The use of InSAR as a forecasting and monitoring technique has been limited due to its temporal resolution, since analysis can only be conducted once acquisitions are completed, which is dependent upon the configuration of satellites above the Earth. However, ground based techniques offer increased temporal resolution. Tiltmeters have been used at Sakurajima volcano, Japan to forecast explosion events. Of the 39 explosion events during an investigated period in 1985 (26 days), 27 events occurred following an identified “critical stage” of sustained inflation (Kamo and Ishihara, 1989).

Forecasting volcanic eruptions using gas emissions is almost unheard of, likely because continuous monitoring is problematic and dependent upon clear weather conditions, line of sight, and the ability to actually sample gases being emitted from the volcano, which is obviously not possible during an eruption. Using remote sensing techniques to analyse gas composition within a continuous volcanic plume at Etna, Sicily, Aiuppa et al. (2007) suggested that an increase in the \( \text{CO}_2/\text{SO}_2 \) ratio (5 to 50 times greater than during quiescence degassing periods) prior to explosive activity could be related to the ascent of gas-rich magma within basaltic systems, and consequently used as a forecasting tool. However such evaluations appear to be rare.

1.3.1 The Failure Forecast Method

Volcanic eruptions are often preceded by accelerating geophysical signals (McNutt, 2002), associated with the movement of magma or other fluid towards the surface. Of these precursors, seismicity is at the forefront of forecasting volcanic unrest since it is frequently observed and the change from background level can be observed in real time (Chouet et al., 1994, Cornelius and Voight, 1994, Kilburn, 2003, Ortiz et al., 2003). Since forecasting of volcanic eruptions
relies on the ability to forecast the timing of magma reaching the surface, low frequency seismicity with a spectral range of $0.2 - 5$ Hz (Lahr et al., 1994) may potentially act as a forecasting tool due to its potential correlation with the movement of magmatic fluid at depth (Chouet et al., 1994, Neuberg et al., 2000).

The relationship between an accelerating geophysical precursor and the timing of failure of the system was first considered for landslides (Fukuzono, 1985) but has since been adapted for the forecasting of volcanic eruptions (Voight, 1988, 1989). The Material Failure Law or the Failure Forecast Method (FFM) as it is referred to in volcanology (Cornelius and Voight, 1995), is an empirical power-law relationship based on first principles associated with failing materials, which relates the acceleration of a precursor ($d^2 \Omega/dt^2$) to the rate of that precursor ($d\Omega/dt$) at constant stress and temperature (Voight, 1988) by:

$$
\frac{d^2 \Omega}{dt^2} = K \left( \frac{d\Omega}{dt} \right)^\alpha
$$

where $K$ and $\alpha$ are empirical constants. $\Omega$ can represent a number of different geophysical precursors, for example low frequency seismic event rate (Hammer and Neuberg, 2009), event rate of all recorded seismicity (Kilburn and Voight, 1998), or the amplitude of the events (Ortiz et al., 2003). Throughout this thesis, $\Omega$ shall be referred to as the “observable” meaning it is the measured precursory phenomena that shall be used in conjunction with the FFM. The parameter $\alpha$ is thought to range between 1 and 2 in volcanic environments (Voight, 1988, Voight and Cornelius, 1991), or may even evolve from 1 towards 2 as seismicity proceeds (Kilburn, 2003). In this instance, an infinite $d\Omega/dt$ suggests an uncontrolled rate of change or a singularity and is associated with an impending eruption (Figure 1.3: Left panel). The inverse form of $d\Omega/dt$ is linear if $\alpha = 2$, and therefore the solution to determine the timing of failure is a linear regression of inverse rate against time. The extrapolation to singularity (when $d\Omega/dt$ tends to infinity and is therefore believed to be approaching uncontrolled propagation) is straightforward and the timing of potential failure is determined as being when the linear regression intersects the x-axis (Voight, 1988) (Figure 1.3: Right panel). It is important to note that this forecasted timing of failure is associated with the potential for an eruption, and may not necessarily result in one, since a direct pathway of magma to the surface may not have been generated.

$K$ is thought to be dependent upon the composition of the material, the temperature and the confining pressure at the time (Kilburn, 2012). One method to determine the values of $\alpha$ and
Figure 1.3: Schematic graphical extrapolation of the timing of failure using the Failure Forecast Method. Left: Each black dot represents the counts of an accelerating precursor (Ω) at different times (synthetic data). The red line represents a power law best-fit function to the data. It is assumed that once this tends towards infinity, eruption is imminent due to a major change in the system. Right: The inverse count of the accelerating precursor is plotted against time. A least squared regression analysis is represented by the red line. The forecasted timing of the eruption is the point at which this linear regression crosses the x-axis, as indicated.

\[ K \text{ is the linear form of:} \]
\[ \log \left( \frac{d^2 \Omega}{dt^2} \right) = \alpha \log \left( \frac{d\Omega}{dt} \right) + \log(K), \]  
\(1.2\)

on a log rate vs. log acceleration plot. \( \alpha \) can be estimated by the slope and \( K \) by taking the exponent of the intercept (Cornelius and Voight, 1995).

The FFM has been applied to material failure scenarios at many different volcanoes. Research suggests that the method would have aided volcanologists in hindsight in the prediction of volcanic eruptions at Mt. St. Helens, USA (1981, 1982, 1985, 1986); Redoubt volcano, Alaska (1989-1990); Mt. Pinatubo, Philippines (1991) (Voight and Cornelius (1991), Cornelius and Voight (1995), and references therein) and Bezymianny, Russia (1959-1961) (Tokarev, 1963). However, since these analyses were conducted in hindsight and this is an empirical technique, appropriate caution must be applied when using the FFM in real-time situations of volcanic unrest. Previous applications of the FFM to volcanic environments shall be discussed further in Section 3.1.
1.4 Instability at Volcanoes

Forecasting volcanic eruptions is therefore reliant upon indirect analysis of processes occurring at depth, since it is impossible to gain direct measurements of magma movement at depth. This research is primarily interested in forecasting dome collapses at Soufrière Hills volcano, Montserrat, since these have proved one of the most destructive phenomenon in this environment. Dome collapses are likely to be affected by a number of internal and external factors, but most significantly a collapse will not occur if there is no dome to collapse or the dome is not unstable. Consequently, dome stability analysis will be used in conjunction with the FFM as a forecasting tool since understanding the processes controlling volcanic dome collapse is essential in order to assess the long and short term hazard potential of a volcano (Reid et al., 2010). Prior to 1980, very little research was extended towards the potential hazards and impacts of collapse at volcanoes. Except for Moore (1964), who reported that two large landslides on the Hawaiian ridge were the result of volcanic instability and Ridley (1971), who reported on volcanic collapse features on Tenerife, there appears to be very little literature on this. The catastrophic lateral blast in 1980 of Mount St Helens, Washington, USA, in which 50 people lost their lives, demonstrated the risks of dome collapse and instability of volcanic edifices (Christiansen and Peterson, 1981).

A more detailed discussion of instability at volcanoes, and in particular at Soufrière Hills Volcano Montserrat, including the driving forces behind dome collapses will be discussed in Chapter 5.

1.4.1 The Mechanics of Slope Failure

The generation of edifice instability is likely to be related to a number of factors which all intertwine, so that at any particular moment, the yield stress within the edifice is lowered significantly enough to generate collapse. In order for a slope to fail, the stresses allowing failure must be greater than those which are resisting failure. In terms of principal stresses, the normal stress resists failure along a sliding plane, and the shear stress promotes it. Within volcanic environments, the normal stress acting upon a potential failure plane is the lithostatic pressure which is a consequence of the overlying rock mass. However, it is more appropriate to determine the effective lithostatic pressure ($\sigma'$) rather than simply the normal lithostatic pressure, which is defined as the difference between the total normal stress ($\sigma$) and the pore water or gas
pressure ($u$):

$$\sigma' = \sigma - u$$

(1.3)

acting on the failure plane, since the effective lithostatic pressure is more encompassing of the
fact that the rock overlying the failure plane is made up of an interstitial system of connecting
discontinuities and rock pieces, which can allow deformation. Lower values of effective litho-
static pressure are more likely to result in failure (Simons et al., 2001). Equation 1.3 implies
that an increase in fluid or gas pressure can lead to a lower effective lithostatic pressure, which
can therefore induce instability.

Following equation 1.3, there are a number of ways in which it is possible to induce failure.
Either $\sigma$ must be reduced, or $u$ must be increased (whilst always conserving mass and energy).
To reduce the total normal stress $\sigma$, the rock mass above the failure plane must be removed,
either by small mass wasting events which effectively lower $\sigma$ over a long period of time,
or in large landslide events where the stress field is unable to re-adjust fast enough back to
equilibrium. An increase in $u$ could be achieved by an increase in the gas output at a volcano,
direct magma intrusions, or dyke intrusions close to the failure plane (Voight and Elsworth,
2000).

### 1.5 Bridging the gap between science and operational procedures

Benefactors of scientific research are particularly interested in the impact that the science could
have, both for society and in economic terms. However, there can often be large discrepancy
between academic science and results that are useful for real world applications. Designing
complicated models to explain complex geophysical and geochemical signals from a volcano
helps to improve our understanding of that volcanic situation and the possible future scenarios
associated with it. However, they may not be useful for routine monitoring of a volcano, which
is often stressful not only due to potential volcanic unrest, but also due to political, geographical
and financial pressures.

This research aims to begin to close the gap between the output of scientific research within
academic environments, and the use of this science in an operational environment. Research
into forecasting volcanic eruptions, which are inherently complex systems, needs to be per-
formed from an operational point of view: there is little gained from having a hugely complex model for forecasting if it is too expensive, requires too much computational power and is too complicated for those meant to be using the forecasting tools in volcano observatories. Research done in collaboration with volcano observatories, with input from staff in these environments, is much more likely to be successfully implemented. One of the ultimate aims of this research is therefore to develop forecasting tools which can be successfully implemented at volcano observatories. This has partly been successful; at the time of writing the cross correlation forecasting technique (description and applications shown in Chapter 4) developed during this research are being modified to comply with system requirements at the Instituto Geofisico in Quito, Ecuador, who are responsible for the continued monitoring all of the active volcanoes in the country, including Cotopaxi, Tungurahua and Reventador. The implementation of these forecasting codes into day to day monitoring has been explicitly requested by the Director of the Institute.

1.6 Thesis Aims

The primary objective of this research is to develop volcanic dome collapse forecasting tools using seismic signals which: (1) provide accurate forecasts; (2) can be used in real-time scenarios; and (3) are easily implemented at volcano observatories. Much research has been performed into forecasting volcanic eruptions using seismicity and other precursors, however the resulting forecast accuracy is varied. Principally this research aims to further develop forecasting tools by establishing causal relationships between seismicity occurring at depth, and the eruption occurring on the Earth’s surface.

More specifically, the aims of this research are:

1. To appreciate and understand the monitoring capacity at the volcanoes where this research is based (Soufrière Hills, Montserrat and Chiles-Cerro Negro, Ecuador/Colombia) in order to develop operational forecasting tools adequate for the needs of these observatories, and compare this with other monitored volcanoes worldwide.

2. To take conventional forecasting techniques and develop them further such that forecasting is based upon one single active system at depth, and does not average across all precursory seismic activity.
3. To investigate volcanic dome stability at Soufrière Hills volcano prior to collapse, and determine the important factors which may enhance this instability.

4. To develop a conceptual model that links the acceleration of seismicity at depth to dome collapses at the surface at Soufrière Hills, Montserrat.

5. To test the newly developed forecasting tools on a developing volcanic unrest scenario at Chiles-Cerro Negro, Ecuador/Colombia.

1.7 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 introduces the target volcanoes which have been investigated during this research: Soufrière Hill volcano, Montserrat and Chiles-Cerro Negro, Ecuador/Colombia. This includes a brief geological history, and analysis of the past and current monitoring practices. Chapter 3 details previous use of the Failure Forecast Method for forecasting volcanic eruptions, and applies these conventional techniques to a number of dome collapses at Soufrière Hills. Chapter 4 comprises the introduction of a suggested alteration on the FFM whereby similar low frequency seismicity is used as a forecasting tool. A number of assumptions about the FFM are challenged, including the use of a power law exponent, and different types of regression analysis. Volcanic edifice instability, and its importance is assessed in Chapter 5, with Finite Element Modelling suggesting that often the volcanic dome is already inherently unstable before unrest begins. A conceptual model linking the accelerating precursory seismicity at depth and the failure of an unstable volcanic edifice is presented in Chapter 6, based on the movement of magma at depth. Chapter 7 details the use of similar seismicity and forecasting to an unfolding unrest scenario at Chiles-Cerro Negro volcano, Ecuador/Colombia, where previously there was very little geological or geophysical understanding. Finally, Chapter 8 presents the main conclusions of this research, along with some of the limitations of the methods presented, and details of some ideas for further work.
Chapter 2

Target Volcanoes and their Monitoring Capacity

Significant differences are found between the monitoring of different volcanoes around the world. The monitoring capacity of a volcano is not only dependent upon the number of monitoring instruments which can be placed in the vicinity. It is dependent upon numerous political, geographical and financial considerations, which often conflict with one another. Therefore, the monitoring capacity of each volcano is unique, but might be comparable to other volcanoes in similar tectonic and political settings. This chapter provides an overview of the monitoring capacity of a number of volcanoes in different political, geographical and financial situations, which has formed part of Work Package 6 of the collaborative VUELCO (Volcanic Unrest in Europe and Latin America) project (http://www.vuelco.net/). Forecasting tools developed as part of this research will be created on the basis of the monitoring capacity of the target volcanoes, in order for the tools to be applicable immediately in an operational setting.

2.1 The Monitoring Capacity at Target Volcanoes

Since there is no direct way to investigate the magmatic system at depth, an understanding is based upon surface instrumentation and its interpretation. The manifestation of magmatic processes can be measured fundamentally through gas output at the volcano, ground deformation and seismicity. However, political, geographical and financial issues mean that it is impossible to monitor every single volcano on Earth, and different volcanic settings will require different levels of instrumentation. Inevitably, there is a trade off between safety of the proximal population, scientific research and financial implications.
Six andesitic volcanoes within Europe and Latin America were chosen as case studies to investigate the monitoring capacity at different volcanoes around the world (Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1). The chosen volcanoes span a wide range of volcanic settings, in different geographical and political situations, and all have a long history of monitoring using numerous sensors, with at least one documented period of “unrest”. Here, unrest is defined as a period of activity above the normal background level (Phillipson et al., 2013). Common themes exist between each of the volcanoes, whether this be in their geographical setting, the type of dominant eruptions, or the longevity of the current phase of eruption. Campi Flegrei and Soufrière Hills are similar in the fact that they have been persistently active for decades. Popocatépetl has also been persistently active for a long time (since 1994), but sits in a very different cultural setting. Morne aux Diables is thought to be a reawakening volcano, since it has had two VT seismic crises in the past decade, after a number of decades of quiescence (Lindsay et al., 2005). However as a Caribbean volcano it is in a similar political and geographical position as Soufrière Hills. Neither Morne aux Diables or Soufrière Hills pose a threat to a large population, both being situated on small Caribbean islands. Campi Flegrei and Popocatépetl sit within highly popu-
Table 2.1: The monitoring capacity of six volcanoes in Europe and Latin America. BB are Broadband instruments, SP are Short Period and EDM are Electronic Distance Measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Campi Flegrei</th>
<th>Cotopaxi</th>
<th>Morne aux Diables</th>
<th>Popocatépetl</th>
<th>Soufrière Hills</th>
<th>Teide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BB Seismometer</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP Seismometer</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>base sites, 14 reflector points</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiltmeters</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous GPS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign GPS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Cameras</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes (3)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is evident from Table 2.1 that all of the volcanoes chosen for this case study are well monitored. Observatories responsible for the regular monitoring of the chosen volcanoes appear to place high precedence upon seismic networks for determining unrest. Campi Flegrei has a total of 25 seismometers in its vicinity, not only due to the large spatial area that the caldera occupies, but also because of the high risk to human life if unrest does develop, since over 2 million people live within 5 km of the caldera (Smithsonian Institution, Global Volcanism Program, 2015a). Even those volcanoes which are in more remote locations and so threaten smaller populations have a minimum of 6 seismometers (e.g. Morne aux Diables). Continuous GPS measurements of deformation and gas output measurements are also important, allowing detailed assessment of the volcano over longer timescales. These appear to be particularly valued monitoring tools at Cotopaxi and Teide volcanoes, where steep sided domes could threaten large numbers of the proximal population through over-steepening and collapses.
Monitoring of a volcano is not only important during periods of unrest. During periods of quiescence, it is important to continuously monitor a volcano in order to determine background levels of seismicity, deformation and gas output. Without this information, it is almost impossible to determine the onset of unrest periods, as well as to determine when the volcano has returned to a “normal” state. Ideally, dormant and quiescent volcanoes would be monitored by at least one seismometer, preferably broadband for the greatest frequency detection, and a number of continuous GPS’s to detect inflation and deflation. A minimum of three seismometers equally distributed around the volcano allows the determination of hypocentres at depth and therefore allows spatial, as well as temporal, monitoring of seismicity. These should be placed in areas of low anthropogenic and other noise, but where they are easily accessible for maintenance. This, however, is not available in many cases, due to the financial implications of the equipment and maintenance of the monitoring scheme. Another seismic station is needed at greater distance from the volcano (≥ 20 km) in order to easily distinguish between volcano seismicity and regional events (Wassermann, 2002). GPS’s are more financially viable and therefore numerous instruments can be placed around the volcano as a monitoring tool for a small cost in comparison to a seismic network.

Two volcanoes were chosen to investigate the development of forecasting tools on active volcanoes: Soufrière Hills volcano, Montserrat and Chiles-Cerro Negro volcano, Ecuador-Colombia. Further details of the geological history and the unrest periods are given in Section 2.2 and 2.3. Chiles-Cerro Negro was chosen as a volcano with limited monitoring and understanding of the volcano’s geological history. Sitting within the same volcanic arc as Cotopaxi, this allows a comparison to be drawn to one of Ecuador’s most well monitored volcanoes.

Soufrière Hills volcano, Montserrat, is unusual in the fact that it is a persistently active volcano and has been in this state for over 15 years. This consequently means that the volcano is extremely well monitored and there is a wealth of data spanning back to 1995, including seismicity, deformation and gas measurements. Montserrat is also fortunate in the fact that it is a British overseas territory, and therefore benefits from an extensive aid program from the UK. It is estimated that the island has received over £324 million between 1997 and 2012 in aid (Tran, 2013), which means that the monitoring network is maintained and upgraded as is deemed appropriate. In addition to this, even 20 years later, an international Scientific Advi-
sory Committee (SAC) meets on the island every 12 months to discuss the previous months volcanic activity, and assess possible future scenarios which may unfold on Montserrat. This is a collaborative effort from UK and US scientists, as well as staff at the Montserrat Volcano Observatory (MVO). It is unusual for international collaboration to remain persistent at an active volcano for such a long time, in particular one which affects such a limited population.

In stark comparison to this, Chiles-Cerro Negro, Ecuador-Colombia has a minimal monitoring network, and sits within an active volcanic chain of the Andes mountains. Unrest was first detected at Chiles-Cerro Negro in 1991 by a single seismometer, however a dramatic increase in VT seismicity in October 2014 led to more recent concern. Chiles-Cerro Negro is unusual, since it sits astride of two countries (Ecuador and Colombia) with very different political agendas. The unrest detected at Chiles-Cerro Negro provides an excellent opportunity to test forecasting tools during ongoing unrest, where there is no benefit of hindsight, and in an environment which completely contrasts to Soufrière Hills. At Chiles-Cerro Negro, possible future scenarios are based only on geological mapping of the area, since there have been no historical eruptions. In addition, the background levels of seismicity, deformation and gas output are not really known, which means any deviations from developing unrest cannot be detected even with the current monitoring endeavours.

2.2 Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat

2.2.1 Geological Background

The Caribbean is geologically complex, due to the variety of plate boundaries within a small area (Figure 2.2). The Caribbean plate itself is thought to be an anomalously thick oceanic plateau, ranging from 3 to 20 km thick (Giunta and Orioli, 2011). GPS measurements suggest that the Caribbean plate is moving approximately 1-2 cm a year to the E-NE (Wadge et al., 2014), with respect to the Americas, resulting in the formation of the subduction zone in the East, and thus the formation of the Lesser Antilles island arc, which extends almost 850 km in a North-South direction (Figure 2.2). The relative E-NE movement of the plate represents both the movement into the subduction zone, but also small amounts of North-South extension in this area, accommodated by East-West normal faulting (Wadge et al., 2014), as shown in the upper right panel of Figure 2.2. The Antilles is described as a “double arc system”. In the
southern half of the archipelago, two arcs have become superimposed on one another to form
the islands of Grenada to Martinique. North of Martinique, the two arcs appear separated into
the older outer arc to the East and a younger arc to the West, in which the current volcanic
activity is paramount (Draper et al., 1994), and where Montserrat is located.

Montserrat (16° 45' N., 62° 10' W.) sits within the western series of islands that form
the volcanic arc of the Lesser Antilles. Volcanic activity appears to have occurred intermittently
along the arc for approximately 20 to 25 million years. The older, outer arc of volcanic centres
(which includes Barbuda and Antigua) is thought to have become extinct and eroded before
the late Eocene (55 to 33 million years ago). The first historically recorded eruption in the
Caribbean was in St Kitts in 1692. Prior to the current eruption at Soufrière Hills volcano,
which began in 1995, there is no evidence of historical eruptions on Montserrat, although seis-
micity and “unusual soufriere (fumerolic) activity” was noted in 1897 and 1933 (MacGregor,
1938).

The island of Montserrat is made up of adjacent, topographically distinct regions (from
North to South: Silver Hills, Centre Hills, Garibaldi Hill, St. George’s Hill, Soufrière Hills
and South Soufrière Hills - Figure 2.3), each of which represents the remnants of a volcano
which has become eroded with time (MacGregor, 1936). The central cores of these volcanic
remnants consist of intrusive andesite with eroded deposits of unconsolidated agglomerates,
tuffs and volcanic sands (MacGregor, 1936). The youngest volcanic centre on the island is
Soufrière Hills, which has been in a state of unrest since 1995 and is still currently active. Al-
though morphologically distinct, evidence from radiometric dating at Soufrière Hills and South
Soufrière Hills suggests a near continuous record of volcanism spanning both centres (Smith
et al., 2007a), with late stage volcanism at South Soufrière Hills giving way to volcanism at
Soufrière Hills by the migration of the magmatic source at depth (Rea, 1974). The petrological
and geochemical nature of Silver Hills, Center Hills and Soufrière Hills are broadly similar,
with andesitic deposits containing abundant mafic inclusions (Harford et al., 2002), thought to
represent the repeated injections of hot material into the cooler magma chamber at depth, which
is then rapidly quenched due to a temperature contrast (Murphy et al., 2000). The magmatic
evolution of the island is still under debate (Figures 2.4 and 2.5) with MacGregor (1936) and
Rea (1974) suggesting that volcanism may have oscillated between the north and south of the
island. Harford et al. (2002), using $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ dating techniques has suggested that evolution
Figure 2.2: Upper left: The location of Montserrat. The triangle represents the location of Soufrière Hills volcano. Upper right: Faulting in the Lesser Antilles arc close to Montserrat, both in a N-S and E-W direction. Modified from USGS (2013). Lower: Major plate boundaries in the vicinity of Montserrat. The subduction zone (red line with triangles) to the East of Montserrat is thought to be responsible for the volcanism. NAM is the North American Plate, SAM is the South American Plate. Relative movement of the large scale transform faults (red) are also shown (after Feuillet et al. (2002) and Bird (2003)).

has been from North to South, with Silver Hills being active 2.5-1.1 Ma, followed by Centre Hills (954-550 ka) and finally Soufrière Hills from 174-24 ka prior to the current eruption.

The Soufrière Hills complex consists of four dome structures (Gage's Mountain, Chance’s
Figure 2.3: Topographic regions on Montserrat. *Upper:* The main topographic regions on Montserrat. The red box denotes the region seen in lower figure. *Lower:* The Soufrière Hills dome complex, with the scar of English’s crater, open to the East, depicted in red.
Figure 2.4: The magmatic evolution of the Island of Montserrat. Adapted from Harford et al. (2002). Each section represents a different stage of evolution in terms of age, with 1 being the oldest.

Figure 2.5: The Evolution of Montserrat’s volcanic centres according to Rea (1974) and Harford et al. (2002)

Peak, Galway’s Mountain and Perche’s Mountain), punctured by a dome filled crater (English’s crater) holding Castle Peak, which appears to “sit on” loose unconsolidated pyroclastic flow deposits, believed to be from the present eruption (Wadge and Isaacs, 1988) (Figure 2.3). Petrological and physiological differences between each of the four domes suggest that each represents a separate volcanic feature (Rea, 1974, Harford et al., 2002). English’s Crater (a collapse sector scar from where the current activity is focused) is believed to be younger than all of the other domes, since it truncates both Galway’s and Chance’s Peak, and sits open to the East (Rea, 1974). Much of the underlying stratigraphy has now been covered by deposits from the current eruptive phase, but the suggestion is that the eruption style at Soufrière Hills has been cyclic between Peléan and Plinian style. Volcanic activity is believed to have been
largely intermittent, at least over the past 400,000 years, lasting a few thousand years at a time separated by long periods of quiescence. Historical eruptions derived from dating the youngest block and ash flows on the island suggest that Soufrière Hills may have erupted around 1475 and again between 1536 and 1561. These eruptions are likely to have been smaller than the current one, since deposits are only concentrated around the eastern flank of Soufrière Hills volcano within the current sector collapse scar (Smith et al., 2007a).

2.2.2 The current eruptive period: 1995 to Present

The latest eruption of Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat began in July 1995 with a series of phreatic explosions associated with vent openings around the crater. This was the first historical eruption of the complex, although seismic crises had been recorded on the island at approximately 30 year intervals in 1897-98, 1933-37 and 1966-67 (Aspinall et al., 1998). Shepherd et al. (1971) noted that the seismicity in 1966-67 was predominately made up of VT events with clear P- and S- arrivals, located in the south of the island, and related the earthquake activity to the volcano. However, since the activity ranged from shallow to approximately 10 km depth, they concluded that no large sized magmatic body was present at shallow depths, as the presence of S-waves were clearly evident, which would be unable to travel through the liquid magmatic body. Since VT activity is primarily associated with the fracturing of intact rock (Arciniega-Ceballos et al., 2003), these volcano-seismic crises may have been the first indication that the magmatic system at depth was once again becoming active (Wadge et al., 2014).

Since November 1995, Soufrière Hills has undergone a repeated cycle of dome growth and collapse, with the collapse phases resulting in pyroclastic flows, lahars and ash fall. The eruption can be split into five extrusive phases (Table 2.2). Along with the repetitive cycles of dome growth and collapse, Vulcanian explosions have also been a common feature during periods of extrusion, which are often accompanied by ash venting (Donovan et al., 2011). Prior to the current eruption onset in 1995, only two seismic stations (MGHZ and MLGT) existed for the daily monitoring of the volcano, maintained by the University of the West Indies. More seismometers were installed by the USGS Volcano Disaster Assistance Program (Aspinall et al., 1998) in the configuration shown in Figure 2.6 just after the unrest began.

Since 1995 a continuous network of monitoring equipment has existed on Montserrat to ensure the constant and consistent monitoring of the volcano by the Montserrat Volcano Ob-
servatory (MVO). The current configuration of seismometers (shown in figure 2.7(a)) consists of 10 broadband stations and 2 short period stations. All stations are owned by MVO, with the exception of MBWW which is owned by the University of Leeds, with data being passed both to the University and to MVO. This configuration allows detailed locations of hypocentres to be determined. In addition to this, there are 2 sites of continuous gas monitoring, 8 Electronic Distance Measurement (EDM) stations and 11 continuous GPS sites, allowing all three major monitoring techniques of an active volcano to be utilised (Figure 2.7(b)).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Average Ex. Rate (m$^3$/sec)</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Major Collapse Events</th>
<th>Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
<td>July 2008 - September 2008</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b</td>
<td>December 2008 - January 2009</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Highest extrusion rate observed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>October 2009 - February 2010</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>Ends in large collapse.</td>
<td>11th February 2010. Removal of 50 million m$^3$</td>
<td>Stinton et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2.2: Extrusive phases on Montserrat, after Wadge et al. (2014)*
Figure 2.7: Current configurations of seismometers and other monitoring tools on Montserrat

(a) Current configuration of seismometers on Montserrat
(b) Other monitoring tools on Montserrat
2.2.3 Seismicity associated with the current eruption

Seismicity is dominant during phases of extrusion at Soufrière Hills volcano (Table 2.2). During these times, seismicity has fluctuated, potentially due to fluctuating extrusion rates (Wadge et al., 2014). Almost all large dome collapses at Soufrière Hills volcano have been preceded by swarms of low frequency earthquakes, often occurring in cycles of 8-12 hours and lasting from a few hours to several days (Voight et al., 1998, Miller et al., 1998, Green and Neuberg, 2006). However, swarms of low frequency events can also occur without there being any collapse (Neuberg et al., 2006). These swarms are of a periodic nature, which can be well correlated to tilt signals (Green and Neuberg, 2006), suggesting that during times of inflation of the dome, low frequency seismic swarms are extensive, reaching a maximum intensity at the point of the maximum tilt signal (i.e. the maximum inflation of the dome) (Miller et al., 1998). During times of deflation, low frequency event swarms become negligible and other types of seismic signals are more identifiable such as pyroclastic flow signals and rockfalls, which may signify the onset of dome collapse (Voight et al., 1998). This suggests that low frequency events are related to processes of pressurization within the volcanic plumbing system (Neuberg et al., 2006). Neuberg et al. (2000) concluded that only a closed resonating volcanic cavity (such as a conduit) has the ability to sustain resonating low frequency seismic events over time scales that are observed on Montserrat (single events can last up to 10 seconds), since an open system would allow the seismic waves to escape to the surface.

High frequency VT events have also been recorded at Soufrière Hills volcano, although they occur much less frequently. During periods of dome growth, VT earthquake levels have been low and almost always exclusively located at depths between 2 km and 5 km below the dome. This is much deeper than the located low frequency signals, which are focused from the surface down to approximately 3 km depth. VT earthquakes are also far more dominant when low frequency signals are low (Miller et al., 1998). Rockfall signals are common during periods of dome growth and collapse and, combined with visual observations, are caused by the steepening of the talus slopes of loose material on the volcano flanks by the inflation of the dome. Associated with this phenomenon are pyroclastic flow signals, which involve the movement of larger amounts of material. Since 1997, Soufrière Hills has undergone intermittent periods of Vulcanian explosions during eruptive phases, inducing eruptive columns up to 10 km high. These have almost always been preceded by swarms of low frequency seismicity, which often merges into volcanic tremor in the latter stages of the eruption when ash venting
becomes dominant (Neuberg et al., 2000).

![Graph showing seismic activity](image)

(a) Limited seismicity above background level on 25 December 2006 at station MBLG

(b) High seismic activity on 11 February 2010 at station MBLG, prior to a large scale dome collapse

**Figure 2.8:** Low and high seismic activity recorded on Montserrat

Examples of different seismic scenarios at Soufrière Hills volcano are shown in Figure 2.8. An example of low seismic activity is seen in Figure 2.8a from 25 December 2006, where almost no fluctuations in seismicity are seen above the background noise level. The seismogram has been Butterworth band pass filtered between 0.5 and 15 Hz, in order to try and amplify any low frequency seismicity present. The example in Figure 2.8b is taken from the day of the large scale dome collapse on 11 February 2010, and is again Butterworth filtered between 0.5 and 15 Hz. Since the dome collapse in February 2010, seismicity at the volcano has remained low, except for a short VT swarm from 22-23 March 2012.

### 2.3 Chiles-Cerro Negro, Ecuador-Colombia Border

#### 2.3.1 Geological Background

The stratovolcanic complex of Chiles (00°49′N, 77°56′W) and Cerro Negro de Mayasquer (00°49′N, 77°57′W), known as Chiles-Cerro Negro, lies directly on the border between Ecuador to the South and Colombia to the North, sitting at heights of 4748 m and 4470 m respectively (Instituto Geofísico EPN, 2015), within the cordillera Occidental (Western cordillera) of the Andes mountain chain. Cerro Negro volcano is located approximately 5 km to the west of Chiles. Besides active fumaroles and hot springs, which is indicative of an active hydrothermal system, there are no confirmed eruptions of the Chiles-Cerro Negro complex. However, there is clear evidence that both of these stratovolcanoes have been very destructive in the past, with
large scale collapse scars on the northern flank of Chiles (approximately 1 km in diameter), and on the western flank of Cerro-Negro (approximately 1.8 km in diameter) (Jimenez and Velasco, 1997). However, very little research has been conducted into these volcanoes and therefore very little is known about them in terms of their geological history.

![Figure 2.9: Setting of Chiles-Cerro Negro. Blue triangle represents the location of Chiles-Cerro Negro. All other volcanoes within the NVZ are shown in red, with notable ones named and shown in green. Subduction zone to the west (red line with triangles) thought to be responsible for the volcanism. Large scale transform fault (red line) bisects the volcanoes in Ecuador. Boundaries after Bird (2003).](image)

The Northern Volcanic Zone (NVZ) of the Andes extends roughly North-South over 800 km from Romeral in Colombia down to Sangay volcano in Ecuador, and notably includes the
volcanoes of Nevado del Ruiz, Galeras, Cotopaxi and Tungurahua (Figure 2.9). Volcanism in this area is the direct result of the eastward subduction of the Nazca oceanic plate (in the last 20 Ma) beneath the South American continent, at angles of 25°-35° (Lavenu et al., 1992), with a subduction rate of 6.5 to 9 cm/year. In Colombia, the NVZ is divided into three sub-parallel cordilleras separated by deep inter-Andean valleys known as the Western, Central and Eastern cordilleras. South of the city of Pasto, Colombia, the Central and Eastern cordilleras converge, resulting in the Ecuadorian Andes being characterised by only two chains: the Occidental and Real cordilleras (Droux and Delaloye, 1996). It is thought that the lenses of sediment creating the cordilleras are a result of a number of accretion events from the South-West onto the continental edge of Colombia during the Cretaceous (Grösser, 1989). They are bounded by large scale faults on either side trending in a NNE-SSW direction (see Figure 2.10).

The current geological map produced by the Servicio Geologico de Colombia shows that the composition of the deposits from Chiles and Cerro Negro are primarily andesitic and dacitic, and extend for up to 5 km radially from the volcanoes (Figure 2.10). A number of local faults, known collectively as the El Angel-Guachucal fault system, appear to pass directly through the volcanic centres of Chiles and Cerro Negro, and appear to facilitate a mixture of strike slip and reverse movement (Ruiz et al., 2013a). Only the Tuffino fault (highlighted in red in Figure 2.10 in the East) is believed to still be currently active, although there is evidence that two large magnitude (Mw 6.6 and 7.2) earthquakes in 1868 were also caused by a culmination of movement within this entire fault system (Ruiz et al., 2013a, Beauval et al., 2010).

In 1996, the Observatorio Vulcanologico y Sismologica de Pasto began geochemical studies of the area which included taking water and gas samples of the surrounding hot springs. Besides this, only one operational seismic station (short period) existed in the near vicinity of the volcanoes, sitting on the southern flank of Cerro Negro as a monitoring tool (ECEN in Figure 2.11). The station was installed in 1991 by the Instituto Geofisico de la Escuela Politecnica del Ecuador (IG-EPN), who also analysed the incoming seismic data (Ruiz et al., 2013b, Jimenez and Velasco, 1997). Anomalous VT seismicity was detected in January and February 2000, which was believed to be related to the fault systems in the area, as there was no other evidence of a reactivation of the volcanic complex (Ruiz et al., 2013a).
2.3.2 Current Phase of Unrest: 2014 to Present

Prior to the current phase of unrest, Chiles-Cerro Negro is not known to have had any historic eruptions. The last eruption is thought to have been \( \approx 3400 \) years ago from Cerro Negro, in the form of a debris avalanche (Ruiz et al., 2013b). There is some confusion as to whether an eruption beginning on 17 July 1936, and with an unknown end date (classed as a VEI 2) is really an eruption of Chiles-Cerro Negro as was reported at the time (Smithsonian Institution, Global Volcanism Program, 2015b). Fieldwork has suggested that none of the younger volcanic deposits on the flanks of Chiles-Cerro Negro are a product of these volcanoes (Jimenez and Velasco, 1997), and are more likely to be deposits of Reventador in Ecuador (Smithsonian Institution, Global Volcanism Program, 2015b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month (2013)</th>
<th>ML ( \leq 2 )</th>
<th>ML ( \leq 3 )</th>
<th>ML ( \leq 4 )</th>
<th>ML ( \geq 4 )</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Number of Events registered at Chiles-Cerro Negro from July to October 2013

Despite a difficult political environment, the unfolding volcanic unrest is being carefully monitored by both the Ecuadorian Instituto Geofisico (IG-EPN) and the Colombian Servicio Geologico de Colombia (SGC), since unrest is unprecedented at this complex. IG-EPN currently has 3 seismometers to the south of the volcanic complex, with SGC having 5 seismometers in the north (Figure 2.11), and both work together to increase the monitoring effort of this volcanic complex.

Detection of “anomalous” VT seismicity around the volcanic complex began in 1991, however this was assumed to be related to the active hydrothermal system and thus became the background seismicity. Generally, there were between five and ten events a month, with a mix of VT and LF events (Ruiz et al., 2013b). The seismic event rate once again increased above this now background level in July 2013 (Table 2.3); some events were felt in the neighbouring settlements due to their magnitude. Seismicity has remained elevated ever since (Pers. Comm. D. Sierra- IG-EPN, April 2015). The events from July to October 2013 were initially classed as a swarm of activity due to movement along faults which dissected the craters of Chiles and
Cerro Negro (Ruiz et al., 2013a). One of the largest events in October 2013 occurred almost directly below the current crater of Chiles volcano on the 16 October, at a depth of approximately 2 km, which sparked an increased awareness of the hazardous nature of this complex. The event registered as a M4.5 on the Richter scale and was felt locally. The event has since been determined as a thrust fault with components of strike slip, similar to the suggested movements along most of the faults in the area (Ruiz et al., 2013a). Following the increased VT seismicity in July 2013, the IG-EPN installed two broadband seismometers in April 2014, which allowed the more accurate determination of hypocentres of seismicity (Pers. Comm. D. Sierra, IG-EPN, April 2015), in particular those which are of small magnitude and could not be picked up on the regional seismometer system.

The number of VT seismic events registered in close proximity to Chiles-Cerro Negro (approximately 10 km radius) dramatically increased in October 2014, from what had become a “background” seismic event rate over the past few months of 10 to 50 events per day, to over 150 events a day. In addition to this, there appears to have been a systematic increase in the magnitude of events, with proportionally more events larger than M2 (Figure 2.12, (Ruiz et al., 2013a,b)). Since the start of the year (January 2015), there appears to have been a general decrease in both the number of events, and their relative magnitude. As shown in Figure 2.13, the seismicity appears to be concentrated to the south of Chiles-Cerro Negro, and within the upper 10 km of the crust. Figure 2.13 however does appear to show many artefacts with respect to the depth of the seismicity, presumably related to the input velocity model used in the location of events, with events appearing, for example, at depths of around 2.5 km, 3 km, 5 km and 10 km consistently across different latitude. No clear migration in seismicity is seen over these time scales, although perhaps the events of January and February 2015 are consistently shallower and more concentrated spatially to the summits of Chiles and Cerro Negro than those before. Location and depth information was generated by the IG-EPN.

Since unrest began at Chiles-Cerro Negro, four large magnitude earthquakes have been detected in the Ecuador-Colombia border region, and two within close proximity to the volcanic complex (Figure 2.13). The largest of these, a M5.8 on 20th October 2014 (Figure 2.12), is shown as the more southerly of the large magnitude earthquakes in Figure 2.13 and occurred at the very shallow depth of 4.6 km (Pers. Comm. D. Sierra, IG-EPN, April 2015). Deformation data from InSAR (Figure 2.14) suggests that the earthquake generated approximately 18 cm
of surface deformation in the region close to the location of the earthquake. The displacement pattern echoes slip of 0.8 m along an oblique thrust fault which is located to the south of Chiles volcano at a shallow depth (1.5-3 km) and orientated in a NNE-SSW direction (Pers. Comm. S. Ebmeier, University of Bristol, April 2015). As shown in Figure 2.12, following this event, the number of higher than usual magnitude events increased.

2.4 Summary

Two volcanoes have been used in this study. Soufrière Hills volcano, Montserrat has been persistently active for almost 20 years (split over 5 phases of extrusion) and appears to be in a continuous cycle of dome building and collapse. The monitoring network is exceptional, with 12 seismometers, plus continuous and campaign GPS, and gas monitoring. Seismicity is particularly persistent during eruptive phases, and almost all large dome collapses have been preceded by swarms of low frequency seismicity. The wealth of data covering many scenarios is excellent for the development of forecasting tools. Chiles-Cerro Negro sits on the border between Ecuador and Colombia and became restless again in July 2013. Prior to this, only one seismometer was active and occasional gas sampling of the active fumaroles were performed. The volcano was believed to be dormant but with an active hydrothermal system at depth which generated background levels of seismicity. This is an excellent opportunity to test forecasting tools which appear to be successful at Soufrière Hills volcano during a developing unrest scenario, where there is very little background information and therefore limited experience to draw upon for the volcano in question.
Figure 2.10: Geological map of the Chiles-Cerro Negro volcanic complex showing main deposits and faults in the area. Modified from Servicio Geologico de Colombia.
Figure 2.11: Distribution of seismometers currently monitoring Chiles-Cerro Negro. All stations are broadband sensors (Trillium Compact 120), except for ECEN which is a short period station. The approximate border between Ecuador and Colombia is also shown as a solid line passing directly through the craters of both volcanoes.
Figure 2.12: The magnitude of events recorded in close proximity to Chiles-Cerro Negro from September 2014 to February 2015. Event magnitudes generated by the Instituto Geofisico.
Figure 2.13: Current seismometer configuration and distribution of seismicity at Chiles-Cerro Negro from official catalogue of events as determined by the Instituto Geofísico in Ecuador. The border between Ecuador and Colombia runs directly through the craters of each volcano in a NW-SE orientation on the figure. 16,844 seismic events from August 2014 to February 2015 are plotted which were within approximately 10 km radius of the volcanic complexes and are temporally colour coded.
Figure 2.14: Deformation at Chiles-Cerro Negro associated with unrest from 18th to 29th October 2014. Each complete colour cycle represents a 2 pi phase change or 1.55 cm of deformation in the satellite line of sight. One colour cycle ranges from red to yellow to blue. Maximum displacement is towards the satellite to the south of Chiles volcano (apparent displacement of 18 cm). This displacement pattern is well matched by movement on an oblique thrust fault (strike=197, dip=40, rake=143, depth=1.5-3 km) with uniform slip of 0.8 m. *Figure courtesy of S. Ebmeier, University of Bristol.*
Chapter 3

Towards Forecasting Volcanic Processes: The Failure Forecast Method

One increasingly popular method for forecasting volcanic eruptions relies upon the Failure Forecast Method (FFM), which has been outlined in Section 1.3. However, this is mostly done in hindsight and has yet to be tested for its reliability as a forecasting tool on a number of volcanic phenomena at a single volcano. Soufrière Hills offers the unique chance to investigate precursory seismicity prior to a number of large dome collapses due to a long established monitoring effort (Section 2.2.2). This chapter introduces current common forecasting methods using the FFM and investigates their reliability for forecasting three large dome collapses at Soufrière Hills: June 1997, July 2003 and February 2010, amongst others. It is shown that these current practices are not reliable enough to base forecasts upon, because the techniques do not allow the separation of processes at depth, and therefore the FFM is averaging over a larger set of parameters, rather than concentrating on one single process.

3.1 Previous application of the Failure Forecast Method in Volcanic settings

Accelerating rates of geophysical precursors appear to be common in volcanic settings, and in representative laboratory settings prior to material failure (e.g. eruptions, landslides, fracturing). For example accelerations in the number of seismic events were observed prior to the 1989 eruption of Redoubt volcano (Cornelius and Voight, 1994), and the 1982, 1985 and 1986 eruptions at Mt St Helens (Voight, 1988, Voight and Cornelius, 1991, Smith et al., 2007b).
Accelerations in seismic energy prior to the 1994 and 1998 eruption of Colima volcano (De la Cruz-Reyna and Reyes-Dávila, 2001) have also been observed as well as accelerations in seismic amplitude prior to the 2000 eruption of Villarrica volcano (Ortiz et al., 2003). Within the laboratory environment, experiments have been set up to emulate the final moments prior to failure and acoustic emissions measured, mimicking seismicity prior to eruption (Smith et al., 2009). However, very rarely are forecasts made for volcanic phenomena in real time situations.

One of the first instances of real time forecasting using the FFM came at Redoubt volcano, when the inverse average amplitude of seismic events followed a linear regression trend for 4 days prior to a dome collapse on 2 January 1990 (Figure 3.1). Due to this trend, and the fact that the seismic intensity was far above background levels, the Alaskan Volcano Observatory issued a “formal warning” of an impending eruptive event on the morning of the 2 January, a few hours before the eruption, although the FFM calculations suggested an eruption was likely within 0.5-2 days. A similar, if not clearer trend, that supported the forecast was found using the same precursory sequence but only using seismic events within the spectral range of 1.3-1.9 Hz (Cornelius and Voight, 1994). These events were thought to be indicative of the volumetric
excitation of fluid filled cracks or the conduit itself (Chouet et al., 1994).

De la Cruz-Reyna and Reyes-Dávila (2001) reported the forecasting of volcanic phenomena at Colima volcano in November 1998 following a rapid accelerating trend in the seismic energy release after a period of relative quiescence. After 12 days of elevated seismic energy release, three forecasts were generated based on alternative curve fitting models to the seismic energy data. Forecasts were produced for possible eruptions beginning late on 16 November, late on 17 November and late on 18 November. A new dome was detected at Colima on the 20 November (although elevated seismicity had resumed on 19 November following a short decrease, which is now believed to have been the onset of the dome building eruption) and pyroclastic flows were first produced on the 21 November. Consequently, the forecast made one week earlier was within 48 hours of the timing of the eruption (Reyes-Dávila and De la Cruz-Reyna, 2002).

![Figure 3.2: Inverse event rate of seismicity from 1 to 21 November 1995 at Soufrière Hills Volcano. Two event populations can clearly be seen (open and closed triangles) which both generate near parallel regression trends. The closed triangle regression forecasts the timing of the eruption in November 1995 very well. Event rate was determined from an array of short period vertical component seismometers with a triggering algorithm counting the number of events above a critical amplitude threshold. From Kilburn and Voight (1998).](image)

Due to the wealth of data, Soufrière Hills volcano has also been previously used as a case study for forecasting volcanic phenomena. This has always been done in hindsight. This is partly why this volcano was chosen as a target volcano, as results developed through this research can be critically compared to previous findings. Kilburn and Voight (1998) showed that
the FFM could be successfully used to forecast an eruption in November 1995, when magma first reached the surface, by using inverse daily seismic event rates (Figure 3.2). They related the accelerating seismicity to accelerated fracture growth controlled by the progressive weakening of the surrounding host rock by hydrothermal fluids, but the forecast was only successful once the seismic events were treated as two distinct populations (i.e. two distinct sources of seismicity). Kilburn and Voight (1998) postulated that the reason for two distinct populations might have been the episodic growth of the magmatic conduit.

**Figure 3.3:** Inverse event rate (per 10 minutes) of swarms of seismicity from 23 to 26 June 1997 at Soufrière Hills Volcano. The vertical line marks the onset of the dome collapse on the 25 June 1997. The timings of failure are estimated to (a) 07:00h, (b) 11:15h, and (c) 14:45h on the 25th June (see linear regressions). From Hammer and Neuberg (2009).

Of particular note to this research is the study of Hammer and Neuberg (2009). Using precursory seismicity and the FFM, they successfully forecasted the timing of a dome collapse on 25 June 1997 at Soufrière Hills (Figure 3.3). This was based on accelerating rates of low frequency earthquakes which occurred in swarms, rather than simply the number of low frequency events over the precursory time period. They used the average event rate per swarm which gave a clearer accelerating pattern overall, rather than the traditional method of binning data in units of time. Hammer and Neuberg (2009) used one single waveform family in their
swarm analysis, which shall be emulate in Chapter 4. However, the authors failed to provide
details of the waveform family used, its significance above other waveform families found dur-
ding the same time period (e.g. (Green and Neuberg, 2006)) or report the errors on their results.
In addition, only one dome event was investigated which is too little to base a conclusion that
the FFM is a successful forecasting tool.

3.2 Seismic Amplitude as the Observable

The amplitude of registered seismicity is important since one large event may facilitate mag-
matic fluid movement more easily than a number of very small events. However, this is de-
pendent upon seismicity being registered as discrete events, which is not always the case, as
precursory seismicity may transition to tremor as the eruption time becomes closer (e.g. at
Soufrière Hills volcano in June 1997 prior to a dome collapse (Voight et al., 1998)). Conse-
quently, a method is required which is not reliant upon determining the amplitude of discrete
seismic events, but can also measure the amplitude of continuous tremor.

3.2.1 The definition of RSAM and SSAM

The Real-time Seismic Amplitude Measurement (RSAM) is a monitoring tool which calculates
the average amplitude of incoming continuous seismicity over a selected time bin (1 minute,
10 minutes, 1 hour etc.) in real time. RSAM therefore determines the accurate relative in-
tensities of eruptive episodes, regardless of the type of seismicity that is occurring (e.g. high
frequency, low frequency, discrete events, tremor, rockfalls etc.) (Endo and Murray, 1991).
However, RSAM lacks spectral information, and therefore cannot be used to determine the
type of activity occurring, since it places all seismic signals regardless of origin into the calcu-
lation. In some cases, RSAM has successfully been used to forecast volcanic phenomena e.g.
Figure 3.1 at Redoubt volcano (Cornelius and Voight, 1994), however it is difficult to relate
the acceleration in RSAM to an individual process at depth which leads to a singularity, and
therefore induces failure. In response to this, the Seismic Spectral Amplitude Measurement
(SSAM) calculates the average amplitude of continuous seismicity within discrete frequency
bands (Stephens et al., 1994), and therefore allows accelerations to be related to distinct pro-
cesses occurring at depth (see Section 1.2).

RSAM can be directly used in conjunction with the FFM, with the accelerating observable
$\Omega$ in Equation 1.1 being represented by the average amplitude measurements. The units of
RSAM are consistent with the units of the input seismic data, and therefore can be in counts, volts, or average ground velocity, if the seismic data has been correctly calibrated and converted. All of the continuous seismic data used in RSAM calculations in this research has been velocity calibrated and therefore RSAM is representative of average ground velocity in meters per second. Since the recorded signal frequencies of interest are within the passband of the instruments recording them, full signal restitution is not required. Instead, velocity calibrated signals can be achieved by multiplication with the appropriate calibration factors, which removes the seismometer and digitizer response from the signal.

Originally developed as a monitoring rather than active forecasting tool, Endo and Murray (1991) first suggested a link between the accelerating RSAM and the onset of dome building eruptions at Mt. St. Helens, based on the high correlation between rapid increasing tilt signals for data recorded between 1985 and 1986. Furthermore, RSAM and tilt signals were correlated at Soufrière Hills volcano during the first phase of unrest of the volcano in 1996 and 1997 (Voight et al., 1998). However, the first use of the FFM in conjunction with RSAM and SSAM came from the eruption of Redoubt volcano in 1989-1990, which generated successful forecasts (Cornelius and Voight, 1994) (Figure 3.1).

### 3.2.2 Application of RSAM and SSAM with the FFM

RSAM and SSAM calculations at Soufrière Hills volcano have utilized vertical component data from station MBLG. From 1995 until 2005, a one component (vertical) short period seismic sensor was present at this site (Figure 2.6). In 2005, this was upgraded to a three component broadband seismometer (Figure 2.7). MBLG was chosen due to its close proximity to the volcanic crater, which means a high signal to noise ratio, which is particularly important for the calculation of RSAM since no information including any unwanted signals (e.g. anthropogenic noise, teleseisms) are filtered out during the calculation. In addition, continuous seismic data and earthquake counts as determined by MVO were made available for the entire precursory periods of interest at MBLG, which was not the case for other proximal stations.

In the SSAM calculation, under the assumption that low frequency seismicity is generated by magmatic fluid movement, and it therefore may be a precursor to volcanic eruptions, all frequencies below 0.5 Hz and above 5 Hz were filtered out. Noise below 0.5 Hz is attributed to oceanic microseisms (Arciniega-Ceballos et al., 2003), and signals with frequencies above
5 Hz are not thought to be typical of volcanic low frequency seismicity (Chouet, 1996a, Neu-
berg et al., 2000), and instead are associated with the brittle failure of the volcanic edifice
(Arciniega-Ceballos et al., 2003), rockfall events or other surface generated seismicity.

For both the RSAM and SSAM calculation, the continuous seismic data is placed into
discrete bins from which an average is taken, the length of which are somewhat arbitrary (Bell
et al., 2013). Since this research is focused on quickly developing seismic unrest and short-
term forecasting tools, and following the example of previous authors (e.g. Cornelius and
Voight (1994), Voight et al. (1998)), a moving computing window of 10 minutes was used to
calculate the average seismic amplitude of the signals.

**June 1997**

Described as the first major collapse at Soufrière Hills volcano, although subsequent collapse
volumes have been much larger, the 25 June 1997 event removed 6.4 million m$^3$ of material
(Montserrat Volcano Observatory, 2012) and generated the only fatalities of the eruptive pe-
riod so far, with 19 people losing their lives as pyroclastic flows breached English’s crater to the
North (Loughlin et al., 2002). The dome collapse was preceded by hybrid earthquake swarms
(Figure 3.4), volcanic tremor, and clear inflation and deflation cycles from the 22 June onwards
(Montserrat Volcano Observatory, 1997b, Voight et al., 1998).

Figure 3.5 shows the average seismic amplitude in 10 minute bins of the continuous seis-
mic signal prior to a dome collapse on 25 June 1997. The precursory seismic sequence begins
on the 22 June, with a large acceleration in the average seismic amplitudes. However, after
this event, the RSAM value appears to fluctuate with no clear accelerations which are greater
that the event on the 22, up to the time of the dome collapse on the 25 June. The FFM has
been applied to the inverse RSAM (Figure 3.6) in circumstances when an inverse regression
is registered for over 30 minutes (i.e. for three successive decreasing time bins). The forecast
timing and the $R^2$ value for the linear regression fit to the data are summarized in Table 3.1.

After Barrett (1974), $R^2$ is defined as:

$$R^2 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(y_i - \hat{y_i})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(y_i - \bar{y})^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)
where \( y_i \) represents the observed parameter at position \( i \) (i.e. the inverse event rate at a given time), \( \hat{y}_i \) represents the predicted parameter of \( y \) at \( i \) (i.e. the FFM linear regression at this time), and \( \bar{y} \) represents the mean value of all of the \( y \) values. \( R^2 \), the coefficient of determination, is the proportion of variability which can be explained by the model, and ranges from a minimum value of 0, which suggests that the model does not explain any part of the data, up to a maximum of 1, which suggests the model perfectly describes the data. In this case, the \( R^2 \) value shows how well future outcomes can be predicted by the model (the FFM), and therefore the closer the value is to 1, the more confidence there is in the forecast.

Four forecasts could have been made using RSAM data from the 22 to 26 June 1997, as shown in Figure 3.6 (labelled 1 to 4). All four forecasts have high \( R^2 \) values, suggesting that the FFM fits well to the inverse amplitude data, particularly the first forecast made on the 23 June (Table 3.1). However, none of the forecasts are accurate, and RSAM appears to simply fluctuate during the precursory period rather than accelerate towards the time of failure (i.e. eruption). The use of RSAM in June 1997 in real time would not have provided any accurate forecasts, and more likely, would have created confusion as to the fluctuating signals. One
potential reason for the generation of false forecasts may be the mixing of different types of seismic signals within one calculation. Therefore, it is unclear as to what process the calculation is actually forecasting if the assumption is that each type of seismic signal is representative of different processes.

The seismic amplitudes of seismicity within the frequency band of 0.5-5 Hz (SSAM) shows a different pattern to RSAM (Figure 3.7). It is clear that the low frequency seismicity occurs in a regular cyclic patterns of swarms, and the amplitude change within each swarm itself is also cyclic. An initial increase in the amplitude of the events is followed by a decrease in
amplitude within each swarm. However, the overall amplitude within each swarm appears to increase with time towards the dome collapse. The difference in the RSAM and SSAM (Figures 3.6 and 3.7) can be explained as the low frequency seismic amplitudes are two orders of magnitude smaller than the average amplitude of all of the seismicity, therefore suggesting that the low frequency events, although dominant in number, are much smaller in amplitude. Consequently, when placed into the RSAM calculation with all other types of seismicity, which are larger amplitude signals, the swarm like behaviour is seemingly lost.

**July 2003**

The dome collapse on 12 July 2003 is the largest of the eruptive period to date, and the largest recorded in historical times at any volcano (Herd et al., 2005). Over 18 hours, 210 million m$^3$ of material collapsed in a north-westerly direction, with large pyroclastic flows reaching the sea and generating intense hydrovolcanic activity at the shoreline, as well as a small tsunami. 15 cm of ash fall (not compacted) was recorded in Old Towne, to the North of Garibaldi Hill (Figure 2.3). Unlike previous collapses (e.g. June 1997), a pause in extrusion was noted from

![Figure 3.6: Inverse RSAM (10 minute averages) at Soufri`ere Hills volcano, 22 to 28 June 1997, station MBLG. The vertical line represents the known timing of dome collapse, at which point MBLG was disconnected from the seismic network due to a passing pyroclastic flow. RSAM is representative of average ground velocity in meters per second. Each forecast using the FFM (alpha = 2) is shown by a linear regression and is labelled 1-4. Details of the forecasts can be found in Table 3.1.](image)
Figure 3.7: SSAM (10 minute averages) at Soufrière Hills volcano, 22 to 25 June 1997, station MBLG. The raw continuous seismogram was filtered between 0.5 and 5 Hz, see text for explanation. The vertical line represents the known timing of dome collapse, at which point MBLG was disconnected from the network due to a passing pyroclastic flow. SSAM is representative of average ground velocity in meters per second, related to the occurrence of low frequency seismicity.

The middle of June 2003 until the dome collapse on the 12 July, although precursory seismic signals began on 9 July (Herd et al., 2005), Figure 3.8.

As shown in Figure 3.9, the RSAM calculation provides very little information about the precursory seismicity, and certainly does not show the same cyclic nature as was observed in June 1997 (Figure 3.5). RSAM in July 2003 provided no opportunity to apply the FFM since no accelerating trends could be identified, and therefore it is not a useful forecasting tool in this instance. The large peaks in RSAM on the 11 and 12 July, prior to the collapse are probably related to rockfall events, since they are not seen in the SSAM (Figure 3.10). Prior removal of these rockfall events is not in keeping with the original execution of RSAM, however if performed does not allow the identification of any precursory sequences. Again, no precursory trends can be identified from the SSAM prior to the collapse, which makes the FFM not applicable for this seismic sequence. Figure 3.10 does show an increase in low frequency seismic amplitudes once the collapse has begun (vertical line in figure), which could be related either to the easier movement of magmatic fluid from depth once the eruption began,
Figure 3.8: Raw continuous seismogram, 8 to 13 July 2003 at Soufrière Hills volcano, station MBLG. The signal has been velocity calibrated by removal of the instrument and digitizer responses, thus the units are in meters per second. The vertical line represents the known timing of a dome collapse on 12 July 2003. Although it may look like swarm like behaviour, the periods of “quiescence” are actually data gaps. The seemingly large event on the 11 July is actually an event which saturated the system.

or due to the low frequency component of pyroclastic flow signals. In either case, the increase in amplitude is partly due to the increase in seismicity which was registered as the collapse unfolded.

February 2010

The most recent significant dome collapse occurred on 11 February 2010 during the latest eruptive episode that Soufrière Hills has seen (Phase 5, Table 2.2). Four months of intensive extrusive and explosive activity culminated in the collapse of 50 million m$^3$ of material (Figure 3.11). The average extrusion rate for this period was 7 m$^3$s$^{-1}$ although there is some evidence that extrusion rates could have reached as high as 35 m$^3$s$^{-1}$ for short periods of time (Stinton et al., 2014, Odbert et al., 2014b).

It is clear from Figure 3.12 that the seismic amplitudes of events was cyclic in the 9 days prior to the dome collapse on the 11 February, with a period of approximately 24 hours (i.e. one cycle per day). This cyclicity does not appear to be affected by the precursory Vulcanian explosions that occurred on the 5 and 8 February, suggesting the processes generating
the seismic cyclicity is completely separate to the processes involved in the explosion events. Figure 3.12 suggests a slight increase in the range of amplitudes as time progresses, although not significantly. Hammer and Neuberg (2009) also found that the mean amplitude of events prior to the 25 June 1997 dome collapse were almost constant. The cyclic nature of RSAM in February 2010 makes using the FFM in conjunction with the continuous seismicity difficult since it would forecast an eruption every 8 hours, as the RSAM values once again increase in each cycle. Furthermore, there appears to be very little difference in character between the early RSAM cycles and the one preceding the dome collapse, making forecasting the event void using this method.

Figure 3.13 shows the seismic amplitudes of events within the frequency range of 0.5 to 5 Hz, and therefore represents the seismicity associated with the movement of magmatic fluids. No acceleration in seismic amplitude was observed prior to the dome collapse on 11 February, with the peak in seismic amplitude occurring simultaneously with the dome collapse. Therefore, the precursory seismic sequence provided no evidence of a failure event, as would be necessary for application of the FFM.

Figure 3.9: RSAM (10 minute averages) at Soufrière Hills volcano, 8 to 13 July 2003, station MBLG. The vertical line represents the known timing of dome collapse on 12 July at \(\approx 1330\) local time. RSAM is representative of average ground velocity in meters per second.
Figure 3.10: SSAM (10 minute averages) at Soufrière Hills volcano, 8 to 13 July 2003, station MBLG. The raw continuous seismogram was filtered between 0.5 and 5 Hz. The vertical line represents the known timing of dome collapse on 12th July at ≈1330 local time. SSAM is representative of average ground velocity in meters per second, related to the occurrence of low frequency seismicity.

3.3 Crude Seismic Energy as the Observable

3.3.1 The Definition of RSEM and SSEM

The energy release from seismicity is directly proportional to the amplitude of the events that have occurred. The Real-time Seismic Energy Measurement (RSEM) monitoring tool was developed at Colima volcano, Mexico, and is proportional to the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) of seismic energy flux arriving at the seismic station being used for the calculation (De la Cruz-Reyna and Reyes-Dávila, 2001). As described by Tárraga et al. (2008), it takes the form of:

\[
RSEM = k \sqrt{ \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (A_i - A_{avg})^2 } \tag{3.2}
\]

where \( N \) is the number of samples, \( A_i \) is the amplitude of the seismic signal, \( A_{avg} \) is the average of the number of samples and \( k \) is a calibration factor which accounts for the analogue-digital conversion and the instrument response characteristics. RSEM was once again calculated in 10 minute windows and therefore \( N \) was equal to 45000 samples when the signal was digitized at 75 Hz. The seismogram has already been calibrated for the digitizer and seismometer response,
therefore making \( k \) equal to one. RSEM is directly proportional to the rate of strain from seismic processes and therefore is also comparable to the rate of deformation (De la Cruz-Reyna and Reyes-Dávila, 2001, Tárraga et al., 2008). De la Cruz-Reyna and Reyes-Dávila (2001) suggest that an acceleration in the strain rate, as would be needed in order to use the FFM as a forecasting tool, is indicative of accelerating behaviour in fracture formation and extension. Failure is achieved once the volumetric density of fractures overcomes a critical threshold.

Similar to analysis with continuous amplitude measurements, it is important to distinguish between different source mechanisms at depth and relate the ongoing seismicity to distinct processes that may be occurring. Therefore, the SSEM calculation measures the average seismic energy release within a given spectral frequency band, which consequently relates to a single source mechanism. In order for an eruption to occur there must be movement of magmatic fluid from depth to the surface, which is assumed to be accompanied by low frequency seismicity. Accordingly, analysis of the energy release from only low frequency seismicity may aid forecasting of the impending eruption.
3.3.2 Application of RSEM and SSEM with the FFM

RSEM and SSEM were attempted for the continuous seismic data available for the periods already studied using RSAM (June 1997, July 2003 and February 2010). For SSEM analysis, the continuous data was filtered between 0.5 and 5 Hz, to remove sources of seismicity not related to the movement of magmatic fluid. Since the continuous seismograms have already been velocity calibrated, the units of RSEM and SSEM are in meters per second.

Figure 3.14 shows the energy release from seismicity from the 22 to 26 June 1997 prior to a large scale dome collapse on 25 June 1997. It is clear that the energy release is cyclic, and that within each cycle the energy release initially increases and then decreases once more. It is interesting to note that large spikes in energy release usually occur during the first half of the cycle, and do not necessarily represent the inflexion point within the cycle from continued increasing to decreasing energy release.

RSEM can also be thought of as reflecting stress changes beneath the volcano, which in
Figure 3.13: SSAM (10 minute averages) at Soufrière Hills volcano, 2 to 11 February 2010, station MBLG. The raw continuous seismogram was filtered between 0.5 and 5 Hz. SSAM is representative of average ground velocity in meters per second, for low frequency seismic events. The first two vertical lines (green) represent two small Vulcanian explosions, on the 5 and 8 February. The final vertical line (dotted, blue) represents the onset of the dome collapse and associated pyroclastic flows.

this precursory sequence is clearly cyclic. This cyclicity is also reflected in tilt cycles (Figure 3.15), representative of high amplitude shallow pressurization cycles approximately every 10 hours. The tilt data suggests that this cyclic behaviour continued after the dome collapse, but with a decrease in the period of the cycles (down to approximately 8 hours) and an increase in the mean amplitude of the cycles, marking a distinct change in the deformation pattern (Green and Neuberg, 2006). This cyclic deformation has been linked at silicic volcanoes to increased magma flow rates inducing a stick slip condition at the conduit walls, thereby periodically reducing the pressure in the system (Denlinger and Hoblitt, 1999), or by magma flow through a lower gas charged conduit of constant viscosity which allows pressure to build up and therefore the flow rate to increase. In this case, the rapid flow of magma into an upper conduit which is actively degassing, causes a decrease in pressure in the lower conduit, allowing a cyclicity to develop (Wylie et al., 1999). On Montserrat, cyclic deformation has also been linked to the development of shear stresses along the conduit wall due to pressure gradients induced by increased magma flow (Green et al., 2006), as well as the pressurization of a dyke which acts as a feeder system to the surface (Hautmann et al., 2009, 2014). Therefore, it is possible for
Figure 3.14: RSEM (10 minute averages) at Soufrière Hills volcano, 22 to 26 June 1997, station MBLG. The vertical line represents the known timing of dome collapse, at which point MBLG was disconnected from the seismic network due to a passing pyroclastic flow. RSEM is representative of the average strain release from seismic events.

Figure 3.15: Tilt cycles at Soufrière Hills volcano, 23 to 28 June 1997, Station CP2, approximately 1.5 km from the active vent. Modified from (Green and Neuberg, 2006).

seismometers to detect deformation cycles in a similar way to tiltmeters, if these are not available, and provide information on the potential cyclicity of magma movement from depth.

RSEM calculations for July 2003 (Figure 3.16) and February 2010 (Figure 3.17) suggested no accelerating behaviour and therefore could not be used as a forecasting tool. The energy release from 8 to 13 July 2003 shows an increase approximately 30 minutes prior to the collapse, but nothing that would have been alarming given some of the larger increases in energy release in previous days which did not lead to an eruption. Cyclicity is apparent in the RSEM calcula-
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Figure 3.16: RSEM (10 minute averages) at Soufrière Hills volcano, 8 to 13 July 2003, station MBLG. The vertical line represents the known timing of dome collapse. RSEM is representative of the seismic energy flux arriving at the seismic station and is therefore indicative of stress changes in relation to the ongoing seismicity.

The simplest, and perhaps most basic analysis that a volcano observatory will do is count the number of earthquakes that occur each day. An increase in the number of events is therefore indicative of more restless volcanic behaviour. Like many volcano observatories, MVO uses an STA/LTA (short-term average to long-term average) amplitude ratio triggering algorithm to...
identify individual events from the incoming continuous seismic record. It consists of two sliding windows, one investigating the short term amplitudes and is therefore very sensitive to incoming seismic signals, and one investigating the long term amplitude of the signal, which can provide information about the temporal amplitude of the noise at the site of the seismometer (Withers et al., 1998). Since the trigger is based on the ratio between these two windows, the algorithm is better able to record weak seismicity, compared to a simple amplitude only trigger mechanism (Trnkoczy, 2002). If a trigger (when a critical threshold of this ratio is exceeded) is found on three or more seismic stations simultaneously then an event is declared and registered within the event count catalogue (pers. comm., MVO, P. Smith, 2014).

### 3.4.1 Identification of individual seismic events

During times of quiescence, less than ten earthquakes are detected each week by this system at Soufrière Hills volcano. A total of 1435 triggered events were placed within the catalogue from the 22 - 25 June 1997, although the exact parameter settings of the STA/LTA algorithm used...
are not known. A total of 288 events were placed within the catalogue from 8 - 13 July 2003, again with unknown STA/LTA parameters. Consequently, an STA/LTA algorithm was run on the continuous data for June 1997 and July 2003 as a comparison to the MVO triggers. The parameters used in this analysis are shown in Table 3.2. The sampling interval is the digitization rate based on the instrument being used. The short term and long term averaging windows are the amount of time over which an average amplitude is calculated. This is then converted to a ratio (STA/LTA) and if this value exceeds a given threshold (in this instance a value of 4), then the algorithm declares that a seismic event is occurring. The seismic event ends when the detrigger value is reached again, however an event is only registered by the algorithm if the time between the trigger and detrigger value is at least 10 seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value given</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sampling Interval</td>
<td>1/75 (before 2005) or 1/100 (after 2005)</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning time of signal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End time of signal</td>
<td>Dependent on length of input signal</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short term averaging window length</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long term averaging window length</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of STA/LTA ratio that triggers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of STA/LTA ratio that detriggers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time buffer added before triggering</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-buffer added after detriggering</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum window length of any triggered section</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time between trigger and detrigger</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that must be exceeded in order for the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triggered section to be reported</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.2:** STA LTA parameters

The short term averaging window must be smaller than the shortest seismic event expected to be registered on the seismometer, but must also be longer than a few periods of the expected incoming seismic event (Trnkoczy, 2002). Since this research is aimed at using low frequency seismicity as a forecasting tool for volcanic eruptions due to its relationship to magmatic fluid
movement, the likely periods of an incoming seismic signal will range between 0.2 and 2 seconds. The short term averaging window must be kept small in order to concentrate only on local seismicity. Consequently, a short term averaging window of 0.333 seconds was chosen.

A long term averaging window of 60 seconds was chosen in accordance with Trnkoczy (2002), since it was not necessary to identify distant regional events in this analysis, and since emergent regional events are a high possibility (the waveform shape of a low frequency event can often be emergent). The short term to long term average ratio trigger was set at 4; any higher than this and many events would not have been picked out by the algorithm and registered, and any lower than this and the influence of noise became too great. The detrigger value was set to 2 in order to capture the entire waveform. Using this type of algorithm has many advantages since it can process in near real time, and is easily adapted. However, the automatic trigger recognition system is unlikely to record every single seismic event, in particular when events are not temporally separate or are being influenced by a high degree of noise. In addition, the algorithm does have the capacity to generate false signals, which are not seismic in any way but could still be included within event counts.

Using an STA/LTA algorithm with the parameters set out in Table 3.2, 1817 events were identified from 22 to 25 June 1997, and 520 events from 8 to 13 July 2003. In comparison, MVO’s triggered system identified 1435 events in June 1997, and 288 events in July 2003 over the same time periods. Therefore, the parameters chosen for the STA/LTA algorithm for this study cannot be the same input parameters that were used at the time by MVO in order to identify triggered events. Without knowledge of at least some of the parameters which were used by MVO to identify events, it is almost impossible to replicate their identification of events, since so many combinations of the parameters could be used. The parameters most likely to have been changed to produce such a difference in the number of identified events are: the values of the STA/LTA ratio that triggers or detriggers an event; the lengths of both of the averaging windows; and the minimum window length of a triggered section. At MVO it is possible that these parameters changed with time reflecting noise characteristics and other influencing factors, although in this analysis the parameters were kept the same for the 1997 and 2003 analysis.

These parameters were not appropriate for identifying individual seismic events in February 2010. Instead the STA/LTA parameters were changed such that some seismic events were
identified on 11 February 2010 from the continuous seismic record. In particular, the short
term averaging window length changed from 0.333 seconds to 2 seconds (the maximum period
likely for a low frequency signal between the frequency of 0.5 and 5 Hz), allowing the con-
centration on temporally longer events. The long term averaging window went from 60 to 120
seconds, again to accommodate for longer events, meaning that very short term events (Figure
4.17) did not get identified as an event. The trigger ratio value, the value at which the algo-
rithm begins to detect an event, was moved from 4 to 8 since large amounts of noise appeared
to dominate most of the signal thus many of the previous triggers were simply for noise. A
total of 452 events were identified using this method between the 8 and 12 February 2010.

The STA/LTA algorithm only identifies potential seismic events, but it does not classify
them in any manner. The most common classification of seismic events is by frequency, as has
been outlined in Section 1.2 since it allows an interpretation of the source mechanism to be
made. Unless otherwise stated, all seismic analysis done in this and the subsequent chapters
refers only to low frequency seismicity, within the spectral band of 0.5 to 5 Hz, which is thought
to relate to the movement of magmatic fluid (Chouet, 1996a, Neuberg et al., 2000).

3.4.2 Individual seismic swarms analysed with the FFM: All low frequency seis-
micity

Although not obvious in the continuous seismic data (Figure 3.8), the RSAM (Figure 3.9) or the
RSEM (Figure 3.16), the timings of the incoming triggered events in July 2003 by the MVO
detection algorithm at the time, placed the seismicity into a number of “swarms”. Analysis
of energy release for the precursory seismicity of February 2010 also suggested short cyclic
behaviour, which was particularly dominant during the final few days before the dome col-
lapse (Figure 3.17). Therefore these “swarms” were used in the analysis of individual seismic
swarms (this section) and consecutive seismic swarms analysis (Subsection 3.4.3), for both
2003 and 2010, even though the swarm like behaviour is not very obvious in the continuous
data.

Similar to using RSEM (Figure 3.14), using the number of events every 10 minutes across
the entire precursory period from 22 to 25 June as the accelerating observable $\Omega$ in equation 1.1
generated swarm like behaviour. Therefore each seismic swarm within the precursory period
was investigated individually. All followed a similar pattern, as shown in Figure 3.18, whereby
an initial acceleration in the event rate is seen, but then followed by a deceleration in the event rate. This is the same pattern that has been observed in the RSEM data (Figure 3.14) and the SSAM data (Figure 3.7) and is therefore believed to be a fundamental phenomena observed in precursory seismicity.

The acceleration of event rate can be related to the trigger model proposed by Neuberg et al. (2006), whereby a constriction in the conduit causes an increase in strain rate (Thomas and Neuberg, 2012), leading to the generation of seismicity due to brittle failure within the magma itself. The brittle failure of magma will result in an acceleration in flow through generated fractures, and thus ultimately lead to a de-pressurization within the magma column. This effectively reduces the strain across the column and consequently would lead to a decrease in seismic event rates as seismicity decays relative to the decay in strain (Hammer and Neuberg, 2009).

The FFM assumes that as a geophysical precursor (e.g. event rate) accelerates, a scenario of failure will occur once uncontrolled propagation develops (Voight, 1988). Consequently, the FFM is not applicable to each individual swarm since the acceleration phase is followed by a
deceleration phase, which is not accountable for in the FFM. In addition, if each accelerating period was taken, it would be possible to generate multiple false forecasts for an eruption, due to the cyclic nature of the swarm activity. Cyclic seismicity can therefore be misleading when generating forecasts for volcanic phenomena, since it is unclear as to which accelerating phase will lead to an uncontrolled rate, and therefore to an eruption.

3.4.3 Consecutive Seismic Swarms with the FFM: All LF Seismicity

Hammer and Neuberg (2009) suggested that although individual swarm analysis was not suitable for the FFM, consecutive swarm analysis might be (Figure 3.3). Instead of taking the event rate every 10 minutes from the continuous data, the event rate per 10 minutes is averaged across the entire duration of the seismic swarm, suggesting an overall acceleration in the event rate (i.e. the first swarms have a lower average event rate (per 10 minutes) than the latter swarms which are closer to the known timing of the dome collapse).

June 1997

Figure 3.19 shows the acceleration of consecutive swarm event rates for the precursory period of 22 to 25 June 1997. Initially a clear accelerating trend can be identified from the swarms on the 22 and 23 June, however after this the acceleration appears to slow, despite the average event rate within each swarm remaining higher than previous event rates. Nonetheless, since an overall acceleration in the seismic swarm event rate is identified, it is possible to apply the FFM to the data in order to determine a forecasted timing of collapse (Figure 3.20). It is clear that although the forecasted timing of the dome collapse is extremely good (forecasted to within approximately 2.5 hours of the known timing of the dome collapse), the fit of the linear regression is not good, and there is a wide discrepancy between the observed event rates and the theoretical application of the FFM ($R^2 = 0.63$, see Section 3.2.2 for details).

July 2003

The acceleration of swarms identified from the triggered catalogue (STA/LTA parameters unknown) determined by MVO is shown in Figure 3.21. There is perhaps a very slight overall accelerating trend (solid green line), although it certainly is not exponential and does not lead to a singularity in the moments prior to the dome collapse (vertical blue line). The dashed green line shows a slightly better accelerating trend since only the accelerating swarms (swarms 2 to 6) are used in the curve fitting. Similar to the precursory seismicity identified in 1997, the
Figure 3.19: Acceleration of consecutive swarms at Soufrière Hills volcano, 22 to 26 June 1997, station MBLG. The vertical line represents the known timing of the dome collapse on 25 June. Each data point represents one individual swarm, and the average event rate per 10 minutes within this swarm. An exponential trend is fitted to the accelerating swarm data (solid green line).

Figure 3.20: Application of the FFM to consecutive swarms at Soufrière Hills volcano, 22 to 26 June 1997, station MBLG. The vertical line represents the known timing of the dome collapse on 25 June. Each data point represents one individual swarm, and the inverse average event rate per 10 minutes within this swarm. A linear regression is fitted to all of the data points (solid red line). Known timing of dome collapse: approximately 12:55 on 25 June. Forecasted timing of dome collapse: 15:25 on 25 June.
acceleration appears to slow towards the onset of the dome collapse.

![Figure 3.21:](image)

**Figure 3.21:** Acceleration of consecutive swarms at Soufrière Hills volcano, 8 to 13 July 2003 using triggered MVO data, station MBLG. The vertical line represents the known timing of the dome collapse on 12 July. Each data point represents one individual swarm, and the average event rate per 10 minutes within this swarm. An exponential trend is fitted to all the swarm data (solid green line), and to only the accelerating swarms (dashed green line).

Application of the FFM to the precursory seismic swarms in July 2003 yields a better fit between the FFM model and the data than in June 1997 (Figure 3.22). Using all of the swarms in the analysis (solid red line) demonstrates a forecast on 14 July at approximately 15:00, 49 hours and 30 minutes after the known timing of the collapse. The fit of the linear regression to the data is ambiguous, with an $R^2$ value of 0.59. However, when generating a forecast using only the accelerating swarms from the precursory seismicity, the fit of the data to the linear regression is good ($R^2 = 0.87$) allowing confidence in the forecast (dotted red line in Figure 3.22). The forecasted timing of the dome collapse using only the accelerating swarms is 13 July at 06:17, 16 hours and 47 minutes after the known timing of failure.

STA/LTA analysis in this research using known parameters did not identify clear swarm behaviour in July 2003. Therefore, the timing of swarms were taken from the MVO triggered event data, identified in Figure 3.21. Figure 3.23 suggests a fall in the average event rate for each swarm from 11 July onwards, and in fact as the dome collapse approaches the seismicity event rate enters a deceleration phase (solid green line). Application of an exponential trend to
Figure 3.22: Application of the FFM to consecutive swarms at Soufrière Hills volcano, 8 to 13 July 2003 using triggered data, station MBLG. The vertical line represents the known timing of the dome collapse on 12 July. Each data point represents one individual swarm, and the inverse average event rate per 10 minutes within this swarm. A linear regression is fitted to all of the data points (solid red line), and only to those swarms which were accelerating in Figure 3.21 (dashed red line).

only those consecutively accelerating swarms suggests tending towards an uncontrolled event rate as would be expected with application of the FFM (dashed green line). However, the point of singularity although off the figure, would be anticipated much earlier than the known time of the dome collapse on 12 July.

Application of the FFM to all of the swarms identified using known STA/LTA parameters in the precursory seismicity from 8 to 13 July generates a forecast on 11 July at 17:50, 19 hours and 40 minutes before the known timing of the collapse (Figure 3.24). Again, when using all of the swarms in analysis, the fit of the linear regression to the data points is ambiguous \((R^2 = 0.54)\), not generating much confidence in the forecast. When using only the accelerating swarms, a forecast is generated for 10 July at 19:39, 41 hours and 51 minutes before the known collapse and more confidence can be placed in the forecast since the \(R^2\) value is higher at 0.72. However, neither of the forecasts are that accurate, which highlights the issue that not every accelerating seismic swarm (or consecutive swarms) will lead to an eruption immediately. Voight (1988) also suggested that there could be a delay interval between the forecasted timing of a failure event, and the actual timing of the failure event, which shall be discussed thoroughly in Chapter 6. The suggestion is based upon the fact that the FFM is forecasting a phenomena
Figure 3.23: Acceleration of consecutive swarms at Soufrière Hills volcano, 8 to 13 July 2003 using events identified from the continuous data using an STA/LTA algorithm, station MBLG. The vertical line represents the known timing of the dome collapse on 12 July. Each data point represents one individual swarm, and the average event rate per 10 minutes within this swarm. An exponential trend is fitted to all the swarm data (solid green line), and to only the accelerating swarms (dashed green line).

related to the seismicity, which is occurring at depth, and therefore a transfer function must exist between the seismicity at depth and the collapse or eruption occurring at the surface.

February 2010

Cyclic behaviour was identified within the precursory seismic sequence from 2 to 11 February, in particular in relation to RSEM (Figure 3.17). Consequently each of these acceleration and deceleration periods were classified as an individual swarm. However, the average event rate across each of these swarms is fairly constant (Figure 3.25). No overall acceleration in the event rate is seen when considering all of the known swarms. This is perhaps not surprising since it might be assumed that all events within these swarms are extremely similar due to the similar amount of energy release (RSEM, Figure 3.17) by each one. When considering only the swarms which accelerate (from 8 to 10 February) a small exponential trend in the data can be identified, however it does not culminate towards a singularity at the known timing of the dome collapse or appear to be trending towards this.

Application of the FFM with all identified swarms from 8 to 12 February generates a forecasted time of dome collapse greater than 2 weeks from the known timing of failure, with an
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Figure 3.24: Application of the FFM to consecutive swarms at Soufrière Hills volcano, 8 to 13 July 2003 using events identified from the continuous data using an STA/LTA algorithm, station MBLG. The vertical line represents the known timing of the dome collapse on 12 July. Each data point represents one individual swarm, and the inverse average event rate per 10 minutes within this swarm. A linear regression is fitted to all of the data points (solid red line), and only to those swarms which were accelerating in Figure 3.23 (dashed red line).

Figure 3.25: Acceleration of consecutive swarms at Soufrière Hills volcano, 8 to 12 February 2010 using events identified from the continuous data using an STA/LTA algorithm, station MBLG. The first vertical line (light blue) represents a small Vulcanian explosion the 8 February. The final vertical line (blue) represents the onset of the dome collapse and associated pyroclastic flows. An exponential trend is fitted to all the swarm data (solid green line), and to only the accelerating swarms (dashed green line).
Figure 3.26: Application of the FFM to consecutive swarms at Soufrière Hills volcano, 8 to 12 February 2010 using events identified from the continuous data using an STA/LTA algorithm, station MBLG. The first vertical line (light blue) represents a small Vulcanian explosion the 8 February. The final vertical line (blue) represents the onset of the dome collapse and associated pyroclastic flows. Each data point represents one individual swarm, and the inverse average event rate per 10 minutes within this swarm. A linear regression is fitted to all of the data points (solid red line), and only to those swarms which were accelerating in Figure 3.25 (dashed red line).

$R^2$ value of 0.12, which is an extremely poor forecast. Using only those swarms which were slightly accelerating (from 8 to 10 February) generates a forecast on 15 February at 01:13, approximately 80 hours after the initiation of the dome collapse on 11 February. Although the $R^2$ value is significantly higher than when using all swarms in the forecast ($R^2 = 0.66$), it is still ambiguous and does not allow great confidence in the forecast.

Other time periods of swarm activity

A number of other periods of precursory swarm activity were also investigated, related to the onset of dome collapses (mostly minor in comparison to the 1997, 2003 and 2010 events). In addition, one of the first major eruptive events of the ongoing eruption at Soufrière Hills volcano in December 1996 was investigated.

Consecutive swarm analysis and application of the FFM was inappropriate and unsuccessful in December 1996, since no acceleration in the seismic event rate was observed (Figure 3.27). Instead, the event rate fluctuated around 2.5 to 5 events every 10 minutes during the week preceding the generation of pyroclastic flows. No acceleration in event rate was observed
prior to the minor dome collapse in June 2006, meaning no forecast could be generated (Figure 3.30). This could be related to the fact that the volcanic system was still unstable following a large scale collapse the month before. However, analysis of the major dome collapse in May 2006 suggests that although a linear regression can be fitted to the inverse event rate, the fit of the regression to the data points is poor (Figure 3.30). If the third swarm on 16 May was excluded, no regression could be identified.

In March 2004, application of the FFM to precursory seismic swarms may have aided a forecast for a minor dome collapse. A clear linear regression can be plotted (Figure 3.28), which forecasts the timing of the dome collapse to within 24 hours of the known timing of collapse. It is possible that the forecast is even closer than this, since it is unclear as to when the collapse first began due to lack of visual observations.

Figure 3.27: Consecutive swarm analysis: December 1996. Upper: Consecutive swarms at Soufrière Hills volcano, 2 to 7 December 1996 using events identified from the MVO catalogue, station MBLG. Each data point represents one individual swarm, and the average event rate per 10 minutes within this swarm. Vigorous growth of the dome and pyroclastic flows occurred on 11 December, following a period of quiescence (Young et al., 1998). No exponential trend could be fitted to the data. Lower: Application of the FFM. The timing of the onset of the pyroclastic flows is represented by the vertical blue line. Although a linear fit could be fitted to the data ($R^2 = 0.01$), there was no regression in this. Consequently no forecast could be made for these pyroclastic flows using consecutive swarm analysis.
3.5 Comparison of different methods for forecasting volcanic processes

Although application of the FFM can, under the right conditions and parameters, provide an accurate forecast of the onset timing of volcanic phenomena, it is clear that on many occasions a forecast simply cannot be made. A successful forecast is one that is made within two to three days of the known timing of the volcanic phenomena trying to be forecast, and is done so with a strong linear regression (i.e. a high $R^2$ value indicating a higher likelihood that the model (the FFM) is applicable to the data point used). More successful forecasts were made using consecutive swarm event rates of low frequency seismicity than any other method. However in most cases, as exemplified by June 1997 (Figure 3.20), even though the forecast using all of the available swarms in hindsight may be accurate in terms of timing, in reality if this approach
Figure 3.29: Consecutive swarm analysis: May 2006. A major dome collapse occurred on 20 May 2006 and is represented by the vertical blue line. Almost 100% of the dome standing at the time was removed in this event. Upper: Consecutive swarms at Soufrière Hills volcano, 16 to 20 May 2006 using events identified from the MVO catalogue, station MBLG. Each data point represents one individual swarm, and the average event rate per 10 minutes within this swarm. Besides a major increase in the event rate just prior to the collapse, event rates in the preceding few days remains fairly constant. Lower: Application of the FFM. A linear regression through all of the swarms identified forecasts the dome collapse on 21 May at approximately 19:00, over 37 hours after the known timing of collapse ($R^2 = 0.16$).

were to be undertaken in real time, there would be limited confidence in the forecast due to the poor fit of the linear regression to the data points. Using only the accelerating swarms in the forecast (e.g. in 2003, Figure 3.22, and in 2010, Figure 3.26) appears to generate a more reliable forecast in terms of the confidence between the linear regression and the data points, if not always in terms of timing. This is unsurprising since the FFM is only really applicable to accelerating systems.

One major advantage of using consecutive swarm analysis in conjunction with the FFM appears to be the lack of false forecasts that it is associated with. Although the trend in consecutive swarm event rates may not give an accurate forecasted timing, it does discourage getting a number of different forecasts within a short space of time, as is the case when using RSAM
Figure 3.30: Consecutive swarm analysis: June 2006. A minor dome collapse occurred on 30 June 2006 and is represented by the vertical blue line. Upper: Consecutive swarms at Soufrière Hills volcano, 25 to 30 June 2006 using events identified from the MVO catalogue, station MBLG. Each data point represents one individual swarm, and the average event rate per 10 minutes within this swarm. No acceleration in the event rate is observed. Lower: Application of the FFM. Although a linear fit could be fitted to the data ($R^2 = 0.00003$), there was no regression in this. Consequently no forecast could be made for this dome collapse using consecutive swarm analysis.

in June 1997 for example (Figure 3.5). Using consecutive analysis limits the cyclicity of the seismicity, thereby avoiding forecasts due to this.

Use of RSAM, SSAM, RSEM and SSEM has proved to be useful as a forecasting tool at some volcanoes (e.g. Redoubt in the 1989-90 eruptive episode (Cornelius and Voight, 1994)). However, at Soufrière Hills volcano during the cases investigated (major dome collapses of 1997, 2003 and 2010), none of these tools provided accurate forecasts, and in fact often suggested no change in the seismicity during the precursory periods. One of the major problems with RSAM and RSEM is the averaging over all seismicity, which can therefore be made up of multiple sources generated by a number of mechanisms. Whilst most of the time these may all be volcanic sources, it is possible that anthropogenic sources and other noise become mixed up in this signal, and then therefore used in the forecast. This approach has a good chance of success only if one event type completely dominates the seismicity. For this reason, methods
which can separate source mechanisms should be favoured, such as SSAM and SSEM, even though they also may not always provide an accurate forecast. For example Figure 3.7 and 3.13 do not necessarily provide any useful information in order to make a forecast since clear accelerations in SSAM are not seen prior to the collapses. However, based on prior interpretations of low frequency seismicity, it is thought that SSAM shows fluctuations in magmatic fluid movement at depth.

False forecasts will always be part of forecasting volcanic eruptions since nature does not always follow patterns. Therefore in order to generate as many successful forecasts as possible, a deeper understanding of the underlying process is needed. For example, is it certain that the ongoing precursory seismicity forms a causal relationship to an impending eruption? Is it forecasting failure at depth i.e. fracturing to facilitate the movement of magma at depth? Or is it forecasting failure at the surface? It is essential, therefore, that when using the FFM, which does assume a causal relationship between the accelerating precursor and failure, that direct links can be made between the precursors and the ensuing eruption. Use of RSAM and RSEM do not isolate a single mechanism at depth which could be linked to failure at the surface, and even all low frequency seismicity may not be a true representation of a single process. Waveforms which are similar in frequency content and waveform shape however can be thought of as originating from the same source mechanism and same source location at depth, and therefore from a single active system. Concentrating on a single active system at depth may allow a better and more direct link between seismicity occurring at depth and the eruption at the surface. This idea shall be investigated thoroughly in Chapter 4.

### 3.6 Summary

Three large dome collapses were investigated at Soufrière Hills volcano in hindsight (June 1997, July 2003 and February 2010) using the FFM. Input observations of seismic event rate, seismic amplitude and seismic energy were used, which have all been proven to be used successfully with the FFM at other volcanoes, and are currently in operation within volcano observatories around the world. For the three dome collapse investigated, RSAM, SSAM, RSEM and SSEM were all unsatisfactory as forecasting tools, and in many cases failed to identify any accelerating seismic behaviour prior to collapse. Although successful elsewhere, these tools do not appear to be reliable as a method of forecasting at Soufrière Hills volcano, at least in their
Instead, the most simple method for identifying unrest (event counts per unit time) appears to be more successful as a forecasting tool, although it is still unreliable and often inaccurate. Analysis of low frequency seismicity only should ensure that source mechanisms are not being mixed in the forecasting process, and therefore relate the precursory seismicity to the movement of magmatic fluid at depth and therefore to the eruption at the surface. In some cases, e.g. June 1997, an accurate forecast can be made in terms of the timing, but the fit of the linear regression to the data points is poor (Figure 3.20). In contrast, there are occasions when the fit of the linear regression to the data may be good, but the forecasted timing of failure is poor (e.g. July 2003 with only accelerating swarms, Figure 3.24). Consequently, it appears that application of the FFM with seismic event rates is not a reliable forecasting tool, in its present form.
Chapter 4

Characterisation of accelerated volcanic activity: Defining a single system

As demonstrated in Chapter 3, using the entire precursory seismic sequence as a forecasting tool for a number of dome collapses at Soufrière Hills volcano is not accurate enough to provide confident forecasts. In this chapter, a variation on the FFM is presented in which only one active seismic system at depth is used as the precursory activity. Similar seismic waveforms suggest a similar source mechanism and source location at depth (Geller and Mueller, 1980, Neuberg et al., 2000) and therefore by using only similar seismic events as a forecasting tool, it is less likely that multiple sources become mixed in the forecast. The technique is tested upon the dome collapses of June 1997, July 2003 and February 2010. Furthermore, the impact of using a simple least squares linear regression is analysed, and other potential forecasting models are evaluated. Despite some mathematical shortcomings assuming a least squares linear regression, it appears that in conjunction with only using one family of similar seismic events it provides the most accurate and confident forecast to the timing of a dome collapse.

4.1 Classification of Events by Waveform Similarities

Applying the FFM to all triggered low frequency seismicity can lead to variable results in the forecasting of dome collapses at Soufrière Hills volcano. This suggests that classification by similar frequency characteristics alone is not appropriate when applying the failure forecast method, and thus a further classification scheme should be considered. The FFM was first developed as a tool for identifying accelerating material creep and relating this to a slope fail-
ure; a cause and consequence of one single active system generating failure (Fukuzono, 1985). However, a volcanic system is inherently more complex, and it is unlikely that the input into the FFM in this instance is a single active system clearly related to the slope failure at the surface. Therefore, in order for only one system to be analysed by the failure forecast method it is necessary to focus only on one “family” of low frequency waveforms which originate from the same source mechanism and location, and therefore represent a single system. A family is defined as a group of seismic waveforms which have similar frequency content and a similar waveform shape (e.g. Thelen et al. 2011). Classification by waveform similarity in addition to frequency content allows low frequency seismicity of a single source and depth to be exclusively analysed. In order to find low frequency events which satisfy this criterion, a cross correlation technique is applied:

\[ r_{xy}(i, i - l) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})(y_{i-l} - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_{i-l} - \bar{y})^2}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where \( r \) is the cross correlation coefficient, \( x \) and \( y \) represent the two traces in the correlation, and therefore \( x_i \) is the \( i \)th sample of the signal \( x \) and \( y_{i-l} \) is the \( i-l \)th sample of the signal \( y \). The overbar represents the mean value of the signal and \( l \) is the lag between the two signals. Identical waveforms will result in a cross correlation function of 1 or -1 dependent upon the polarity of the signal. \( r_{xy} \) is a measure of similarity in waveform shape only, since events are normalised prior to calculation. Consequently, the cross correlation function gives no information on the amplitude ratios of the events.

Events which are statistically similar to one another are also known as multiplets, and are grouped together into a family. Many authors have shown that it is possible to further sort multiplets into a number of families of highly similar waveforms using a cross correlation technique, which therefore isolates a single system at depth. Stephens and Chouet (2001) investigated a 23 hour swarm of low frequency seismic events prior to the eruption of Redoubt volcano, Alaska in December 1989, finding that the events could be sorted into 3 distinct families which evolved with time, of which the majority of events were correlated (cross correlation coefficient \( \geq 0.68 \)) with just one distinctive family. Later analysis of the 2009 Redoubt eruption by Buurman et al. (2013) also suggested the presence of multiplets, in particular prior to explosion events. Petersen (2007) suggested that a dominant family of multiplets exists within the low frequency
seismic swarms at Shishaldin volcano, Alaska, although the dominant family is different within each swarm studied between 2002 and 2004. Thelen et al. (2011) suggest that the occurrence of multiplets at Mount St. Helens, Washington and Bezymianny volcano, Russia are related at least in part to the viscosity of the magma, and therefore are more prominent during dome building eruption events. Highly correlated high frequency events were observed at Mt. Unzen, Japan during significant endogenous growth of a lava dome between 1993 and 1994 and were classified into over 100 families (Umakoshi et al., 2003). Families of similar low frequency events have also been identified and studied at SHV in relation to tilt cycles by Voight et al. (1999) and Green and Neuberg (2006), who identified 9 multiplet families containing more than 45 similar events each over a time period of 6 days in June 1997, although not all of the families were active during each of the seismic swarms. In addition, Ottemöller (2008) found that 7100 hybrid events generated in the days prior to a large scale dome collapse at SHV in July 2003 all belonged to the same multiplet family.

4.1.1 Choice of Cross Correlation Threshold

A threshold must be chosen which demonstrates that waveform events are similar to one another. The threshold is extremely important: if it is too low there is a risk of placing events which are not similar into the same family, if it is too high however, many similar events may be missed due to poor signal to noise ratios. In addition, if the threshold is too high events may be divided into a number of families which are actually statistically similar to one another. Green and Neuberg (2006) and Thelen et al. (2011) suggest using 0.7 as a correlation threshold since it is significantly above the upper limit for random correlation between waveforms and noise. Therefore on a logarithmic plot of the frequency of occurrence, cross correlations which sit away from a normally distributed curve for the data are deemed to be similar. Similarly Stephens and Chouet (2001) use a cross-correlation threshold of 0.68 to identify similar events. Caplan-Auerbach and Petersen (2005) use a cross correlation threshold of 0.9 which sorted the waveforms into families of nearly identical events. Petersen (2007) noted that this is probably not appropriate at most stations within a volcanic environment, and therefore to account for events with poorer signal to noise ratios chose a cross correlation coefficient of 0.8.

The cross correlation coefficient threshold was chosen as 0.7, in agreement with Green and Neuberg (2006) and Thelen et al. (2011) since above this value the cross correlation coefficient appears to deviate from a Gaussian distribution curve (Figure 4.1), which can therefore
Figure 4.1: The distribution of cross correlation coefficients from 22 to 24 June 1997 at station MBLG when correlated with the dominant master event identified during this time period. At the point where the cross correlation coefficients deviate from a normal distribution curve is considered to be an ideal threshold limit to identify similar events, approximately 0.7 in this example.

Figure 4.2: Stack of events with correlation coefficient threshold of 0.7 with identified dominant master event on 24 June 1997 at 11:18-53s, station MBLG. A total of 82 triggered events are included in the stack. Each event has been aligned at the peak correlation coefficient.
be deemed as significant. Visual inspection of the stacked waveforms also confirmed that 0.7 was an appropriate choice and captured the majority of similar events with limited scatter of the waveforms once aligned (Figure 4.2). Stacking the waveforms on top of one another at the point of maximum correlation allows an average of the stack to be taken, which is thought to be representative of all of the included waveforms. Setting the cross correlation coefficient threshold at 0.6 created a large amount of scatter amongst the aligned waveforms (Figure 4.3a) such that it was difficult to identify an average waveform which would be representative of the entire stack. This is particularly obvious at the beginning of the waveform, where a large amount of detail is lost in the stacking as many different waveform shapes are included. A cross correlation coefficient threshold of 0.8 provided nicely aligned similar waveforms, but the family contained few events (Figure 4.3b), suggesting that some may have been missed due to signal to noise ratio issues.

### 4.1.2 Detection of Families

The cross correlation function (Equation 4.1) requires waveforms of the same length (a correlation window) in order to carry out its calculation. Previous studies utilizing the cross correlation technique with volcano seismicity have used a range of correlation windows from 8 seconds (Green and Neuberg, 2006, Petersen, 2007), 10 seconds (Stephens and Chouet, 2001) up to 30 seconds (Caplan-Auerbach and Petersen, 2005). Here, 10 seconds was chosen to utilize as much of the waveform as possible in the calculation, without interference from adjacent events within the continuous seismic record.

In order to determine if any similar events were present on any particular day, each 10 second event was cross correlated with every other triggered event from the same day. The maximum cross correlation coefficient of each waveform with every other waveform was determined and placed into a cross correlation matrix (an example of which can be seen in Figure 4.4 for the 24 June 1997). In theory, identical events will give a cross correlation coefficient ($r$) of 1 (e.g. the autocorrelation of events, as seen along the diagonal of Figure 4.4), and events which have no correlation will have a cross correlation coefficient of 0 ($r=0$). Events were then classified as being significantly similar to one another if the maximum cross correlation coefficient was above 0.7, and are shown on a colour spectrum in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4 suggests distinct time periods when similar seismic events were active (coloured areas are separated
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Figure 4.3: Stacks of highly correlated waveforms with the dominant master event identified for the time period 22 to 25 June 1997 for different cross correlation coefficient thresholds at station MBLG.

(a) Stack of events with correlation coefficient threshold of 0.6 with identified dominant master event on 24 June 1997 at 11:18-53s. A total of 179 triggered events are included in the stack and represents events identified on 24 and 25 June 1997. Each event has been aligned at the peak correlation coefficient.

(b) Stack of events with correlation coefficient threshold of 0.8 with identified dominant master event on 24 June 1997 at 11:18-53s. A total of 11 triggered events are included in the stack and represents events identified on 24 and 25 June 1997. Each event has been aligned at the peak correlation coefficient.
Figure 4.4: An example of a maximum cross correlation similarity matrix from station MBLG on 24 June 1997. A total of 486 triggered events were found within the 24 hour period and are represented from 1 to 486 along the x and y axis. Each row of the matrix therefore represents one triggered event compared to every other triggered event on that day. Only events with a cross correlation coefficient above 0.7 are shown on the colour spectrum and are deemed to be similar. The autocorrelation of each triggered event with itself (cross correlation coefficient equal to 1) is represented on the diagonal.

by distinctly white areas), and that a highly correlated swarm of events occurred (brighter and more concentrated colours). At this stage of the process, some events were removed after visual inspection confirmed that they were primarily composed of noise to ensure only seismic events were being cross correlated. For this reason, some events appear to have an autocorrelation of less than 1 in Figure 4.4 (the diagonal is not a solid red line), although this is an artefact of the fact that some events were removed and still cross correlated (their cross correlation would appear as zero).

Two techniques were used in order to isolate multiplets and collate them into families. Following Petersen (2007), a dominant event for each day was identified as the event correlated with the highest number of other events from that day. The mean correlation value of each event with every other event was determined from the cross correlation matrix (Figure 4.4) and the event with the highest mean was taken to be the dominant event. The second technique followed Green and Neuberg (2006) where each event in turn was correlated with every other event. Events with a cross correlation coefficient above 0.7 were subsequently grouped
together, labelled as a multiplet family and removed from the time series. This procedure was repeated across the entire investigated time period until all events had been classified into a number of different families. This has the advantage of finding all families of multiplets which may be present in the continuous data, rather than simply the dominant one, as well as finding families which may be infrequent in their repetition but still important. This procedure also allows for the identification of evolving waveforms, either by migration of their source location or change in the source process. Families which contained fewer than 10 similar individual triggered waveforms were eliminated from further analysis. To avoid selection bias, the events within a single family (i.e. all had a minimum cross correlation coefficient of 0.7 with one another) were stacked (e.g. Figure 4.2 and 4.3), and the average waveform taken. This average waveform is hereafter referred to as the Master Event of each family, and is a statistical representation of this family in terms of waveform shape.

The master events identified were then cross correlated with the continuous seismic record at MBLG using a sliding window technique and multiplets identified when the cross correlation coefficient was greater than 0.7 between the master event and the continuous seismogram. The sliding window separation of 0.01 seconds allows the maximum number of multiplets to be identified, in particular those which are too small or are overlapping in the continuous seismic record to be identified by the triggered acquisition system at MVO (STA/LTA algorithm - see Section 3.4.1). The similar events were then grouped into a multiplet family.

4.2 22nd-25th June 1997

The total number of multiplets identified using the cross correlation procedure was 7653 events from 22 to 25 June, in comparison to only 1435 events identified using the triggered algorithm at MVO over the same time period. This methodology therefore represents a five fold increase in the number of events which can be identified and used in further analysis. The dominant multiplet family identified using the technique by Petersen (2007) contained a total of 878 multiplets (Table 4.1). 10 multiplet families containing over 250 multiplets each were identified using the technique of Green and Neuberg (2006), although the dominant master and Master event 001 have a cross correlation coefficient of 0.93, suggesting that they are in fact the same family. This imitates the conclusions of Green and Neuberg (2006), who identified 9 waveform families during the same time period at station MBGA, however they did not use
Table 4.1: Number of events within each family sorted into days from the 22 - 25 June 1997 at station MBLG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family</th>
<th>22nd</th>
<th>23rd</th>
<th>24th</th>
<th>25th</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master001</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master010</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master014</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master106</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master121</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master136</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>1159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master141</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master210</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master291</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>904</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

these families as a forecasting tool. As these families of events were identified at a different 
station it is not possible to compare directly the results of the two studies.

For the data analysed in this example, the maximum number of triggered events that needed 
to be cross correlated for each day was \( \leq 600 \). On a desktop PC the time taken to complete 
this calculation was just over 24 hours. Identifying a number of multiplet families using the 
technique of Green and Neuberg (2006) took much less time since multiplets which were corre-
lated into one family were subsequently removed from the matrix and further cross correlations 
continued on the reduced subset of triggered events. Once master events had been identified, 
it took approximately 25 minutes to identify similar events within a six hour section of the 
continuous seismic record. The continuous record was split into six hour sections to optimize 
the computation time. Therefore although time consuming in the first instance, it should be 
possible for this type of system to operate in near real time since the automatic identification of 
master events at all times, including during periods of volcano quiescence, will mean that once 
unrest has been detected, the master events identified in the previous few hours/days/weeks can 
be immediately used in analysis, rather than having to conduct the search for master events in 
hindsight.

Clear differences between each of the families can be found (Figure 4.5) in terms of the 
onset timing of events and the waveform characteristics. In particular significant differences 
are noted in the expression of the waveform coda. As expected for low frequency events, mas-
Figure 4.5: Comparison of all master events identified by cross correlation techniques. The waveform and amplitude spectra labelled (a) is the dominant waveform identified from the cross correlation coefficient matrix (Figure 4.4). Waveforms and corresponding amplitude spectrum labelled (b) to (k) represent the master events 001, 010, 014, 100, 106, 121, 136, 141, 210 and 291 respectively.

Some differences are evident in the duration and timings of swarms of each master event in relation to the dome collapse on the 25 June (Figure 4.6). In particular, only three master events appear within the swarms identified on the 22 June, and these are very short lived. The beginning and ending of each swarm varies only slightly throughout the rest of the sequence.
Figure 4.6: Comparison of the timing and duration of swarms related to each of the master events identified at station MBLG. The timing of the dome collapse is represented by the vertical line on the 25 June 1997. The y axis is only an indication of each of the families present separated in space for the purpose of clarity on the plot and does not represent time or dominance, each master event is simply drawn below the last so that all can be compared. Each coloured rectangular box represents the times when the master event was active during the 22 - 25 June analysis period.

from the 23 - 25 June. Since MBLG was destroyed by volcanic activity associated with the dome collapse at 16:55 UTC (Luckett, 2005), no swarms are able to be identified past this (vertical line in Figure 4.6). Each of the multiplet families are persistent across each of the six swarms which occur from the 23 June onwards, suggesting that sources at the same locations are being reactivated by the same process during this time, as was also concluded by Green and Neuberg (2006). Besides master events 010, 014 and 106, all other master events appear within swarms which are active right up to the dome collapse (Figure 4.6).

Unlike Stephens and Chouet (2001), Umakoshi et al. (2003) and Petersen (2007) the waveforms within the multiplet families observed at SHV in 1997 do not appear to significantly evolve with time, since clustering of events is not seen along the diagonal in Figure 4.4 (Caplan-Auerbach and Petersen, 2005) and each swarm appears to contain similar waveforms with limited evolution in the cross correlation coefficient with time (Figure 4.7). This suggests the waveforms are stable and persistent and therefore the trigger location and source process must
Figure 4.7: The evolution of the cross correlation coefficient with time: 22 to 25 June 1997 with the Dominant master event, station MBLG. The dome collapse occurred at the time when the seismometer stopped transmitting, as it was overrun by a pyroclastic flow. The swarms of similar seismic events are clearly demonstrated.

The cross correlation coefficient can vary by up to 0.25 within each swarm, however the difference between the maximum and minimum mean cross correlation coefficient for each swarm as determined by the 11 master events only varies by $\leq 0.06$, suggesting limited evolution in the waveforms.

The identification of multiplets within these swarms echo the conclusions of Green and Neuberg (2006) and Petersen (2007) that a stable source process and location must be present in generating these events, and therefore the seismic energy must travel along similar ray paths to the seismometer. This suggests that very highly correlated events can be found over sustained periods of time (hours) and indicates very little change in the source conditions over this period (Caplan-Auerbach and Petersen, 2005). Since the multiplets are repeated in swarms over a number of days, the source mechanism must be non-destructive and the trigger mechanism must be able to recharge quickly, since successive similar events occur in the continuous seismic record within seconds of one another. The identification of eleven families of multiplets each with their own waveform characteristics (Figure 4.5), suggests that a number of source mechanisms or resonating bodies must have been active at SHV in June 1997. This re-
flects the diversity of sources and physical processes which act simultaneously at SHV. Unlike Green and Neuberg (2006), no one multiplet family was more active than any other, although the families identified with Master Event 121 and 136 contained the most seismic events. This suggest that each of the source mechanisms were sustained for the duration of the precursory sequence, as can be seen in Figure 4.6.

Using the quarter wavelength hypothesis of Geller and Mueller (1980), the repeating multiplets must occur within a maximum distance of \( \approx 300 \) m from one another, assuming a dominant frequency of 2.1 Hz and an average P wave velocity of 2500 ms\(^{-1}\) in the dome region as described by the current MVO velocity model for SHV. Paulatto et al. (2010), however, suggested that the upper 2.5 km of the dome at SHV could have a P wave velocity as low as 1510 ms\(^{-1}\), therefore transforming the maximum distance between the sources to \( \approx 178 \) m. Furthermore, since this hypothesis is only really applicable for general seismic body waves, Neuberg et al. (2006) have suggested that in order for low frequency events to be similar, the source location within a heterogeneous volcanic environment may vary by as little as one tenth of the wavelength. This suggests that each of the low frequency families could be located within \( \approx 120 \) m (using the MVO velocity model) or \( \approx 72 \) m (using the model of Paulatto et al. (2010)) of one another. This is in good agreement with De Angelis and Henton (2011) who located multiplets from this time period to a compact volume with a radius of approximately 100 m, at depths of 1100-1300 m below the dome summit.

### 4.2.1 Forecasting using families of LF seismicity

As detailed in Section 3.4.3, a clear acceleration in seismicity can be seen when the average event rate is taken for each swarm in a succession (e.g. Figure 4.8) as has been previously shown by Hammer and Neuberg (2009), rather than simply using the number of events within a given time period (Section 3.4.2). Using identified events from the automated triggered system at MVO, Figure 4.8a shows an initial acceleration in the average number of events per 10 minutes across swarms, although the trace of the least squares fitted curve suggests a slowing of the acceleration up to the point of dome collapse. Figure 4.8b shows the acceleration of swarms which have been identified using the dominant master event. Further classification of the low frequency seismic events into families appears to tighten the least squares fit and lead to a more convincing accelerating pattern of average number of events within 10 minutes of each
swarm. This is further verified in Figure 4.8c, 4.8d and 4.8e which all show an acceleration in the average event rate with time up until the dome collapse, using master events 121, 136 and 141 respectively.

Figure 4.9 represents the application of the FFM to each of the accelerating event rates identified in Figure 4.8. \( \alpha \) was assumed to equal 2 so that graphical extrapolation to the forecasted timing of collapse was a simple linear regression. Inverse event rate trends were identified if at least three consecutive swarms formed an inverse trend. This was to try and eliminate spurious trends since a single decrease in the swarm event rate may be due to external factors, for example such as an increase in noise which obscures the number of events determined. Table 4.2 shows the results from the same analysis with all identified master events. When using triggered event data, although the timing of the forecasted dome collapse is within two hours of the known failure time, the fit of the linear regression (the FFM) to the data is poor. \( R^2 \) values of less than 0.65 are considered to represent a poor relationship between the observed data and the fitted FFM model.

The forecasted timing of the dome collapse was never greater than 13 hours away from the known timing of collapse when using the cross correlation technique first to identify similar events, and in most cases the collapse was forecasted early (Table 4.2). Despite increasing the difference between the known and forecasted failure times, further classification of multiplets into families consistently allows for a better fit of the linear regression to the data, as can be seen from the high \( R^2 \) values.

Since seven out of eleven master events identified had \( R^2 \) values of greater than 0.7, it can be assumed that the FFM is appropriate for this data set. The \( R^2 \) value for the dominant master is slightly lower at 0.69, however this still demonstrates a good fit between the model and the observations. Significantly, the \( R^2 \) value for using the FFM with all triggered low frequency result gives a value of 0.63, which is deemed to not be a good fit. This is confirmed by the wide discrepancy between the observed event rates and the theoretical application of the FFM (shown in Figure 4.9a).

Using amplitude as the geophysical parameter (\( \omega \)) in the FFM (RSAM) does not show an accelerating pattern up to the dome collapse (Figure 4.10a). Knowing that there is a much
Figure 4.8: The average event rate per 10 minutes within swarms from 22 - 25 June 1997 at station MBLG. Each data point represents the average event rate for each individual swarm. The vertical line represents the known timing of dome collapse on the 25 June 1997 at 16:55 UTC. The acceleration of these events is depicted with the curve.
Figure 4.9: Application of the FFM: the inverse average event rate per 10 minutes within swarms from 22 - 25 June 1997 at station MBLG. Each data point represents the inverse average event rate for each individual swarm. The vertical line represents the known timing of dome collapse on the 25 June 1997 at 16:55 UTC. The graphical representation of the FFM is depicted by the linear regression (it is assumed that $\alpha = 2$) and the forecasted timing of failure can be read off the x-axis at the point where the linear regression crosses it.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Known Timing (HH:MM)</th>
<th>Forecasted Timing (HH:MM)</th>
<th>Difference (HH:MM)</th>
<th>Forecasted early/late</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triggered Low frequency</td>
<td>88:55</td>
<td>91:24</td>
<td>02:29</td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant Master</td>
<td>88:55</td>
<td>92:50</td>
<td>03:55</td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Event 001</td>
<td>88:55</td>
<td>95:12</td>
<td>06:17</td>
<td>Late</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Event 010</td>
<td>88:55</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Event 014</td>
<td>88:55</td>
<td>77:56</td>
<td>10:59</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Event 100</td>
<td>88:55</td>
<td>82:29</td>
<td>06:26</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Event 106</td>
<td>88:55</td>
<td>85:58</td>
<td>02:57</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Event 121</td>
<td>88:55</td>
<td>80:54</td>
<td>08:01</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Event 136</td>
<td>88:55</td>
<td>83:43</td>
<td>05:12</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Event 141</td>
<td>88:55</td>
<td>84:10</td>
<td>04:45</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Event 210</td>
<td>88:55</td>
<td>82:48</td>
<td>06:07</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Event 291</td>
<td>88:55</td>
<td>75:55</td>
<td>13:00</td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Timings of forecasted failure. Timings (known, forecasted and difference) are depicted in hours and minutes. The $R^2$ value, as defined in the text, ranges from 0 to 1 and is the a scale of how well the model (FFM) can explain the data (event rate). Besides master events 014 and 106, each of the forecasts which were forecasted early using the FFM and a separate master event have a higher $R^2$ value than those who were forecasted late, or when using all low frequency seismicity. Only master event 010 was unable to be used in analysis using the FFM since no acceleration in the event rate per swarm was identified. The $R^2$ value for all triggered low frequency seismicity suggests that the FFM is inappropriate to describe the inverse event rates seen, since the linear regression does not fit well to the data.
Figure 4.10: RSAM for station MBLG from 22 - 25 June 1997. RSAM units are m/s. The vertical line on the 25 June represents the known timing of the dome collapse. Average amplitudes were calculated within 10 minute bins.
clearer acceleration in the seismicity when the data is separated into swarms of similar seismic events rather than taking only the raw seismic data (continuous or triggered), the RSAM calculation is performed on seismic data which only contained similar events (had a cross correlation coefficient of greater than 0.7) (Figure 4.10b). In order to do this, the continuous seismic data was separated into time periods where cross correlation coefficients were greater than 0.7 or less than this, and then the RSAM calculation was run only on the continuous data which contained similar events. Figure 4.10b suggests that there could be an acceleration trend in the maximum RSAM value within each of the well defined swarms, however it is not clear enough to rely upon as a forecasting tool since in real time it would require the entire swarm to have commenced before gaining this maximum value.

4.3 8th-12th July 2003

Using parameters identified in Section 3.4.1, a total of 520 events were identified from the continuous seismic record at station MBLG from 8 to 12 July 2003. In comparison, the total number of multiplets identified for the same time period was 2241 events, representing a four fold increase in the number of seismic events identified. However, unlike the multiplets identified in June 1997 (see Section 4.2) only one family of events could be identified since all of the similar events appear clustered together (Figure 4.11). A total of 79 events were stacked to create an average master event, shown in Figure 4.13, all of which had a cross correlation coefficient of above 0.7 to maintain a high signal to noise ratio and consequently pick the most similar events for use in the forecast. Ottemöller (2008) also identified one single dominant family of events during a similar time period from 00:00 on 9 July to 12:00 on 12 July, however suggests that a total of 7100 events could be identified. The large difference in the number of identified events from the cross correlation technique is put down to the fact that Ottemöller (2008) used a much lower cross correlation coefficient to identify events ranging from 0.6 to 0.66, whereas the event identified in this study consistently used a cross correlation coefficient threshold of 0.7 (Figure 4.12, and Section 4.1.1).

The dominant waveform has an emergent onset and it is difficult to pick out significant seismic phases (Figure 4.13). Unlike the low frequency seismicity identified in June 1997, the coda of the waveform does not decay in a smooth manner. It is evident that the peak energy is centred at approximately 4 Hz, in comparison to the June 1997 events which all had a dom-
Figure 4.11: The maximum cross correlation similarity matrix from station MBLG for events identified from 8 to 12 July 2003. A total of 520 events were identified within this time period using an STA/LTA algorithm and are represented from 1 to 520 along the x and y axis. Each row of the matrix therefore represents one triggered event compared to every other triggered event. Only events with a cross correlation coefficient above 0.7 are shown on the colour spectrum and are deemed to be similar. The autocorrelation of each triggered event with itself (cross correlation coefficient equal to 1) is represented on the diagonal.
Figure 4.12: The distribution of cross correlation coefficients from 8 to 12 July 2003 at station MBLG when correlated with the dominant master event identified during this time period. At the point where the cross correlation coefficients deviate from a normal distribution curve is considered to be an ideal threshold limit to identify similar events, approximately 0.7 in this example.

Figure 4.13: **Left**: Dominant master waveform identified by stacking similar events (cross correlation coefficient greater than 0.7) from 8 to 12 July 2003 at station MBLG. A total of 79 events were used in the stack to create the average Master event waveform. **Right**: Single sided amplitude spectrum of the dominant master waveform.
inant frequency of approximately 2.1 Hz, however it is distributed across 0 Hz to 5 Hz band. Contrary to Petersen (2007) who suggested that some multiplets can be active over a number of years, there are no similarities between the events identified in June 1997 and the dominant master event identified in July 2003, pointing to an evolving system over this time period.

Again, using the quarter wavelength hypothesis of Geller and Mueller (1980), the repeating seismicity must occur within a maximum source distance of $\approx 155$ m, assuming a dominant frequency of 4.03 Hz and an average P wave velocity in the dome region of 2500ms$^{-1}$ using the current MVO velocity model. Following Paulatso et al. (2010), the distance between the sources is reduced further to $\approx 95$ m. Even smaller distances are obtained if it is assumed that the quarter wavelength hypothesis is only valid for general seismic body waves, and that in volcanic environments the source location to produce similar low frequency seismic events may be as small as one tenth of a wavelength (Neuberg et al., 2006). This is in good agreement with Ottemöller (2008) who suggested the similar events from the precursory activity from 9 to 12 July were generated within a radius of less than 100 m, at approximately 1300 m below the dome.

Figure 4.14 suggests a clear evolution of the cross correlation coefficient with time. One possible explanation is the fact that the dominant master waveform event was identified on 11 July 2003 from the triggered seismic data since a large number of similar events occurred on this day. Therefore this may be an artefact of processing the data when taking an average waveform from events which mostly occurred on one day. However, if this was an artefact then it would not be expected to see a dip in the cross correlation coefficient on 11 July as well, as is seen. Since RSAM data suggests no significant changes in amplitudes of the seismic events with time (Section 3.2.2), it is thought that this therefore represents a slightly migrating source location. The events with a relatively lower cross correlation coefficient on the 9 and 10 July occurred further away from the dominant master event location, than those on 11 July. Perhaps more significantly, it should be noted that the similar seismic waveforms appear to stop in the hours prior to the dome collapse (vertical line in Figure 4.14), although a large amount of data is missing from this time period so it is not possible to tell the exact timing of the change from very similar events to non-similar events. This is significant because it may represent a time delay function between events occurring at depth and those at the surface as first envisaged by Voight (1988).
4.3.1 Forecasting using families of LF seismicity

Seismicity prior to the dome collapse in July 2003 did not take the form of well defined swarms, as occurred in June 1997. Instead, as suggested in Figure 3.8, seismicity is pulsatory which was further highlighted by many data gaps for MBLG, and therefore what appears pulsatory may in fact be continuous. In addition, Figure 4.14 suggests that the cross correlation coefficient is constantly evolving, with highly similar events occurring throughout the precursory sequence and no evidence of an acceleration in the event rate. However “swarms” of events were identified in the triggered incoming seismicity as recorded by MVO in near real time (STA/LTA parameters unknown) and therefore the timings of these swarms were used with the FFM as a forecasting tool.

A clear acceleration can be seen in the swarms which occurred from the 10 to 12 July 2003 (Figure 4.15), followed by a slight deceleration in the event rate for the final swarm before the dome collapse (vertical line). Application of the FFM to all swarms identified (i.e. if the forecast was made on 12 July 2003 after the last swarm had ended) then the forecasted timing of collapse would be on 14 July 2003 at approximately 15:00 h. However, the confidence in
Figure 4.15: The average event rate per 10 minutes within swarms from 10 to 13 July 2003, station MBLG. Each data point therefore represents the average event rate for each individual swarm. The vertical line represents the known timing of dome collapse on the 12 July 2003 at 13:30. The acceleration of all swarms is depicted with the solid curve and only the accelerating swarms by the dotted curve.

the forecast would be low, with an $R^2$ value of 0.51. However, if only the first three swarms are used (i.e. only those swarms which exhibit an acceleration) then a forecast is made for 12 July at approximately 10:12 (dotted line in Figure 4.16), just over 3 hours before the known timing of failure at 13:30 on 12 July. A greater amount of confidence can also be placed on this forecast, since the $R^2$ value is 0.82, suggesting a significant relationship between the observed data points (event rate in each swarm) and the model (FFM).

4.4 8th-11th February 2010

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 suggest a clear cyclicity in seismicity in February 2010, which is unaffected by two small Vulcanian explosions in the days prior to the dome collapse. However, Figure 3.13 suggests that very little low frequency seismicity was occurring during the precursory phase. Stinton et al. (2014) also reported very little precursory seismic activity before the dome collapse. Figure 4.17 shows the most common waveform identified from the STA/LTA algorithm using the original parameters (Section 3.4.1). This was, however, discarded since it did not resemble a true seismic event.
Figure 4.16: Application of the FFM: the inverse average event rate per 10 minutes within swarms from 10 to 13 July 2003, station MBLG. Each data point therefore represents the inverse average event rate for each individual swarm. The vertical line represents the known timing of dome collapse on the 12 July 2003 at 13:30. The graphical representation of the FFM is depicted by the linear regression (it is assumed that $\alpha = 2$) and the forecasted timing of failure can be read off the x-axis at the point where the linear regression crosses it. The solid regression includes data from all swarms; the dotted regression is only the swarms which were accelerating.

Figure 4.17: Most common waveform identified in February 2010 with original STA/LTA parameters (see Section 3.4.1 for further details of parameters used), station MBLG.
Figure 4.18: The maximum cross correlation similarity matrix from station MBLG for true seismic events identified on 11 February 2010. A total of 10 events were identified within this time period using an STA/LTA algorithm and are represented from 1 to 10 along the x and y axis. Each row of the matrix therefore represents one triggered event compared to every other triggered event. Only events with a cross correlation coefficient above 0.7 are shown on the colour spectrum and are deemed to be similar. The autocorrelation of each triggered event with itself (cross correlation coefficient equal to 1) is represented on the diagonal.
Figure 4.19: **Left:** Dominant master waveform identified by stacking similar events (cross correlation coefficient greater than 0.7) on 11 February 2010. A total of 3 events were used in the stack to create the average Master event waveform. **Right:** Single sided amplitude spectrum of the dominant master waveform.

Changing the STA/LTA parameters from those used to identify events in 1997 and 2003 (Section 3.4.1) resulted in the identification of 10 seismic events on 11 February 2010, of which 3 events were very similar to one another (Figure 4.18). These events were subsequently stacked and a Master waveform produced (Figure 4.19). The master waveform is much longer than the previous master events identified in 1997 and 2003, lasting $\approx$30 seconds. The distribution of energy is also very different, with energy existing over the ranges of 0 to 10 Hz, suggesting a more hybrid nature to this waveform. Hybrid events have a more prominent onset to the waveform, with a higher proportion of energy concentrated above 2 Hz (the peak frequency of the waveform is 3.83 Hz). However, on Montserrat, hybrid and low frequency earthquakes appear to occur on a continuum, with these two types bestowing the idealised end members (Neuberg et al., 2000). Therefore, although characteristically different to the master events identified prior to the 1997 and 2003 dome collapses, it is assumed that the master event for 2010 is a low frequency type earthquake related to the movement of magma at depth (Chouet, 1988, Neuberg et al., 2000).

Again, using the quarter wavelength hypothesis of Geller and Mueller (1980), the repeating
seismicity must occur within a maximum distance of \( \approx 163 \text{ m} \) from one another, assuming a dominant frequency of 3.83 Hz and an average P wave velocity in the dome region of 2500 \( \text{ms}^{-1} \) as described by the current MVO velocity model. Following Paulatto et al. (2010), the distance between sources is reduced further to within \( \approx 99 \text{ m} \) of one another. Even smaller distances are obtained according to Neuberg et al. (2006); 65 m and 40 m for the MVO and the Paulatto et al. (2010) models respectively.

### 4.4.1 Forecasting using families of LF seismicity

Despite changing the STA/LTA parameters in order to identify seismic events during the precursory period of 8 to 11 February 2010, no additional seismicity from the continuous seismic data was identified using the cross correlation technique. This not only suggests that there was very little precursory seismicity to the dome collapse, in terms of event counts or identified from accelerations in RSAM which simply appeared cyclic up to the collapse (Figure 3.12), but also suggests that at this time events which were detected were not similar. This is in stark contrast to both the dome collapses of 1997 and 2003 which were dominated by similar seismic events, and which showed an acceleration in seismicity prior to the collapse.

The fact that this collapse was not preceded by low frequency seismicity suggests that the collapse originated in processes unrelated to the movement of magmatic fluid at depth in the few days before the collapse or that this movement was aseismic in nature. Stinton et al. (2014) suggest that the collapse occurred due to over-steepening of the dome and talus which led to a gravitational collapse of the material. In the 4 months prior to the collapse, intensive extrusive and explosive activity had been observed, and since the collapse occurred in a piecemeal fashion over a number of hours, gravitational instability of a large dome is thought to have been a primary driving factor in collapse. Due to the gravitational collapse and removal of material from the dome surface (manifested in a number of small pyroclastic density currents), the conduit and pressurized volcanic system was unroofed, thereby creating a more explosive eruption as it continued. The possibility of this collapse being driven entirely by gravitational collapse shall be further investigated in Section 5.4.2 using Finite Element modelling.
4.5 The role of $\alpha$

$\alpha$ in Equation 1.1 expresses the power law relationship between the rate of change of a geophysical precursor and its acceleration with time, and is therefore an important parameter describing the precursory sequence. Previous applications of the FFM to seismic data from Montserrat, including this research, has assumed that $\alpha$ is equal to 2 since it allows for a simple linear regression to be placed through the inverse event rate to determine a time of failure. However, although offering a simple solution for determining the timing of failure, the validity of assuming $\alpha$ is equal to 2 is questionable. In particular, it is often obvious that setting $\alpha$ to 2 results in poor correlation between data points and the plotted regression (e.g. Figure 3.20). Voight (1988) and Cornelius and Voight (1995) suggest that $\alpha$ lies between 1 and 2 (although typically closer to 2), and is constant for the entirety of the precursory sequence. Kilburn (2003) however has suggested that $\alpha$ may evolve with time from 1 towards 2 as the dominant mechanism for generating the precursory signals changes due to the dynamic and ever evolving nature of the volcanic system. When crack nucleation and initiation is the dominant process at depth generating VT seismicity, $\alpha$ is closer to one. However with time and as the dominant process changes from crack nucleation to crack growth and extension due to an increased density of fractures within the network, $\alpha$ evolves towards 2, eventually reaching stages of uncontrolled propagation and therefore failure. Furthermore, recent analysis of the VT precursory seismicity of the 1991 Pinatubo eruption suggest that $\alpha$ may take values of up to $3.3 \pm 1.3$ (Smith and Kilburn, 2010), although this appears to be an extreme value, with all other $\alpha$ values calculated for this eruption remaining between 1 and 2.4. Note that in these cases, the FFM was applied to VT events and therefore to the initial generation of a connection between a magma reservoir and the surface, whilst in this study it is employed to analyse low frequency events during an eruptive episode, which assumes that a connective pathway is already present.

A number of methods can be used to determine $\alpha$, extensively outlined in Cornelius and Voight (1995), however the preferred method is through the optimization of $\alpha$, $K$ and the timing of the eruption, since all of these are unknown $a priori$. This can either be done graphically or through an iterative procedure to determine the constants (e.g. Cornelius and Voight (1995), Smith et al. (2007b), Boué et al. (2015)). Integration of the original formulation of the FFM proposed by Voight (1988) (Equation 1.1) means that it is possible to describe the power-law
evolution of the rate of an accelerating precursor \( \frac{d\Omega}{dt} \) with time \( (t) \) such that:

\[
\frac{d\Omega}{dt} = \left( K(1 - \alpha)(t - t_0) + \left( \frac{d\Omega}{dt} \right)_0 \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha}}
\]  

(4.2)

where \( t_0 \) is time zero of the accelerating precursor and \( (\frac{d\Omega}{dt})_0 \) is the rate of the precursory sequence at time zero under the circumstances where \( K > 0 \) and \( \alpha > 1 \). The position of the asymptote of function \( \frac{d\Omega}{dt}(t) \) is therefore:

\[
t_f = -\frac{(\frac{d\Omega}{dt})_0^{1-\alpha}}{K(1-\alpha)} + t_0
\]  

(4.3)

with \( t_f \) being interpreted as the eruption time, or the time of failure. A combination of Equations 4.2 and 4.3 allows the calculation of the failure time \( (t_f) \) as a direct result of the rate of the accelerating precursory activity \( (\frac{d\Omega}{dt}) \):

\[
\frac{d\Omega}{dt}(t) = k \left( 1 - \frac{t}{t_f} \right)^{\frac{1}{\alpha - 1}}
\]  

(4.4)

where \( k \) is a constant dependent upon the dimensions of \( \frac{d\Omega}{dt} \). Consequently, given a precursory sequence of data, it is possible to optimize all three of these parameters for a least square criterion fit between the data and the model investigated (Boué et al., 2015).

An investigation into the possibility of \( \alpha \) evolving with time was carried out for data prior to the 1997 dome collapse using Equation 4.4. \( k \) was allowed to vary between 0.1 and 15, \( \alpha \) between 1 and 2.5 (Voight, 1988, Kilburn, 2003, Smith et al., 2007b, Boué et al., 2015) and the timing of the collapse \( (t_f) \) between time zero (i.e. the beginning of the precursory sequence) to 27 hours past the known timing of the collapse (i.e. to \( \approx 14 : 00 \) on 26th June 1997). Table 4.3 clearly shows that the use of a linear regression (assuming \( \alpha = 2 \)) should not be applicable to this data, since \( \alpha \) does not approach this value for any of this analysis. A migration in \( \alpha \) is perhaps seen between swarms 2 and 4, however beyond this \( \alpha \) appears to revert to close to 1. The value of 1.001 is the lower limit of \( \alpha \) that could be determined from this analysis and therefore must be viewed with caution.

If this method is used to determine \( \alpha, k \) and \( t_f \) using the average event rate for each swarm identified using the dominant master event (i.e. using the data points in Figures 4.8b and 4.9b), \( \alpha \) is equal to 1.046 and the failure time is forecast on the 22 June 1997 (Table 4.3, row 8). In
### Table 4.3: Determination of key parameters in the FFM: $\alpha$, $k$ and failure time based on LF precursory seismicity identified prior to the dome collapse on 25 June 1997. The precursory seismicity is counts of events which are all similar to one another (Dominant Master event). Each swarm is analysed individually, as well as all together. Swarm 1 contained no similar events and therefore was omitted from analysis. The number of points is the number of values used in the calculation to determine the accelerating nature of the precursory seismicity. The known timing of the collapse was $\approx 16:55$, 25 June 1997 (or at 5335 minutes after 00:00 22 June 1997). The bottom two rows (separated by a number of lines) are the determination of $\alpha$ and $k$, whilst setting $t_f$ to the known time of failure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Series</th>
<th>Number of data points used in calculation</th>
<th>Forecasted Failure Time (minutes from 00:00 22 June)</th>
<th>Time between forecasted and known failure time (minutes)</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swarm 2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>4857</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swarm 3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1496</td>
<td>3839</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swarm 4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2499</td>
<td>2836</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swarm 5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>3437</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swarm 6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>3343</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swarm 7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2384</td>
<td>2946</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Swarm Rates</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1284</td>
<td>4051</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All values from all swarms</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>6957</td>
<td>1622</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Swarm Rates</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5335</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.4650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All values from all swarms</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>5335</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
comparison, fixing $\alpha$ to equal 2 results in a forecasted failure time of less than 4 hours away from the known timing of failure (Table 4.2). These are very different results and would suggest that caution must be used when generating forecasts using a fixed value for $\alpha$ since it can vary the forecast dramatically. In this case however since only 6 data points are used to determine $\alpha$ (one data point for every swarm identified), $\alpha$ is considerably under constrained, and therefore may have large errors associated with it. This may explain the large discrepancy between the forecasted failure time for the two values of $\alpha$.

Determining $\alpha$, $k$ and $t_f$ using the entire precursory sequence from 22 to 25 June 1997 (Table 4.3: All values from all swarms) does not appear to change the value of $\alpha$ significantly compared to using average event rates for each identified swarm. It does however largely alter the forecasted failure time to over 24 hours past the known timing of failure. When $t_f$ is set to the known timing of failure, $\alpha$ and $k$ vary significantly depending on whether the entire precursory sequence of activity is used, or simply the average event rates of each swarm (last two rows of Table 4.3). In either case however, $\alpha$ does not approach two, suggesting that the FFM and its current methodology of assuming $\alpha = 2$, may not be mathematically correct, despite a number of accurate forecasts with this value.

Overall, when calculating $\alpha$, $k$ and $t_f$ by optimization of Equation 4.4, it appears that large discrepancies are found between the assumed values of $\alpha = 2$ and $k = 1$, and the calculated values. However, the calculated values do not allow for an accurate determination of the failure time, as has been found when using $\alpha = 2$ for similar seismicity, as well as adding a further complication to the FFM when administering it in real-time. The problem therefore may lie in the assumption of adopting a linear least squares regression to the data to determine the failure time, which is now explored further.

### 4.6 Alternative parametrization of seismicity

As the FFM follows a least squares regression analysis when $\alpha$ is equal to 2, the residual error between the observed event rate and the mean event rate should follow a typical Gaussian distribution (Bell et al., 2011b). Greenhough and Main (2008) have suggested that since earthquake occurrence is a point process (i.e. each earthquake is a discrete isolated process occurring within a memoryless system, the rate uncertainties are best described by a Poisson distribution.
This was also suggested by Bell et al. (2011a) who determined that the daily earthquake rates at Mauna Loa preceding the 1984 eruption were consistent with a Poisson regime, within 95 per cent confidence limits. In this instance, a generalised linear model (GLM) rather than a least squares regression model may be more appropriate, since it can allow for a distribution of data that is non-Gaussian (Bell et al., 2011b).

The Generalised Linear Model (GLM) uses an iterative technique of weighted linear regression to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of parameters with observations distributed in a non-Gaussian manner (Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972, Bell et al., 2011b). Bell et al. (2011b) showed that use of the GLM for forecasting synthetic and real earthquake sequences (precursory activity to the 1989 Mt Etna eruption) considerably reduced the variances and mean error in comparison to using the standard FFM procedure with a least squares linear regression where $\alpha = 2$. In this example, a GLM is used to represent a Poisson distribution of data, and therefore represents an exponential acceleration in the swarm event rate ($\alpha = 1$).

However, although using a GLM as a fitting tool does provide a higher $R^2$ value for each of the forecasts (always > 0.8), suggesting a GLM is a better fit to the data than a least squares linear regression, it is clear from Figure 4.20 that the forecasted dome collapse in 1997 is consistently late. Moreover, forecasting using a GLM for the July 2003 collapse generated a forecast over a week from the known timing of the collapse when using all of the available data (red line in Figure 4.21). If only the accelerating swarms are used, the forecast is over 72 hours after the known timing of failure. This is in contrast to Bell et al. (2011b) who suggest that the GLM provides more accurate forecasts for the timings of eruptions than the FFM with a linear least squares regression ($\alpha = 2$) since forecasts are consistently further away from the known timing of failure using a GLM (in this case of $\alpha = 1$). Figure 4.20 however does suggest that the timing of the dome collapse in June 1997 may be related to a threshold of an inverse event rate of approximately 0.05 if employing an exponential decay function to the data (GLM with $\alpha = 1$). It is unclear as to whether this is an artefact of the data or the exponential decay, and further investigation into this potential threshold is certainly warranted.

Although the GLM solves the problem of needing to use a model which can account for the appropriate error structure, its use may not be applicable in a volcanic setting (Hammer and Ohrnberger, 2012). Forecasting volcanic eruptions using the FFM and rates of temporal seis-
Figure 4.20: Application of a GLM: the inverse average event rate per 10 minutes within swarms from 22 - 25 June 1997, station MBLG. Each data point therefore represents the inverse average event rate for each individual swarm. The vertical line represents the known timing of dome collapse on the 25 June 1997 at 16:55 UTC. The graphical representation of the GLM is depicted by the regression and the forecasted timing of failure can be read off the x-axis at the point where the regression crosses it.
Figure 4.21: Application of a GLM: the inverse average dominant event rate per 10 minutes within swarms from 8 to 17 July 2003, station MBLG. Each data point represents the inverse average event rate for each individual swarm. The vertical line represents the known timing of dome collapse on the 12 July 2003 at 13:30 UTC. The graphical representation of the GLM is depicted by the regression and the forecasted timing of failure can be read off the x-axis at the point where the regression crosses it. The GLM is represented for all of the swarms (red, log(y) = -0.0022x - 0.9269) and only those which show an accelerating nature (green, log(y) = -0.0051x + 0.2042).

Micivity requires that the system has a memory, and therefore that events which have occurred before can influence the outcome in the future. A poisson process is the exact opposite to this: it requires a memoryless system, in which events evolve independently. This would therefore make the use of the GLM with $\alpha = 1$ and FFM together invalid, since one of the overriding assumptions of the FFM is that previous geophysical observables form the basis of the forecast, and therefore suggesting that the system has a memory. Analysis of a number of dome building eruptions at Mt. St. Helens in 1985 and 1986, which may be comparable to Soufrière Hills volcano, suggested that an exponential model did not adequately explain the precursory trends in earthquake event rates (Bell et al., 2013), possibly implying that an exponential model is not appropriate for forecasting at andesitic dome building volcanoes, which may be one reason as to why the forecasts using a GLM in this instance were not successful.

4.7 Operational Applicability to Volcano Observatories

One fundamental aim of this research is to develop forecasting tools that are applicable to volcano observatories for application in real time. This has partially been successful: the cross
correlation and forecasting codes have been sent to the Instituto Geofísico in Ecuador at the request of the Director, Dr. Mario Ruiz for trial implementation at the volcano observatory in Quito. The intention is to modify the codes to allow the incoming seismicity at a number of monitoring stations to be analysed for similar seismic events, and to use these as a forecasting tool at a few specific volcanoes to test their real-time applicability. However, a number of potential problems are foreseen when trying to implement the FFM in real-time, fundamentally related to the accuracy of the forecasted failure times and its interpretation.

The concept of forecasting using the FFM in hindsight analysis once the eruption has occurred is common (e.g. Cornelius and Voight (1994), Kilburn and Voight (1998), De la Cruz-Reyna and Reyes-Dávila (2001), Ortiz et al. (2003), Hammer and Neuberg (2009), Smith and Kilburn (2010)). It is much less common to employ and rely upon these tactics during developing unrest as huge responsibility is placed upon generating accurate forecasts which are often simply plagued with too many uncertainties. Hindsight analysis was performed as if in “real time” for the identified dome collapses at Soufrière Hills. It is clear that an increase in the number of data points increases (i.e. as time increases), then the accuracy of the forecast increases (Bell et al., 2013). However, the failure time would not be known in a real situation.
Figure 4.23: Progression of the forecasted failure time for dome collapse on 25 June 1997 using the Dominant Master event to identify seismic events, station MBLG. The dome collapse is marked by the vertical blue line on the 25 June. Each data point represents the average number of events per 10 minutes within identified swarms of activity. A least squares linear regression is placed through the data as described by the FFM ($\alpha=2$). The forecasted timing of the eruption is the point at which this linear regression meets the x-axis. Upper: Forecast made on 24 June at 12:00 noon Middle: Forecast made on 25 June at 00:30 am Lower: Forecast made on 25 June at 12:00 noon.

Figure 4.24: Progression of the forecasted failure time for dome collapse on 25 June 1997 using Master event 136 to identify seismic events, station MBLG. The dome collapse is marked by the vertical blue line on the 25 June. Each data point represents the average number of events per 10 minutes within identified swarms of activity. A least squares linear regression is placed through the data as described by the FFM ($\alpha=2$). The forecasted timing of the eruption is the point at which this linear regression meets the x-axis. Upper: Forecast made on 24 June at 12:00 noon Middle: Forecast made on 25 June at 00:00 am Lower: Forecast made on 25 June at 12:00 noon.
and therefore each forecast made would have an equal weight of perceived accuracy. Figures 4.23 and 4.24 suggest that using the cross correlation technique initially to identify seismicity acting from the same system not only improves the accuracy of the forecast in terms of the fit of the FFM to the data points (see Section 4.2), but also provides less change in the forecasted timing of eruption with increased data points in June 1997.

However, it is clear from Figure 4.25 that relatively little change in the position of the forecasted timing of eruption does not necessarily equate to a reliable forecast. In this instance however, it is very clear the FFM does not fit the data well since little correlation is seen between the data points and the linear regression. Further characterization of the seismicity at depth into families does provide a more accurate forecast in terms of fitting the FFM to the data points, however the forecasted timing of failure varies wildly with time, and does not converge upon the known timing of failure when all swarms of seismicity are considered (Figure 4.26). Consequently, the application of the FFM can help to guide a forecasting process, but should not be used as a stand-alone tool.
Discrepancy between the observed eruption time and the forecasted eruption time is perhaps expected, as a consequence of the time delay between the seismicity at depth and the eruption at the surface (Voight, 1988) (explored further in Chapter 6), or simply due to the stochastic nature of the earthquake event process, which means that a number of variables could fit the parameters described in the accelerating process (e.g. the values of $\alpha$ and k) (Bell et al., 2013). This is perhaps most evident in July 2003, when similar seismic events which had dominated the seismicity for the previous few days terminated in the hours prior to eruption (Figure 4.14). Currently, there is no solution for estimating this time delay, which appears to vary since often no apparent delay is observed (e.g. high rate of similar seismicity up to the 1997 dome collapse (Figure 4.7)). This concept shall be further explored in Chapter 6.

It is clear from Section 4.5 that $\alpha$ is an important parameter which is ultimately used to describe the precursory sequence of seismicity and its relationship to failure at the surface. Determination of $\alpha$ in real time is likely to be challenging and computationally intensive, and with some precursory data sequences being very short (up to a few hours) or having minimal data points (e.g. using the average event rate for each swarm identified), $\alpha$ may be poorly con-
strained anyway (Boué, 2015). Application of other models (e.g. the GLM or an exponential model - Section 4.6) may provide an adequate forecasting tool without the need to decipher $\alpha$. Using the dome collapses of 1997 and 2003 as examples of the activity at Soufrière Hills volcano, it appears that the GLM and an exponential model consistently provide poorer forecasts in terms of the forecasted failure time than using the FFM with $\alpha = 2$, despite the mathematical inaccuracy.

Since many volcano observatories around the world do not have access to advanced computer software, it is essential that forecasting tools can be implemented in places with even the minimal monitoring equipment. Although initially time consuming to identify master events, the cross correlation technique could easily be adapted to work in real time at an observatory by analysing incoming seismicity against a back catalogue of “master events”. These master events could be those which have featured heavily prior to eruptive activity if the events can be seen to be sustained over a long period of time. It is more likely, however, that master events will be identified from the previous few days of incoming seismicity by applying an event detection algorithm to the continuous seismicity and cross-correlating the results. This means that the master events will be continuously updating and evolving, which may also reveal patterns of the temporal and spatial distribution of seismicity, and therefore the activity of isolated areas within the volcanic system.

The overwhelming question in forecasting volcanic eruptions however still remains: how can we tell the difference between accelerating seismicity which is precursory to an eruptive event, and that which does not appear to lead to a surface expression? This is fundamental for forecasting, since the generation of false alarms can lead to deteriorating confidence in the observatory making the forecasts. False alarms are an inherent part of forecasting volcanic eruptions; the forecasts are never going to be 100% correct, 100% of the time, primarily due to the incidental nature of nature itself. However, keeping false alarms and false forecasts to a minimum is essential. Forecasting is complicated by precursory activity often having more than one acceleration event, and in particular at Soufrière Hills having cyclic acceleration events (e.g. seen in RSAM data for June 1997 collapse - Figure 3.6). The FFM does not account well for multiple accelerations within a system, which is why searching for an overall acceleration in the precursory activity (e.g. taking the average event rate of each swarm of activity, rather than per unit time) allows a more successful application. This may not always
be possible, and therefore suggests that a more holistic approach to forecasting volcanic dome collapses is needed. Rather than simply relying upon accelerating precursory signals such as seismicity, the state of the dome itself needs to be considered, and its potential for failure. This analysis forms the basis of Chapter 5.

4.8 Summary

Three dome collapses from Soufrière Hills volcano are investigated to determine whether isolating a single active seismic system at depth allows for more accurate forecasts using the FFM \( (\alpha = 2) \), a generalised linear model and an exponential model. The cross correlation technique allows seismic waveforms identified with a detection algorithm (e.g. an STA/LTA algorithm as is used at MVO) to be compared to other identified seismic events and their similarity determined. Events which are statistically similar to one another are likely to be generated by the same source mechanism in the same source location, and therefore can be considered to represent one active system at depth (Geller and Mueller, 1980, Neuberg et al., 2000). A threshold of similarity was chosen for events occurring at Soufrière Hills (0.7) based on previous studies (e.g. Stephens and Chouet (2001), Green and Neuberg (2006), Thelen et al. (2011)) as well as based upon the distribution of cross correlation coefficients within the investigated time periods.

In June 1997, 10 families of similar waveforms were detected, signalling a number of active sources at depth occurring at the same time. Using one of these families of seismicity as \( \Omega \) in the FFM (the accelerating precursor) provided more accurate forecasts to the timing of the dome collapse, with a greater degree of confidence due to high \( R^2 \) values which suggest that the model (FFM) fits to the data well (Figure 4.9 and Table 4.2). In July 2003, only one family of events were identified. Analysis of the cross correlation coefficients suggested a slight migration of the source with time (Figure 4.14). Significantly, and in contrast to the events of June 1997, the similar seismicity ceased hours before the dome collapse, perhaps an indication of a delay function between the seismicity at depth and the collapse at the surface as first envisaged by Voight (1988). Forecasting using only the accelerating swarms in July 2003 provided an accurate forecast for the timing of the dome collapse, but proves the difficulty of using the FFM in real time, as the last swarm in the sequence led to a forecast a number of weeks from the known timing of collapse. Despite clear cyclic activity in RSAM (Figure 3.12), no families of
similar seismic events could be identified in the precursory seismicity of the February 2010 collapse. This echoes the conclusions of Stinton et al. (2014) who suggested that no acceleration in seismicity was observed prior to the collapse, and in fact, seismicity remained remarkably low.

Although it is clear that in the FFM $\alpha \neq 2$ on most occasions, alternative models for forecasting the dome collapses fail to provide as accurate a forecast. The fit of a GLM to the data is clearly better, with higher $R^2$ values, however the timing of the forecast is up to 5 days out in June 1997, and over 10 days out in July 2003, when using all available data. This highlights some of the main issues associated with using a forecasting method in real time at a volcano observatory, namely: which model to use, which precursory activity to use (RSAM, all event rates, swarm event rates, only accelerating swarm event rates) and how to be sure that accelerating seismicity will evolve into an eruptive event. In addition, it should be remembered that the seismicity being used as the forecasting tool occurs at depth (often a number of kilometres) and the failure actually being forecast occurs at the surface, generating a discontinuity between the two observables. This may be why accelerating seismicity may not always be observed as a precursor to eruptive events (e.g. February 2010), and that other factors need to be considered, primarily the potential for failure from the dome itself, which shall be investigated further in Chapter 5 using slope stability analysis.
Chapter 5

Modelling Dome Instability on Montserrat

In chapters 3 and 4 it was suggested that low frequency seismicity may not always be appropriate as a forecasting tool for dome collapses at Soufrière Hills volcano. One overriding assumption is made when using the FFM: that the seismicity at depth is directly related to the collapse at the surface, potentially through the movement of magma at depth. In this chapter, statistical analysis supports this assumption finding that the most important parameter influencing a dome collapse event at Soufrière Hills is the acceleration of low frequency seismicity. However, shear strength reduction stability analysis suggests that the dome complexes in 2003 and 2010 at Soufrière Hills were already at a critical state of stability at the time of the collapse, meaning that many other factors are likely to influence edifice stability. Some of these shall be further explored in this chapter. Although important, the acceleration in precursory seismicity should not be used in isolation to forecast dome collapse events, and instead, a number of other physical characteristics regarding the state of the dome itself need to be fully considered.

It is the large scale collapse of lava domes that have explosive components which are the most hazardous at Soufrière Hills, with pyroclastic flows and surges travelling for many kilometres (Loughlin et al., 2002, Calder et al., 2002, Loughlin et al., 2010). In addition, large ash clouds generated in collapse events can be hazardous to aviation (Casadevall, 1994, Guffanti et al., 2010) and therefore pose a threat not only to those living in close proximity to a volcano. Consequently it is important to understand the susceptibility of Soufrière Hills volcanic dome to collapse, and to link the accelerating precursory signals to the collapse since current forecasting tools assume such a link.
5.1 Classification of Lava Dome Collapses at Soufrière Hills

Soufrière Hills volcano has been in a cyclic state of dome building and collapse separated by periods of quiescence since 1995 (Wadge et al., 2014). Up until the time of writing (September 2015), the largest dome collapse occurred in July 2003, during which 210 million m$^3$ of material was displaced (Herd et al., 2005). Other significant collapses occurred on 25 June 1997 in which 19 people lost their lives (Robertson et al., 2000); 26 December 1997 (Voight et al., 2002); 29 July 2001 collapse which lowered the dome height by over 150 m (Matthews et al., 2002); 20 May 2006 event (Loughlin et al., 2010); and the most recent event on 11 February 2010 when 50 million m$^3$ of material was displaced (Stinton et al., 2014). A “significant” collapse is defined as one which involves a collapse material volume of greater than $40 \times 10^6$ m$^3$ of volume, or in which fatalities occurred.

5.1.1 Progressive Surface Failure

Progressive failure initiated at the surface, which here is taken to be the upper 50 m of the volcanic dome, is likely to be related to unloading or to changes in water pressure. Unloading is most likely achieved through surface erosion and degradation of the volcanic edifice in the form of wind or rainfall. Rainfall upon recently extruded material can cause the magmatic products to quench rapidly, and therefore fracture more readily leading to instability (Elsworth et al., 2004). Intense rainfall can lead to the remobilization of loose pyroclastic material at the base of the dome and therefore secondary lahars may occur which destabilize the dome by removing small amounts of material incrementally. It is unlikely for this type of failure at the surface to induce the large scale dome collapses observed on Montserrat because these involved failure at depths much greater than 50 m.

A number of the smaller dome collapses on Montserrat appear to be triggered by, or at least coincide with intense rainfall. Carn et al. (2004) concluded that a dome collapse event on 20 March 2000 at Soufrière Hills was the result of mechanical erosion of the dome face, the action of pressurized fluids on the potential failure surfaces within the dome, the rapid quenching of hot volcanic deposits and the degradation of the dome further by fumerolic activity. The dominant mechanism was not identified. Intense rainfall began approximately 30 minutes prior to the first pyroclastic flows (identified from continuous seismic data), and is thought to have
caused rapid degradation of the dome at the surface through mechanical erosion, and fracturing at depth through increased gas pressures from infiltrated rain. Rainfall is also believed to have played some part in the collapse on 29 July 2001, when the island had had little rain in the preceding months (Matthews et al., 2002). The larger dome collapses of 12 July 2003 and 20 May 2006 have also been identified as being influenced by intense rainfall in the hours before collapse (Herd et al., 2005, Loughlin et al., 2010). Statistically, dome collapses at Soufrière Hills are up to 10% more likely to occur on a day with greater than 20 mm of rainfall, than on a day without (Barclay et al., 2006).

5.1.2 Progressive Failure at Intermediate Depths

Processes affecting intermediate depths of the volcanic edifice (50 m to 150 m) are likely to include the infiltration of rainfall, and the exsolution of magmatic gases due to depressurization. Rainfall induced collapses may occur through the destabilization of the thermal structure of the volcanic dome through the percolation of rainwater into cracks (Thomas et al., 2004a, Simmons et al., 2004). This leads to the generation of increased pore fluid pressure as the water vaporizes upon contact with hot dome rocks, and subsequently forces the shattering of overlying dome material (Matthews and Barclay, 2004). The trapping of magmatic gases within the edifice as infiltration blocks gas escape (Elsworth et al., 2004) or the precipitation of silica rich vapour circulating through the system (Boudon et al., 1998) may also cause an increase in pressure at depth, leading to fragmentation of the volcanic dome. Rainfall induced dome collapses has been reported at a number of volcanoes, including Merapi, Central Java in November 1994 and October 1996 (Voight et al., 2000); Unzen volcano, Japan between May 1991 and November 1993 (Yamasato et al., 1998); and the explosive events at Mt St Helens between 1989 and 1991 (Mastin, 1994).

5.1.3 Progressive Deep seated Failure

Deep seated failure is defined as failure which occurs at depths greater than 150 m. The progressive loading of a volcanic dome with new material will lead to gravitational instability due to over steepening of the slopes and overloading the material at the surface (McGuire, 1996, Sparks et al., 2000). In volcanic environments surface fluid infiltrates the volcanic edifice through fracture networks, establishing a hydrothermal system upon the interaction of magmatic gas with groundwater and infiltrating fluid. The hydrothermal system provokes ex-
tensive dissolution of the surrounding rock and the precipitation of alteration minerals, such as clays, which can greatly enhance volcanic dome instability and promote collapse (Day, 1996). This is thought to have been influential in a number of collapse events since 1595 at Nevado del Ruiz, Colombia (López and Williams, 1993), and Mt Rainer during the Holocene (Reid et al., 2001), although these involved the catastrophic collapse of the entire volcanic edifice rather than only the volcanic dome.

Soufrière Hills volcano has one of the most active hydrothermal systems in the Lesser Antilles as demonstrated by the number of active fumaroles and hot springs at the surface (Boudon et al., 1998). Wadge and Isaacs (1988) partially attributed the formation of English’s Crater (Figure 2.3) to the collapse of a lava dome 3950 ± 70 years before present (Roobol and Smith, 1998), weakened by hydrothermal alteration. Hydrothermal alteration of materials is thus expected to have had a significant influence on other failure episodes.

5.1.4 Deep seated fluid pressurisation

Collapses induced only at the surface are likely to be local events that involve relatively small amounts of material. In order to generate deep seated catastrophic failure either a large increase in shear stress, or a large decrease in shear strength is needed at depth. By raising pore fluid pressures, either mechanically as a direct volumetric response of an intruded medium, or by temperature differences between the host rock and an intrusion, instability can be induced resulting in flank collapse (Elsworth and Voight, 1995). In particular, temperature differences of intruding hot material into cold static host rock can lead to increased gas pressurization which may greatly enhance the likelihood of flank collapse, even if the intrusion is deep seated where local stresses and strains were previously stable. Stability depends on the hydraulic diffusivity of the host rock (Elsworth and Voight, 1996), since in very low diffusivity rock flow and expansion of gases will be inhibited and therefore high pore fluid pressures will only occur in very close proximity to the intrusion. In high diffusivity rocks, the increased pore fluid pressure will easily dissipate and be accommodated throughout the edifice. Therefore, there is a distinct permeability of rocks at which pore fluid pressures are likely to increase, identified as being between $2 \times 10^{-18}$ m$^2$ and $1 \times 10^{-15}$ m$^2$ (Reid, 2004). In addition, the thermal inertia of the rock masses involved will greatly affect the ability to raise pore fluid pressures within the edifice. An increase in deep seated pore fluid pressure may also be a direct result of progressive processes within the edifice, for example the closing of fractures during subsidence of the volcano or the
precipitation of hydrothermal minerals within fractures which inhibits the escape of fluid and gas (Matthews et al., 1997).

At Soufrière Hills there have been a number of collapse events which have removed not only fresh lava at the surface, but also highly crystalline material at depth, which is thought to represent older volcanic complexes. There was evidence of highly gas charged magma close to the surface between 1996 and 1997, since explosive events occurred following minor flank collapse events, pointing to increased gas and pore fluid pressures (Voight and Elsworth, 2000). Explosive events also followed or occurred during dome collapses on 12 July 2003 (Herd et al., 2005) and 11 February 2010 (Stinton et al., 2014), suggesting the presence of highly pressurized gas within the volcanic dome on these occasions.

### 5.1.5 The Influence of Seismicity

Shaking of the dome induced by seismicity at depth is not likely to be a dominant mechanism in causing dome collapses at Soufrière Hills volcano (Calder et al., 2002). Instead, shallow and intense earthquake swarms, such as those which have been described by Rowe et al. (2004) and De Angelis and Henton (2011) for example, may have the ability to shake the dome enough to generate a number of small rockfall events. At Soufrière Hills, rockfall events sometimes appear to be preceded by a low frequency event possibly triggered by an increased shaking of the dome, and consequently have been named long-period rockfalls (Patrick Smith, Pers. Comm., 2014). It may be therefore that the dome acts to focus the resonance from the LF event, causing a disturbance at the surface (Neuberg et al., 2000). Topographic amplification of seismic waves to induce shaking is greatest on slopes of more than than 60°, and in particular with surface waves polarised in the vertical plane (Ashford et al., 1997). However, even the steepest slopes at the vent of Soufrière Hills volcano rarely exceed 40° (Wadge et al., 2009). In addition, although amplification in the vertical plane may be heightened by the presence of a vertical conduit (Patrick Smith, Pers. Comm., 2014), the seismicity generated at volcanoes is typically less than magnitude 2 (Aspinall et al., 1998, Sparks, 2003) and it is therefore unlikely that these small seismic events would be able to trigger the large scale dome collapses that have been observed at Soufrière Hills volcano (Calder et al., 2002). For this reason, seismicity induced shaking shall not be considered as a dominant process in generating dome collapses, and shall not be included in modelling of slope stability at Soufrière Hills volcano.
5.2 Grey Incidence Analysis: Determining the importance of dome collapse triggers

Grey system theory, first introduced by Deng (1982), is the concept of utilizing a “system containing knowns and unknowns”, and is a statistical methodology to determine the relative importance of parameters when information on these parameters is poor. Interactions between the many factors affecting the generation of collapse events are complex and difficult to describe statistically or in a mathematical manner (Lu and Rosenbaum, 2003). Within volcanic environments, data on the physical properties of rock masses and their geotechnical characteristics are sparse, making modelling of collapse processes and instability challenging (Thomas et al., 2004b). Consequently, traditional mathematical approaches such as discriminative analysis and multiple linear regression are not appropriate for determining the importance and interactions of parameters associated with dome collapses (Jibson and Keefer, 1989). Grey incidence analysis allows parameters with small sample sizes, of varying distributions to be compared through the similarities existing between geometric patterns in their occurrence curves (Lui and Lin, 2006). It is based upon a knowledge of the behaviour of a system, rather than knowledge of physical relations (Lu and Rosenbaum, 2003). A higher degree of incidence emulates a greater similarity, and therefore the more important the parameter in question is to the generation of the process being investigated.

A “mapping quantity” of the systems behaviour must be defined which is characteristic of the system being described (Lui and Lin, 2006). For example, the number of admissions to a hospital in a given town is thought to be representative of the overall health of the community. Determining the mapping quantity within a volcanic system that is characteristic of the likelihood of a large scale dome collapse is difficult since data for many parameters are not available, and all measurements of the magmatic system are indirect. Firstly the seismic event rate from 22 - 25 June 1997 (thought to represent the movement of magma from depth) was defined as the mapping quantity, and then tilt data from the same time period (related to the inflation of the dome complex) was defined as the mapping quantity in two separate analyses. The period of precursory activity to a dome collapse in June 1997 was chosen because data for many parameters existed for this time period e.g. deformation data, rainfall, and many parameters involving seismicity.
Following the example of Lui and Lin (2006), determining the importance of different parameters in relation to the mapping quantity is a three step process. First, the absolute degree of incidence must be determined, characterising the relationship between each of the data parameters and the mapping quantity. Secondly, the relative degree of incidence is determined which is a numerical representation of the relative rates of change of each of the parameters compared to their starting points. Finally, the synthetic degree of incidence is considered, which is a quantitative approach to describe the overall closeness of the data parameters to the mapping quantity, allowing the relative importance of each of the parameters in June 1997 to be determined.

5.2.1 Absolute Degree of Grey Incidence

The absolute degree of grey incidence determines the observed relationship between the parameters chosen to be assessed in terms of their relative importance and the mapping quantity. Both the mapping quantity and the other parameter sequences need to be the same length, with the same sampling interval and all either be following a generally increasing or decreasing pattern. The absolute degree of grey incidence between the mapping quantity and a time series parameter sequence is defined as:

$$\varepsilon_{ij} = \frac{1 + |s_i| + |s_j|}{1 + |s_i| + |s_j| + |s_i - s_j|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

where:

$$|s_i| = \left| \sum_{k=2}^{n-1} X_i(k) + \frac{1}{2}X_i(n) \right|,$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

and

$$|s_j| = \left| \sum_{k=2}^{n-1} X_j(k) + \frac{1}{2}X_j(n) \right|.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

where $X_i(k)$ is the time series sequence of the mapping quantity, with $k$ the position that value appears in the sequence. In this analysis, $k = 1$ for data from the 22 June, $k = 2$ for data from the 23 June, $k = 3$ for data from the 24 June and $k = 4$ for data from the 25 June. $n$ is the length of the time series sequence, and therefore $X_i(n)$ represents the last value in the sequence (i.e. the value from the time series on the 25 June). $X_j(k)$ and $X_j(n)$ represent the time series sequences of the parameters being compared to the mapping quantity, and the last
value in the sequence of these parameters respectively. Each time series sequence of the parameters being compared to the mapping quantity is done so individually, so there is only ever one value for $X_i(1), X_i(2), X_i(3)$ and $X_i(n)$, however there can be a large number of $X_j(k)$ values. In Table 5.1, each of the time series which sits in rows three and below (average event rate per swarm using the dominant master event) represents a different $X_j(k)$ sequence, from which its relationship to the mapping quantity can be compared.

5.2.2 Relative Degree of Grey Incidence

The relative degree of grey incidence computes the relative rates of change of each of the parameters compared to their starting points. Assuming the mapping quantity ($X_i$) and the time series parameter sequence in question ($X_j$) are the same length with non-zero initial values, then the initial values of $X_i$ and $X_j$ are:

$$X'_i = \frac{X_i}{x_i(1)} = \left( \frac{x_i(1)}{x_i(1)}, \frac{x_i(2)}{x_i(1)}, ..., \frac{x_i(n)}{x_i(1)} \right)$$ (5.4)

$$X'_j = \frac{X_j}{x_j(1)} = \left( \frac{x_j(1)}{x_j(1)}, \frac{x_j(2)}{x_j(1)}, ..., \frac{x_j(n)}{x_j(1)} \right)$$ (5.5)

and the relative degree of incidence ($r_{ij}$) can be described as in equation 5.1 with $X'_i$ substituted for $X_i$ and $X'_j$ substituted for $X_j$.

Both the relative degree of grey incidence ($r_{ij}$) and the absolute degree of grey incidence ($\varepsilon_{ij}$) lie between the values of 0 and 1, with values closer to 1 representing the time series of parameters that are more similar to the mapping quantity. The relative degree of grey incidence ($r_{ij}$) and the absolute degree of grey incidence ($\varepsilon_{ij}$) are not related in any manner and therefore, $\varepsilon_{ij}$ can be relatively large and $r_{ij}$ can be small within the same sequences of data, and visa versa.

5.2.3 Synthetic Degree of Grey Incidence

The synthetic degree of grey incidence is a quantitative approach to describe relative importance of each of the parameters to be determined and is defined as:

$$\rho_{ij} = \Theta \varepsilon_{ij} + (1 - \Theta)r_{ij}$$ (5.6)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>22 June</th>
<th>23 June</th>
<th>24 June</th>
<th>25 June</th>
<th>Reference and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average event rate per swarm (event rate per 10 minutes)</td>
<td>$X_i(1)$</td>
<td>$X_i(2)$</td>
<td>$X_i(3)$</td>
<td>$X_i(n)$</td>
<td>Chapter 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average event rate per swarm using dominant master event (event rate per 10 minutes)</td>
<td>$X_j(1)$</td>
<td>$X_j(2)$</td>
<td>$X_j(3)$</td>
<td>$X_j(n)$</td>
<td>Chapter 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average event rate per swarm using Master event 100 (event rate per 10 minutes)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>Chapter 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Tilt ($\mu$ radians)</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Voight et al. (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in maximum and minimum tilt ($\mu$ radians)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Voight et al. (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Triggered Earthquakes</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>SEISAN database at University of Leeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Rockfall Events</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Montserrat Volcano Observatory (1997a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainfall (mm)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NOAA (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_2$ Measurements (Kg/sec)</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>13.39</td>
<td>22.37</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Watson et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated volume of dome ($\times 10^6$ m$^3$)</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>Loughlin et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time since last dome collapse (days)</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>Small dome collapse registered on the 2nd February 1997 (Montserrat Volcano Observatory (2012))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Time series’ of parameters potentially influencing a dome collapse event in June 1997. A dash indicates no available data for this day. In this Table, the mapping quantity is defined as the average event rate per swarm (row two), but a number of other time series parameter sequences were also investigated as the mapping quantity (rows three to twelve).

where $\Theta$ lies between 0 and 1 and is usually taken as $\Theta = 0.5$, which puts equal emphasis upon both the absolute and relative degree of incidence when determining the overall closeness of
the two data sequences. The greater the value of $\rho$ for each sequence, the greater the similarity to the mapping quantity and therefore the more important that parameter is in terms of affecting the mapping quantity.

5.2.4 Application to Volcanic Settings

Grey incidence analysis is particularly suited to identifying the relative importance of different parameters in influencing dome collapses, since many of the controlling parameters are unknown (e.g. the fracture network at depth, the detailed geology, the size and position of the conduit) and the quality of information is often poor (e.g. gas measurements which could indicate the state of the magma at depth is not continuously monitored at most locations, rainfall may have different effects on different parts of the dome depending on its steepness, stratigraphy and fracture density). In particular, it is very difficult to model the extreme heterogeneities that make up the rock and fluid masses and the controlling factors on eruption dynamics. The first major dome collapse to occur on Montserrat on 25 June 1997 was investigated for the most influencing parameters generating a collapse event using grey incidence analysis.

All the parameter time series in Table 5.1 were investigated since it is possible that each had some influence on the likelihood of dome collapses (see Section 5.1). The average event rate of LF seismic swarms is thought to be indicative of fluid movement at depth (Chouet, 1988, Neuberg et al., 2000), and therefore may induce instability by increasing the pore fluid pressure due to the temperature of the moving fluid (Elsworth and Voight, 1995), as well as increasing the load of material at the surface (Sparks et al., 2000). The average event rate per swarm was investigated using the rates of only STA/LTA identified events (see Section 3.4.1) and events identified from a single active system at depth (dominant and master event 100). The difference between maximum and minimum tilt values demonstrates the maximum inflation that the dome has seen that day. The volume of the dome influences the amount of material that is available for collapse, but also affects the stress regimes within the dome due to progressive loading. Loughlin et al. (2002) estimated that the dome size was $73 \times 10^6$ m$^3$ on the 20 June 1997, with an extrusion rate of $3 - 5$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$, allowing the dome volume to be calculated for the days preceding the collapse. Unfortunately no rainfall data was available directly for Montserrat for June 1997, and therefore the rainfall data is taken from Le Raizet, Guadeloupe, the nearest rainfall station situated at 16.27°N and −61.6°E (NOAA, 1997), a distance of just over 80 km from Soufrière Hills volcano.
Table 5.2 shows the synthetic degree of grey incidence for seven different mapping quantities ($X_i$). Each mapping quantity sits in a different column. The larger the value of synthetic incidence, the more important it is expected to be in generating collapse. Each column can be placed in descending order to determine the relative importance of the parameter time series observed in the days prior to collapse ($X_j$, each row).

**LF Seismicity as the mapping quantity**

The importance of LF seismicity in generating dome collapse events related to the movement of fluid at depth has been summarised in Section 5.1. Using LF seismic event rate as the mapping quantity (column two of Table 5.2 suggests the relative importance of the parameters, from most to least important is:

*Swarm Event Rate from Master Event 100 (0.83) >SO$_2$ Measurements (0.83) >Tilt (max - min) (0.81) >Rainfall (0.81) >Maximum Tilt (0.73) >Number of earthquakes (0.64) >Number of Rockfalls (0.61) >Time since last collapse (0.59) >Amount of material available (0.57)*

The ranking suggests that if the rate of low frequency events is indeed a parameter which accurately describes the precursory activity before a dome collapse, then the most important parameters affecting the likelihood of collapse are the seismic event rate for an isolated system, gas emissions, tilt and rainfall. This is unsurprising, since it has already been identified in Section 5.1 how all of these parameters may affect the instability of the volcanic dome.

Column three of Table 5.2 depicts the use of LF similar seismic event rates, which is related to the movement of magma at depth under one specific system, and again suggests that the most important parameters influencing dome collapse on 25 June 1997 are LF seismic event rate, tilt, rainfall and gas emissions. The parameters which appear to have the least effect upon destabilizing the dome to induce collapse are the time since the previous collapse; the amount of material available for collapse; the total number of earthquakes; and the number of rockfalls. For monitoring purposes, this suggests that it is more important to have detailed monitoring of low frequency seismicity, deformation and gas emissions than counts of the number of seismic events, which is currently frequently used as a simple tool for assessing unrest at volcanoes.
Other mapping quantities

When using tilt values as the mapping quantity (column 5), the most important parameters for inducing a collapse event were SO$_2$ outputs, rainfall and the LF seismic event rate. If SO$_2$ output becomes the mapping quantity (Table 5.2, column 6), then the most important parameters for influencing instability are rainfall, the event rate of similar LF seismic event swarms, and tilt. Similarly, if using rainfall as the mapping quantity then the most important parameters influencing a dome collapse event are tilt, the LF seismic event rate and the SO$_2$ output (Table 5.2, column 7).

Independent of the selected mapping quantity, therefore, it is clear that tilt, LF seismic event rate, gas output and rainfall appear to be the most important parameters in terms of influencing a dome collapse event on Montserrat in 1997. A direct link between instability and tilt, gas output and seismic event rates can be established for the dome collapse event in June 1997. All three parameters can be seen to be increasing in the days prior to the collapse event (Table 5.1) and can be related to the movement of magmatic fluid towards the surface, and are therefore indicative of a single process. As the magma enters a shallow region below the dome, tilt will increase due to displacement of the overlying rock from the intruded fluid, seismicity shall be generated as the magma moves (Chouet, 1988, Neuberg et al., 2000) and new fractures are developed in both the magma itself, and the surrounding country rock (Arciniega-Ceballos et al., 2003). Gas exsolution is favoured during magma ascent by a decrease in the pressure from overlapping rock and magma. In addition, heating by the intruded magma will raise pore fluid pressures surrounding rock because of thermal expansion of gases (Elsworth and Voight, 1995), which may drive instability. Deep-seated magmatic processes, rather than processes at the surface may therefore drive dome collapse at Soufrière Hills.

Despite being a surface processes, rainfall was also consistently considered a relatively important parameter to inducing dome collapse events. However, unlike the rates of LF events, gas output and tilt, the rate of rainfall did not consistently accelerate before dome collapse (Table 5.1). Instead, rainfall intensity peaked two days before the collapse on 25 June 1997, declining to almost no rainfall between 24 and 25 June. It can therefore be suggested that rainfall creating surface erosion is unlikely to be a contributing factor to the instability of the dome as a collapse event would be expected simultaneously with the peak rainfall if this were the case. The infiltration of rainwater to sufficient depths to generate increasing pore fluid
pressures will take time and therefore instability will involve a delay. It is possible that this mechanism contributed to the dome collapse on 25 June 1997 since a delay was observed between peak rainfall intensity and the collapse. However, this does not necessarily mean that heavy rainfall is needed during a period of LF seismicity to generate a collapse; but it would increase the likelihood of collapse.

5.2.5 Limitations of Grey Incidence Analysis

This is the first time that Grey Incidence Analysis has been applied to parameters in a volcanic setting. The theory was only originally developed in 1982 (Deng, 1982) and although has rapidly progressed in the following decades, is still really in its infancy of application. It is therefore difficult to compare or discuss the results obtained since there is no available comparison. With further research into the use of Grey System Analysis with volcanic parameters, this will hopefully become easier. One fundamental assumption employed in Grey System Analysis is that each of the time series sequences chosen accurately represents the system that is being described. In this case, this means that each of the time series (e.g. seismicity, gas output, rainfall) are all directly influencing the likelihood of a dome collapse at Soufrière Hills volcano, although in many cases this direct link has yet to be established. One such link between accelerating LF seismicity and a dome collapse shall be developed further in Chapter 6, and others have been linked to collapses in Section 5.1 (e.g. rainfall and the degradation of dome rocks), however many of these links are still assumed rather than definitive.

The ability to chose the right sequence of behaviour as the mapping quantity is difficult since it must most accurately reflect the characteristics of the system being described. In addition, Grey Incidence Analysis can only be applied to one simple system, which has one hierarchy of factors and one main behaviour which reflects the system (Bing-jun et al., 2005). Systems which are more complex, which may be the case in volcanic systems, are simplified into only having one hierarchy of important parameters, and only one mapping quantity which can accurately describe the systems behaviour, which may not be a true reflection of the environment. In particular for the analysis conducted for the dome collapse at Soufrière Hills volcano on 25 June 1997, the reliability of trends in the data identified from four data points (i.e. over four days) is questionable, however longer time series’ of data was not available.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( X_i )</th>
<th>Xj</th>
<th>Swarm Event Rate (per 10 minutes)</th>
<th>Swarm Event Rate: Master 100 (per 10 minutes)</th>
<th>Swarm Event Rate: Dominant Master (per 10 minutes)</th>
<th>Tilt (max-min) (( \mu ) radians)</th>
<th>( SO_2 ) Measurements (Kg/sec)</th>
<th>Rainfall (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swarm Event Rate (per 10 minutes)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swarm Event Rate: Master 100 (per 10 minutes)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilt (max-min) (( \mu ) radians)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( SO_2 ) Measurements (Kg/sec)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainfall (mm)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Rockfall Events</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Triggered Earthquakes</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of Material (( \times 10^6 m^3 ))</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time since last collapse event (days)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.2:** Synthetic degree of grey incidence (\( \rho_{ij} \)) for factors affecting a dome collapse event in June 1997. Each column represents a different mapping quantity (\( X_i \)) thought to be indicative of dome collapse, and therefore placing each value within a column into descending order determines the relative importance of each behavioural time sequence (\( X_j \)). The values in each column are relative to one another, and values cannot be compared across columns.
### Table 5.3: Mechanical properties for Soufrière Hills volcano dome rocks. Dinçer et al. (2004) records average information for andesitic rocks; others refer directly to Soufrière Hills samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit Weight ($kN/m^3$)</td>
<td>22.53</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youngs Modulus (GPa)</td>
<td>13.62</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Strength (MPa)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction Angle (deg)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>25 - 60</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Cohesion (MPa)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0 - 0.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.3 Geological Model of the Volcanic System at Montserrat

Analysis of the stability of any slope requires accurate information about the physical and mechanical properties of the rocks and materials of the slope in question. Unfortunately, details of the strength values of large volcanic rock masses are scarce (Thomas et al., 2004b) and therefore introduces large uncertainties associated with the input parameters in slope stability analysis (del Potro and Hürlimann, 2008).

##### 5.3.1 Rheological and Mechanical Properties of Rock Masses

The current active dome at Soufrière Hills volcano is believed to consist of a solid andesitic core, with deposits close to the summit being comprised of the fragmentation of this core material, surrounded by more distal aprons of pyroclastic deposits which extend down the slopes of the volcano (Wadge et al., 2009). Petrological investigations of lava erupted from 1996 to 1997 suggest that the lava dome consists primarily of andesite (Murphy et al., 2000), with an overall vesicularity between 5% and 20%. Melnik and Sparks (2002) have suggested with such a large volume of mass above it, the overpressure within the upper 200 m of the dome could be up to several MPa, suggesting that the exsolved gases could maintain high pressures. A layer of pyroclastic detritus, primarily block and ash flow deposits, covers the volcano to a depth of 25m (Wadge and Isaacs, 1988). In the simplest form therefore, the volcanic dome complex consists of a solid homogeneous andesitic core, overlain by pyroclastic deposits which taper towards the lower slopes.
### Table 5.4: Mechanical Properties for Soufrière Hills volcano pyroclastic slope deposits. No direct data was available for Soufrière Hills. Reid et al. (2000) refers to pyroclastics at Mt St Helens, Washington, USA; Apuani et al. (2005) refers to pyroclastics at Stromboli volcano; and Esposito and Guadagno (1998) refers to pumice deposits at Mount Vesuvius.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit Weight (kN/m³)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6.1 - 7.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus (GPa)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Strength (MPa)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction Angle (deg)</td>
<td>15 - 27</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>15 - 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Cohesion (MPa)</td>
<td>0.01 - 0.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.6 - 1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 outline the physical and mechanical properties for the andesitic core taken from literature, and the outlying pyroclastic deposits. These were the only relevant values, since data for volcanic environments is so scarce (Thomas et al., 2004b). It is clear that there are large uncertainties associated with some of the parameters (e.g. friction angle) which may lead to large uncertainties in the results. Table 5.5 shows the chosen mechanical properties of the andesitic dome and pyroclastic deposits used in modelling. The material properties undoubtedly vary within these units, and throughout the entire volcanic edifice due to rock and structural heterogeneity. However, since the distribution of such heterogeneity is unknown, the rock masses are simplified for conceptual modelling, therefore using static values for all parameters. For the andesitic dome properties, values relating directly to Soufrière Hills were favoured (Table 5.3). For pyroclastic deposits, data relating only to pumice were rejected (Esposito and Guadagno, 1998) since it is known that much of the pyroclastic deposits are made up of more cohesive block and ash flows (Wadge and Isaacs, 1988). Other parameters were calculated as the average of the identified values for pyroclastic deposits since no data was available directly related to Soufrière Hills volcano. Poisson’s ratio was assumed to be 0.3 after Gercek (2007) who estimated it to lie between 0.2 and 0.35 for andesitic rocks. One input parameter required for slope stability calculations which is not discussed in the literature is the dilation angle, which affects the volume change of the material when it is yielding. Detailed volumetric modelling of the volume change of the materials involved is beyond the capabilities of this research, and thus constant volume conditions are applied, meaning that the dilation
Table 5.5: Chosen mechanical properties of the andesitic dome, pyroclastic deposits and hydrothermally altered rock masses used in slope stability analysis

Table 5.5: Chosen mechanical properties of the andesitic dome, pyroclastic deposits and hydrothermally altered rock masses used in slope stability analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Andesitic Core</th>
<th>Pyroclastic deposits</th>
<th>Hydrothermally altered rock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit weight ( (kN/m^3) )</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus (kPa)</td>
<td>1,500,000</td>
<td>569,000</td>
<td>1,055,296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Strength (kPa)</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Strength Residual (kPa)</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilation angle (deg)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction Angle Peak (deg)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction Angle Residual (deg)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion Peak (kPa)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion Residual (kPa)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

angle is equal to zero (Griffiths and Lane, 1999).

Boudon et al. (1998) report that an upper hydrothermal alteration zone is likely to extend down to a minimum of 800 m depth at Soufrière Hills. The properties of this layer are outlined in Table 5.5 and are based upon the average values for parameters determined during a geotechnical investigation into hydrothermally altered volcanic rock at White Island, New Zealand (Moon et al., 2005). Tensile strength was estimated at 400 kPa after Arıkan et al. (2007) who found this to be the lowest calculated value for tensile strength for weathered andesite. The effective Young’s modulus \( (Ed^*) \) was calculated by:

\[
Ed^* = \rho^* V_p^2 \frac{(1 - 2v^*)(1 + v^*)}{(1 + v^*)}
\]

(5.7)

where \( \rho \) is the unit weight of the rock, \( V_p \) is the p-wave velocity and \( v \) is Poisson’s ratio (Okubo, 2004). \( V_p \) was estimated at 1391.6 ms\(^{-1} \) by Arıkan et al. (2007) for weathered andesite. \( Ed^* \) was therefore calculated as 1.055 GPa.
In addition to a hydrothermally altered layer at the surface, a “conduit” and “reservoir” were introduced into the model (Figure 5.1). This was a conceptual addition, and was not modelled as an increase in temperature or pressure at depth, which is the likely influence of a magma chamber and conduit within the volcanic dome in reality. Instead, the conduit and reservoir were introduced as another geological boundary within the model, to assess the influence of introducing weak rock masses at the core of the volcanic dome. The conduit diameter was set at 30m following Costa et al. (2007) and is in agreement with Melnik and Sparks (2005) for Soufrière Hills volcano. Voight et al. (2006) suggest that a spherical magma reservoir may sit beneath Soufrière Hills at 6km depth with a radius of 1 km. This is supported by petrological (Murphy et al., 2000) and seismic (Aspinall et al., 1998) evidence, which suggests a magma source lies between 5.5 km and 8 km depth. It is nearly impossible to define the properties of the magma chamber and the conduit in terms of geotechnical characterization since it will be a heterogeneous body, likely to be in a number of different physical states throughout the system and to be constantly evolving. For simplicity therefore, the conduit and reservoir are represented by the weakest rock masses identified in this environment (minimum values taken from Table 5.5). In addition, PHASE\textsuperscript{2} (Rocscience, 2011), the program used for the calculation of slope stability, is unable to accept values for fluid, other than water within the model, which may be a better representation of the conduit and reservoir however it cannot be represented.

5.3.2 Topography

Topographic models for the dome prior to collapse events at Soufrière Hills in July 2003 and February 2010 were constructed using digital photographs, in order to determine the shape of the dome (Figures 5.2 and 5.4), and the literature to identify the heights of identified peaks (Wadge et al., 2009, Stinton et al., 2014, SAC, 2010). Digital images taken from an automated camera at Windy Hill (NNW of the dome) from 1999 to 2003 (Figure 5.2) mean that a simplified dome geometry can be modelled for the dome in 2003 as shown in Figure 5.3 (Wadge et al., 2009). Slope angles are in good agreement with Wadge et al. (2009) who suggest that slopes in immediate proximity to the dome can reach angles of 40°. The simplified dome structure for 2010 was reconstructed from photographs taken on 8 February 2010 taken from the Montserrat Volcano Observatory (Figure 5.4, (Stinton et al., 2014)) and from height information for the dome summit (SAC, 2010) and the surrounding topography (Figure 5.5, (Wadge et al., 2009)). A 40 m pyroclastic layer at the surface was modelled (Stinton et al., 2014), along with a hy-
Figure 5.1: Model setup with hydrothermal layer and “reservoir” at depth (shown in blue) for Soufrière Hills in 2003. The andesitic core is represented by pale blue, and a pyroclastic layer 25 m thick at the top of the dome represents highly fractured deposits at the surface (green). The properties for each of these materials are shown in Table 5.5. Boundaries between materials are highlighted green.

drothermally altered layer extending to 800 m depth following Boudon et al. (1998).

The mechanical properties of the materials involved are detailed in Table 5.5. Boundaries within the model, defined as a change in lithology, are based on Boudon et al. (1998) who suggest a hydrothermal layer is likely to be active down to approximately 800 m below the summit, and (Wadge and Isaacs, 1988) who suggest a pyroclastic layer sits at the surface to a depth of 25 m. These deposits can be seen to taper away from the volcanic dome in Figures 5.3 and 5.5. This is because Wadge and Isaacs (1988) only describe the pyroclastic deposit layer in the area around the volcanic dome itself, and less material is likely to reach further down the talus slopes since the runout distance of pyroclastic flows can vary from less than 1 km to 7 km (Calder et al., 2002). The boundaries at depth simply follow the topography profile of the dome and surrounding talus, maintaining thickness. The boundaries are considered fixed, with no transitional qualities for model simplicity. In addition, no zones of weakness such as those envisaged which feed active fumeroles at the surface or previous collapse scars, are included in the model since the exact locations and properties of these zones are unknown.
Figure 5.2: View of Soufrière Hills from White’s Yard by remote digital cameras before and after the July 2003 dome collapse. Images from Herd et al. (2005). Since no obvious collapse scar is seen, it must be assumed that the original failure event unroofed the highly pressurized volcanic system at depth which led to the further fragmentation of the dome, leaving little behind.

Figure 5.3: Final geological model for the dome at Soufrière Hills in July 2003. Dome shape taken from (Herd et al., 2005). A thin layer (25 m but exaggerated in this figure so can be seen) of pyroclastic material (green) sits above a hydrothermally altered layer which is 800 m deep (yellow), above the andesitic core (pale blue). Details of rock masses properties can be found in Table 5.5. A conduit of 30 m extends to 6 km depth where a circular reservoir (1 km radius) is found (shown in Figure 5.1), coloured light blue. Note the scale is with respect to the height of the volcanic dome, which in 2003 was approximately 1100 m (Wadge et al., 2009).
Figure 5.4: View of Soufrière Hills from MVO, 8 February 2010. MVO is 5.7km NW of the dome. TG is Tyers Gaunt, GM is Gages Mountain, CP is Chance’s Peak. Image from Stinton et al. (2014).

Figure 5.5: Reconstruction of the dome prior to collapse in February 2010. The andesitic core is represented in pale blue, the hydrothermally altered layer in yellow and a pyroclastic layer 40 m thick at the top of the dome is coloured green. The properties for each of these materials are shown in Table 5.5. Boundaries between materials are highlighted green. A conduit of 30 m extends to 6 km depth where a circular reservoir (1 km radius) is found, replicated from 2003. Note that the scale is with respect to the height of the volcanic dome, which in 2010 was approximately 1170 m (Stinton et al., 2014).
5.4 Slope Stability Analysis

Grey incidence analysis outlined that dome collapse events and instability at Soufrière Hills volcano is primarily a consequence of deep-seated magmatic processes as detected by low frequency seismicity. In order to investigate this further, and determine how much instability these processes could cause, an investigation into slope stability was carried out. Usually, slope stability is assessed using a Factor of Safety (F), which determines how close to failure the slope in question is, as a ratio of the forces resisting failure and the forces driving failure and can be defined as:

\[ F = \frac{\tau}{\tau_{\text{failure}}} \]  

(5.8)

where \( \tau = c + \sigma_n \tan \phi \) and \( \tau_{\text{failure}} = c_{\text{failure}} + \sigma_n \tan \phi_{\text{failure}} \). \( c \) is cohesion, \( \sigma_n \) is the normal force acting on the slope, and \( \phi \) is the friction angle. If \( F \leq 1 \) or less, then failure is implied (Hammah et al., 2004).

Firstly, the simplest case for slope stability was investigated using Limit Equilibrium Methods to identify the most likely plane of failure within the volcanic dome. However, LEMs fail to provide any information about the mechanism of failure, and require a number of a priori assumptions (see Section 5.4.1). FEM were therefore constructed for the simple case of an andesitic core with an overlying pyroclastic layer. The models were then extended to include saturation of the edifice since pore fluid pressure is thought to be important in generating instability, the introduction of a hydrothermally altered layer from the surface to 800 m depth as identified by Boudon et al. (1998), and finally the introduction of a conduit and reservoir at depth, although this was only used to suggest a difference in lithology at depth, rather than a pressure or temperature change (Section 5.4.2).

5.4.1 Limit Equilibrium Methods

Limit equilibrium methods (LEM) for calculating slope stability are popular due to their simplicity and accuracy. The methods involve splitting the slope into a number of slices, and applying appropriate equations (for forces and/or moment equilibrium) such that a failure surface can be identified (Matthews et al., 2014). A number of methods can be used to determine slope stability using LEM including: Bishop’s modified method (Bishop, 1955); Janbu’s generalised procedure of slices (Janbu, 1968); and Spencer’s method (Spencer, 1967). Each method gen-
erates fairly similar results, with the Factor of Safety differing by no more than 12% between each method when the conditions of equilibrium are satisfied. One of the major limitations of using LEM however, is that the method provides no information on the magnitudes of the strains within the slope, or how the strain may vary along the slip surface (Duncan, 1996).

The program SLIDE (Rocscience, 2015) was used as a LEM to identify all possible slip planes within the models which could theoretically induce failure (using a grid search). Bishop’s simplified method for calculating a Factor of Safety was used since failure in the volcanic dome is assumed to be circular which is well represented by this method, and there is little difference between this and other methods (Duncan, 1996), with a total number of 25 slices. The interslice force function used was half sine (default, which assumes that the shear forces will be higher in the middle of the slip surface than at the edges) and the failure direction was set from left to right in the models since this was the direction of failure observed at the time of collapse. The method searches for a “global minimum” slip surface, which represents the surface with the lowest Factor of Safety, and is therefore the surface that slip is most likely to occur along (Schaefer et al., 2013).

LEM analysis for both the 2003 and the 2010 domes at Soufrière Hills suggest that failure planes were most likely to develop within the pyroclastic and hydrothermal layer seen at the top of the dome (Figures 5.6 and 5.7). For July 2003 (Figure 5.6) the global minimum slip plane, which represents the failure plane with the minimum Factor of Safety given the input parameters, is shallow at several hundred meters deep at the maximum. Overall, the failure planes identified, all with a Factor of Safety of less than one, are shallow (within the hydrothermally altered layer of material which extends to a depth of 800 m) and suggest no interference with the solid andesitic core below (shown in pale blue in Figures 5.6 and 5.7). Figure 5.7 suggests that the collapse event in February 2010 was much larger than the event in 2003, removing more material if failure occurred along its global minimum slip plane. This was not the case: the July 2003 dome collapse event removed 210 million m$^3$ of material (Herd et al., 2005), whereas the collapse in February 2010 only involved the removal of 50 million m$^3$ (Stinton et al., 2014). However, the models do not allow for the additional removal of material due to explosive disintegration of dome material due to intense instantaneous pressure changes as the pressurized system at depth is unroofed with the initial removal of material in the dome collapse, which is believed to have been paramount in the July 2003 collapse (Herd et al.,
Figure 5.6: All identified slip planes for slope failure on Montserrat with a 25 m pyroclastic layer in July 2003. Each slip circle is depicted as the plane along which failure is likely to occur. Each slip plane has a corresponding pivot point above which determines the angle of the plane and extent of the surface within the modelled volcanic edifice. The slip planes and corresponding pivot points are on a colour scale dependent upon their Factor of Safety: all identified slip planes had a Factor of Safety of less than one. The global minimum slip plane is also identified, with the solid black lines connecting to its pivot point, which has a Factor of Safety of 0.857.
Figure 5.7: All identified slip planes for slope failure on Montserrat with a 40 m pyroclastic layer for February 2010. Each slip circle is depicted as the plane along which failure is likely to occur. Each slip plane has a corresponding pivot point above which determines the angle of the plane and extent of the surface within the modelled volcanic edifice. The slip planes and corresponding pivot points are on a colour scale dependent upon their Factor of Safety: those with a Factor of safety below one are coloured yellow and those above one are coloured green. The global minimum slip plane is also identified, with the solid black lines connecting to its pivot point, which has a Factor of Safety of 0.900.

5.4.2 Finite Element Methods

Finite Element models are now at the forefront of slope stability analysis techniques (Griffiths and Lane, 1999). One major assumption used in LEMs is that failure occurs through the sliding of a mass along a slip surface which is pre-defined (Rocscience, 2004). FEM calculations however require fewer a priori assumptions, in particular about the failure mechanism and location of the failure plane. FEMs also offer a more rigorous approach for defining stability in more complex slope problems such as awkward geometries (Griffiths and Lane, 1999). Griffiths and Lane (1999) state that the advantages of using FEMs over LEMs include:

1. No assumption is needed about the shape or location of the failure surface prior to analysis;

2. No assumption is needed about the interplay between inter-slice forces, since the model is analysed as a whole and not individual parts;
3. Providing realistic data is available about the failing materials, FEMs will give information about deformation at working stress levels;

4. The method is able to monitor progressive failure, rather than simply the overall shear failure;

5. Does not neglect the stress-strain behaviours of soils as LEMs do (Rocscience, 2004).

The Shear Strength Reduction Method

The program PHASE\textsuperscript{2} (Rocscience, 2011) utilizes the FEM and analyses failure using a two-dimensional plane stress-strain method of elastic perfectly-plastic materials as defined by the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. Brittle failure is therefore reached when the Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope is overcome. Stresses output from the finite element analysis are compared to the Mohr Coulomb failure envelope, and if found to lie within it are assumed to remain elastic in nature. In contrast, those points in the two-dimensional model which lie on or outside of the failure envelope, are assumed to be yielding. Failure then occurs once enough elements are assumed to be yielding in order to allow a failure mechanism to develop (Griffiths and Lane, 1999). One of the main advantages of PHASE\textsuperscript{2} is that shear strength reduction analysis can be carried out. The Shear Strength Reduction (SSR) technique undertakes a systematic search for a Strength Reduction Factor (SRF) which brings the slope being modelled to the limit of stability. In other words, the shear strength is progressively reduced until failure occurs (Rocscience, 2004), through reduction of the rock masses cohesion and the tangent to the friction angle in steps (Matthews et al., 2014). If the model fails to converge at this limit of stability within the number of iterations identified by the user (Griffiths and Lane, 1999), it is assumed that failure has occurred (Schaefer et al., 2013). The SRF is also a ratio of resisting to driving forces, however in comparison to F, it represents the value by which the forces would need to be reduced to induce failure. For example, if SRF=1.50, and failure is defined at 1, then the shear strength of the complex would need to be reduced by 50% in order to induce failure.

The shear strength at failure, assuming a Mohr Coulomb failure model, using the SSR technique can be determined by:

\[ \tau_{\text{failure}} = \frac{c_{\text{failure}}}{\text{SRF}} + \sigma_n \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\tan \phi_{\text{failure}}}{\text{SRF}} \right) \]

(5.9)

where SRF is the strength reduction factor, \(\tau\) is the shear strength, \(c\) is cohesion and \(\phi\) is the
friction angle.

The following method was used in PHASE\textsuperscript{2} using a Gaussian elimination method to assess slope stability:

1. The initial estimate for the strength reduction factor is set to 1 which would suggest that the model is on the limits of failure;

2. Geometries are input as shown in Figure 5.3, derived from photographs, with a uniform, 6-noded triangle mesh (1500 to 5000 elements depending on x and y dimensions of the model);

3. Gravitational stress is applied to the model, so that the vertical stress above each individual finite element is based on the weight of material above it;

4. The boundary conditions of the model are set so that any boundary that does not represent the ground surface is fixed so that no slip can occur at these points;

5. Internal boundaries defined by a change in material properties to represent pyroclastic flow deposits, hydrothermally altered deposits and the conduit and reservoir are drawn;

6. Material properties are defined (Table 5.5);

7. Model is run to a maximum number of iterations of 500 to find the SRF.

The Gaussian elimination method was chosen as it produces an exact solution in a finite number of operations (LeVeque, 2006). A 6-noded triangle mesh was chosen for optimum computational in terms of time taken to compute vs. the accuracy of FEM. A greater number of elements would increase the accuracy for the identification of slip planes, but also slows the computation. Since 1500 elements was able to successfully identify slip planes in the model, no increase in accuracy was deemed essential, especially since the errors involved on the input parameters were so large, already biasing results. Gravitational stress was applied to all models to imply lithostatic pressure at depth. In FEM analysis, boundary conditions at the edges of the model are fixed in the x direction at the base of the model, and the y direction associated with this base, as indicated in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 by the small red triangles at these boundaries, meaning that no slip is able to occur at these boundaries. Interference from these boundaries (as can be seen in Figure 5.9 where pockets of yielded elements are identified at the intersection
of fixed and free boundaries) meant that the model was extended in both the x and y directions in order to avoid such boundary effects (e.g. Figure 5.14 where both the x and y axis have been extended to include the flanks of the volcano, rather than just simply the dome). Since movement was only anticipated in the volcanic dome area, other boundaries such as the flanks were set to fixed (see distribution of red triangles in Figure 5.14).

Initial FEM were constructed for the dome in July 2003 without the influence of the magma reservoir at depth, constrained by the physical properties in Tables 5.3 to 5.5. In this instance, only the dome itself was modelled, extending to limited depth (Figure 5.8). Under gravity alone, the slope of 2003 would not fail until the shear strength of the materials involved are reduced by over 50% of its original shear strength (SRF=1.51). Figure 5.8 suggests that no coherent failure mechanism would develop if this shear reduction was met, since no clear shear plane is present indicating sliding. Instead, the dome would deform under its own weight, a response known as gravitational spreading. This is unsurprising since grey incidence analysis has already suggested that the generation of a dome collapse event is manifested in deep-seated magmatic pressurization (Section 5.2.4) and therefore the raising of pore fluid pressures, which is not assessed in this model.

The percentage of yielded elements describes the percentage of finite elements within the mesh of the model which have deformed in a plastic manner (defined as a material which cannot return to its original state due to deformation applied). Figure 5.9 shows that most of the pyroclastic material which is inherently weaker deformed in a plastic manner, except for some small pockets on the flanks for the model of July 2003, thought to be induced form boundary conditions. The boundaries were then extended so that no such conditions existed. In addition, the material which sits below and within the dome at the highest point is also highly deformed since the weight of the overlying rocks is large enough to induce deformation. It is this material which has failed and therefore most likely to be involved in a dome collapse.

Finite Element Modelling in PHASE$^2$ for the dome at Soufrière Hills in February 2010 suggests that it was already at critical instability (SRF = 0.98), and therefore extremely vulnerable to failure. A clear failure plane has developed within the NE flank, which has maximum displacement values of 106.6 m (Figure 5.10). The Scientific Advisory Committee on Montserrat reported that the dome height had decreased from 1170 m to approximately 900 m due to the
Figure 5.8: Total deformation under gravity alone for the dome in July 2003 with 25 m pyroclastic deposits. Total displacement is represented on a colour scale from 0.00 m (blue) to 3.00 m (red). Fixed boundary conditions are indicated by the small red triangles around the lower East, bottom and West of the figure. Geometry of the dome prior to collapse is indicated by the solid lines. Gravitational spreading causes the slumping of over 200 m at the top of the dome. SRF=1.51.

Figure 5.9: Deformation of 2003 dome showing yielded elements for 25 m pyroclastic deposits. Yielded elements are shown on a colour scale from 0% (blue) to 100% (red). Yielded elements mostly occur within the pyroclastic layer and beneath the dome itself into the andesitic core, which is caused by the overlying weight of rock due to gravity. Two smaller yielded sections are seen at the edges of the model which also affect the andesitic core. These are simply artefacts of the imposed boundary conditions.
Figure 5.10: Total displacement for the 2010 Soufrière Hills dome, with deformation suggesting the lowering of the dome height by approximately 200 m. Total displacement is represented on a colour scale from 0.00 m (blue) to 60.00 m (red). Geometry of the dome prior to collapse is indicated by the solid lines, as are the internal boundaries between the andesitic core, conduit, hydrothermally altered rock and pyroclastic layer at the surface. SRF=0.98. A clear shear plane is developed, which is similar to the known failure geometry.

collapse (SAC, 2010). Displacement on the modelled dome lowers the dome height to between 800 m and 900 m, which suggests that geological spreading could have reduced the height of the dome over a long period of time based on these material parameters. It is possible that the previous vulcanian explosion events on the 5 and 8 February allowed a reduction in the rock mass cohesion, consequently inducing instability. This therefore supports the work of Stinton et al. (2014) who qualitatively suggested that the dome collapse was most likely generated by gravitational instability rather than abnormal pore fluid pressures at depth since gravity alone could have induced failure.

5.4.3 The Influence of Pore Fluid Pressure

In 2003, however, gravitational instability was unable to cause a collapse on its own, suggesting the need for other influential parameters in causing instability within volcanic domes. Numerical analysis and physical modelling using a sand heap as an analogue to represent a volcanic edifice has suggested that internal fluid pressurization may be key in promoting deep mechanical failure and instabilities (Thomas et al., 2004a). This supports the earlier conclusions of the
grey incidence analysis, where low frequency seismicity which is associated with fluid movement was the most important parameter in influencing a dome collapse event at Soufrière Hills volcano. The intrusion of magma in the far-field might be enough to raise pore fluid pressures within the volcanic edifice by infiltrating the system such that the failure envelope can be overcome, even though the intrusion and therefore the heat source driving the raised pore pressures, is spatially distant (Reid, 2004).

The brittle strength of materials containing a pressurized pore fluid (fluid within intergranular space or within small fractures) can be described as:

\[
\tau_c = \tau_0 + (1 - \lambda)\mu S
\]  

(5.10)
as described by Hubbert and Rubey (1959), where \(\tau_c\) is the critical shear stress required to produce a fracture or cause slip on a pre-existing fracture; \(\tau_0\) is the cohesive strength of the rock; \(\lambda\) is the pore pressure as a fraction of the lithostatic load; \(\mu\) is the effective coefficient of friction; and \(S\) is the stress normal to the plane of the fracture. Day (1996) suggests a more useful derivative of equation 5.10 which expresses the critical angle of inclination \(\theta_c\) upon which a block of material will begin to slide and fail as:

\[
tan\theta_c = (1 - \lambda)\mu
\]  

(5.11)

Samuelson et al. (2008) cite an average co-efficient of friction \(\mu\) of 0.67 for pyroclastic deposits at Soufrière Hills volcano which have a grain size of 0.5-1.0mm. Data already summarised in Table 5.5 does not include a co-efficient of friction, however this is intrinsically linked to the angle of repose by resolving the forces on a body on a slope through:

\[
\mu = tan\theta.
\]  

(5.12)

Therefore, knowing that the maximum angle of repose for a slope made of solid andesitic core is \(60^\circ\) and for pyroclastic outlying deposits is \(25^\circ\), the co-efficient of friction can be determined as 1.732 and 0.4663 respectively. Using these values, it can be shown that an increase in the pore fluid pressure as a fraction of lithostatic load \(\lambda\) lowers the angle of slope upon which failure will initiate (Figure 5.11). This however, assumes a planar slip surface, which is likely to be unrealistic in a volcanic setting where failure is most likely to be circular. Circular failure can be represented by individual slices in the slope creating polygons, which then follow pla-
Figure 5.11: The effect of pore fluid pressure on inclination angle of repose. The upper blue curve is representative of the critical angle of inclination for the andesitic core rocks, and the lower red curve represents the pyroclastic deposits identified at Soufrière Hills.

Failure. Therefore, it is assumed that an increase in pore fluid pressure in circumstances of circular failure will also cause failure of slopes at lower angles.

Hydrostatic pore fluid pressure (i.e. the pore fluid pressure as a result of the weight of overlying material) can be introduced in PHASE\textsuperscript{2} through the introduction of a piezometric line (Figure 5.12). The pore water pressure is therefore equal to the depth below the piezometric line multiplied by the unit weight of water (Duncan et al., 2014) taken to be 9.81 kNm\textsuperscript{−3}. Rock mass below the line is therefore assumed to be saturated, and above it assumed dry. The piezometric line was modelled at 100 m arbitrary interval depths of the model to test its sensitivity, beginning at the surface and extending down to 800 m depth which is the extent of a proposed hydrothermally altered zone on Soufrière Hills (Boudon et al., 1998) (Table 5.6).

Only if the piezometric line is placed at the surface is it possible for failure to occur (SRF less than one). At all other depths, failure would only be possible with a large reduction in the shear strength of the materials. The failure geometry proposed by the model does not match the known failure geometry (Figure 5.13), with material appearing to deform under its own weight, rather than develop a clear shear failure plane at depth. Table 5.6 suggests that the SRF
Figure 5.12: Introduction of a piezometric line to the 2003 model. Above the piezometric line is assumed to be unsaturated, whilst below the line is assumed to have an induced pore fluid pressure equal due to the weight of the water in the overlying strata. Note that the model is extended to 750 m depth to try to eliminate interference from boundary conditions of the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peizometric Line (depth below surface in m)</th>
<th>SRF</th>
<th>Maximum Displacement (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>16.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>17.732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>15.696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>13.658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>12.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>11.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>10.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>10.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>9.849</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Changing SRF with depth of piezometric line
Figure 5.13: An example of the displacement generated with a piezometric line at 100 m depth, indicated by the solid line 100 m below the surface. Total displacement is represented on a colour scale from 0.00 m (blue) to 6.00 m (red). Fixed boundary conditions are indicated by the small red triangles around the lower East, bottom and West of the figure. The model is extended to 750 m depth to try to eliminate interference from boundary conditions of the model. Geometry of the dome prior to collapse is indicated by the solid lines. SRF=1.45.

stabilizes around 1.72 from 200 m depth, although the maximum displacement at the surface decreases with the depth of the piezometric line. The piezometric line is however an extremely simplified approach to include pore fluid pressures within the model. It assumes that the pore fluid pressure increases linearly with depth, and no other variation in the pore fluid pressure is taken into account. It also assumes that below the piezometric line is saturated with fluid water, which in a volcanic environment is not likely due to increase temperatures and pressures at depth. Therefore, is it unlikely that this is a true representation of the pore fluid pressures at depth within the volcanic edifice, which will be affected by the fracture network, conduit, intrusions and the movement of magmatic fluid, none of which is accounted for in this model.

Pore fluid pressure can also be introduced into the model using literature values for the saturated permeability (hydraulic conductivity) of the andesitic dome and pyroclastic flow deposits (i.e. supersaturated conditions). No specific values could be obtained for Soufrière Hills volcano directly. However Freeze and Cherry (1979) state that unfractured igneous rock has a conductivity of approximately $1 \times 10^{-12}$ to $1 \times 10^{-8}$ cm/sec, and that fractured igneous rock
Figure 5.14: Total Displacement calculated for 2003 dome with 25 m pyroclastic deposits with saturated rock types. Total displacement is represented on a colour scale from 0.00 m (blue) to 6.00 m (red). Fixed boundary conditions are indicated by the small red triangles around the lower East, bottom and West of the figure. Geometry of the dome prior to collapse is indicated by the solid lines. The model is extended to 750 m depth to try to eliminate interference from boundary conditions of the model. Gravitational spreading due to the weight of overlying rock is clear from the deformation of material directly beneath the highest part of the dome. SRF=1.72.

has a conductivity of approximately $1 \times 10^{-6}$ to $1 \times 10^{-2}$ cm/sec. Therefore, the andesitic core of the dome was taken to be mostly unfractured igneous rock with an average conductivity of $1 \times 10^{-10}$ cm/sec and the pyroclastic deposits were interpreted as fractured igneous rock with a conductivity of $1 \times 10^{-6}$ cm/sec, and the hydrothermally altered rocks and the conduit were interpreted as a more fractured igneous rock with a conductivity of $1 \times 10^{-4}$ cm/sec. The permeability function was set to “simple”, which means that a permeability function is automatically assigned by the program based on the magnitude of the saturated permeability value given.

Figure 5.14 suggests that the introduction of pore water pressure equally distributed throughout the model based on the permeability of the rocks rather than simply using a peizometric line leads to the formation of a more defined failure slip plane where material would be moved from the top of the dome towards the west. The SRF is still high at 1.72 suggesting that the dome will not fail under these conditions alone. The maximum displacement is 9.9 m, with the removal of almost 200 m of material from the dome summit area. It is clear that the in-
Figure 5.15: Zoom of dome structure with 25 m pyroclastic deposits and hydrothermally altered layer to 800 m for Soufrière Hills in 2003. Hydrothermally altered material is coloured yellow, the andesitic core is coloured pale blue, and a pyroclastic layer 25 m thick at the top of the dome is coloured green. The properties for each of these materials are shown in Table 5.5. The model is gridded with a uniform, 6-noded triangle mesh (5000 elements). Boundaries between materials are highlighted green. External boundaries which are fixed in the model are shown with red triangles. The position of the conduit can also be seen, but is only introduced in Section 5.4.5 and Figures 5.18 and 5.19.

Introduction of pore fluid is essential in the model if it is to be as realistic as possible since it is not feasible that the rocks at depth will be completely dry, as surface evidence of pyroclastic flows generated from the fractionation of the dome rocks are highly altered by hydrothermal processes (Boudon et al., 1998).

5.4.4 The Influence of a Hydrothermally Altered Layer at the surface

Boudon et al. (1998) report that an upper hydrothermal alteration zone is likely to extend down to a minimum of 800 m depth at Soufrière Hills beneath the dome summit. This has been represented in the model as outlined in Figure 5.15, populated with the material properties found in Table 5.5. The introduction of a hydrothermally altered layer of material significantly reduces the SRF to 0.98 (Figure 5.16), suggesting that the volcanic dome is already unstable and likely to collapse. Deformation occurs within the upper layer of pyroclastic deposits and the hydrothermally altered layer only (Figure 5.17), suggesting that the andesitic core would be undisturbed. Field evidence however suggests that the collapse in July 2003 did disturb the andesitic core, parts of which were found amongst the pyroclastic flow deposits. A clear
Figure 5.16: Total displacement for 2003 dome with a hydrothermal layer extending to 800 m below the dome summit. Total displacement is represented on a colour scale from 0.00 m (blue) to 14.00 m (red). Fixed boundary conditions are indicated by the small red triangles upper East and West of the figure on the external boundary. The fixed boundary continues to the base of the model, which is at 8km depth, as in Figure 5.1. Geometry of the dome prior to collapse is indicated by the solid lines, as are the internal boundaries between the andesitic core, conduit, hydrothermally altered rock and pyroclastic layer at the surface. SRF=0.87. A clear shear plane is developed, which is similar to the known failure geometry.

The shear plane would have developed, which is is sharp contrast to Figure 5.8 where no such plane developed when only the pyroclastic deposits and andesitic core are modelled. The modelled failure geometry is similar to the known failure (Figure 5.2) with most material being lost towards the left hand side. In this case, SRF is equal to 0.87, which suggests that under these conditions failure would already have occurred. Since history tells us that the dome was in fact standing for a significant amount of time under such conditions suggests some fundamental problems with the interpretation of such models. This shall be discussed further in Section 5.4.6.

5.4.5 The Influence of a conduit and reservoir at depth

In this modelling, the introduction of a magma reservoir at depth and a connecting conduit to the surface is a conceptual consideration. These features do not introduce a pressure or temperature change (as would be expected in reality) and instead introduce another geological interface at depth. The reservoir and conduit have the material properties of the weakest rocks found in the volcanic environment (taken from Tables 5.1 to 5.5), since fluids cannot be represented in PHASE². The conduit and reservoir therefore represent zones of weakness within the andesitic core, rather than a pressurized source at depth. Modelling of a dome with a
Figure 5.17: Deformation of 2003 dome showing yielded elements with 25 m pyroclastic deposits and a hydrothermally altered layer of material extending to 800 m beneath the dome summit. Yielded elements are shown on a colour scale from 0% (blue) to 100% (red). Yielded elements occur within the pyroclastic and hydrothermally altered layer, which are weaker than the andesitic core.

hydrothermally altered layer to 800 m below the summit as well as a conduit and magma reservoir at depth generates a critical SRF of 0.85 (Figure 5.18), suggesting that the dome would be in a critical state of failure under these conditions. The addition of the reservoir and conduit therefore lowers the SRF, although not significantly. Maximum displacement reaches 15.915 m with a clearly developed shear slip failure plane to the west (Figure 5.19), which is again similar to the observed failure plane in 2003 (Figure 5.2).

Using this geometry it is possible to determine the height at which the dome becomes unstable (i.e. SRF goes below one). The critical height summit for the asymmetrical geometry for the dome in 2003 is estimated at 1130 m (Figure 5.20, Upper panel). The summit of the dome ranged from 1076 m to 1116 m in the days prior to the collapse event (Herd et al., 2005), suggesting that it was very close to failure. The critical slope angles for inducing failure are estimated at 25.8° for the shallower dipping eastern flank, and 29.4° for the western flank of the volcano (Figure 5.20), which are far below the angles used at the dome summit in modelling detailed in Wadge et al. (2009) who suggest that slopes close to the vent can reach angles of 40°.
Figure 5.18: Total displacement for 2003 dome with a hydrothermal system and reservoir at depth. Total displacement is represented on a colour scale from 0.00 m (blue) to 7.00 m (red). Fixed boundary conditions are indicated by the small red triangles from the lower East, bottom and West of the figure on the external boundary. Geometry of the dome prior to collapse is indicated by the solid lines, as are the internal boundaries between the andesitic core, conduit, reservoir, hydrothermally altered rock and pyroclastic layer at the surface. SRF = 0.85. A clear shear plane is developed, which is similar to the known failure geometry.

Figure 5.19: Development of a shear slip failure plane within the dome when the magmatic system at depth is introduced. Total displacement is represented on a colour scale from 0.00 m (blue) to 7.00 m (red). Geometry of the dome prior to collapse is indicated by the solid lines, as are the internal boundaries between the andesitic core, conduit, hydrothermally altered rock and pyroclastic layer at the surface. SRF = 0.85. A clear shear plane is developed, which is similar to the known failure geometry.
Figure 5.20: Changing SRF with increased dome height and slope angles in July 2003. The solid horizontal blue line represents a SRF of 1: above this line is stable, below is unstable and therefore represents failure. The point at which the green exponential curve crosses the line representing a SRF of 1 represents a critical value. **Upper:** Changing SRF with dome summit height **Middle:** Changing SRF with minimum angle of slope on an asymmetrical dome **Lower:** Changing SRF with maximum angle of slope on an asymmetrical dome.
5.4.6 Reliability of models

The results of FEM of the volcanic domes in July 2003 and February 2010 at Soufrière Hills volcano suggested that the domes were already in a state of failure since SRF was less than 1 (Figures 5.16, 5.19 and 5.10). This suggests that given the mechanical properties of the volcanic dome it should not have been standing for the amount of time it did, and should have failed under gravity alone. However, given the large errors associated with the mechanical input parameters it must be expected that these errors propagate through the model. Consequently, it is difficult to relate the mechanical properties to known materials at Soufrière Hills volcano in particular in relation to the interpretation of the deformed material. A dome collapse implies that material is lost from the dome, redistributed somewhere on the flanks. FEM in PHASE\(^2\) only deforms the media and does not remove it. It is assumed that the weaker rocks included in the models (pyroclastic deposits and hydrothermally altered layer) will respond more to deformation, and therefore deform in a plastic manner, however no heterogeneities across these layers are considered in this analysis such that it is not possible to tell where such deformation is likely to be paramount. Grey Incidence Analysis suggested that low frequency seismicity, and by extension the movement of magma at depth, is important in the generation of a dome collapse (Section 5.2.4). The movement of magma at depth has not been incorporated into this modelling, and therefore no comment can be made on whether it increases instability of the dome. However, the addition of a zone of weakness at depth does increase the instability of the dome (Figure 5.19).

No heterogeneity across the layers in the complex is accounted for. In association with this, no fracture network has been incorporated, although it is likely to greatly affect instability within the complex. In addition, the complex has only been tested in two scenarios involving the presence of water: either the introduction of a water table (Figure 5.13) or under super-saturated conditions (Figure 5.14). In reality, neither of these scenarios are likely to be accurate in a volcanic environment. No clear water table is likely to be able to be defined due to the high pressures and temperatures experienced at depth, and the additional presence of a hot magma reservoir. For the same reason, the entire complex is unlikely to be super-saturated. The presence of water within the system is likely to be far more complex, with the distribution of dry and saturated conditions changing with time (as more or less magma is present, more or less material is sat within the dome complex etc.)
The simplistic nature of the modelling also means that some factors which may promote stability, and therefore could account for the volcanic domes in July 2003 and February 2010 standing and remaining stable for longer than expected, are not included. For example, it has been noted that fractures within volcanic environment may be able to reheat themselves through the deposition of hot gas-particle mixtures which flow through such fractures and welds the fracture back together (Tuffen et al., 2003). This is one method in which the stability of the volcanic dome may be increased during the movement of magma, which has not been taken into account in this modelling.

5.5 Summary

The modelling of dome instability at Soufrière Hills volcano is complex, due to the number of interacting parameters which may affect the overall instability of the complex. Soufrière Hills volcano is perhaps particularly susceptible to collapse events due to its size, active hydrothermal system and fractured body which accommodates the build up of pore fluid pressures at depth. Grey system incidence analysis, which determines the relative importance of a number of parameters believed to influence the likelihood of a dome collapse is particularly suited to the volcanic environment since there is relatively little information regarding the mechanical properties of the rocks involved, which is essential for slope stability analysis. Grey incidence analysis suggested that the most important parameters in influencing a dome collapse event at Soufrière Hills volcano, based on data prior to the collapse event of June 1997, are the event rate of low frequency seismicity (indicative of magmatic fluid movement), tilt (indicative of changing slope angles), rainfall (which can infiltrate the dome complex and create instability through interaction with the magmatic reservoir) and degassing measurements (which can be indicative of increased volatiles within the magmatic body as well as increased pressurization). This would suggest that the dome collapse event of 1997 was primarily a consequence of deep-magmatic pressurization and not surface processes.

The dome collapse events of July 2003 and February 2010 were investigated using Finite Element Modelling to determine whether instability within the dome could be recognised. The model consisted of an andesitic core, a hydrothermally altered layer of andesite extending to 800 m depth, a pyroclastic layer of material sitting at the surface (ranging from 25 m to 40 m thick), and a conduit (30 m diameter) and spherical reservoir at approximately 6 km depth. The
domes in 2003 and 2010 were both at a critical stability prior to the collapse event, making them extremely susceptible to collapse (SRF < 1). The dome in July 2003 was heavily influenced by an increase in pore fluid pressure, modelled by the introduction of saturated permeability of the rock masses involved. The dome in February 2010 was in a state of critical stability before the introduction of pore fluid pressures, suggesting that failure could have occurred due to gravity alone, in agreement with (Stinton et al., 2014). The models are however, extremely simplistic, only accounting for three different rock types, and ignoring the additional pressure exerted by the hot magma chamber at depth. This modelling does however highlight the use of Finite Element Modelling as a device for using slope stability as a monitoring tool for volcanic domes, in addition to routine measurements in seismicity, deformation and gas, since it may be able to indicate periods when dome collapse events are more likely.
Chapter 6

Linking depth and surface processes: A “Transfer” function

One of the fundamental assumptions of the FFM within volcanic environments is that the measured precursory signals at depth have a direct link to the failure that occurs at the surface. Here, the concept of a “transfer function” is introduced which identifies a plausible mechanism for the relationship between accelerating seismicity at depth and a dome collapse at the surface. The very nature of the transfer function means that it will have both amplitude and phase components, relating to the onset threshold and the length of time between the occurrence of the seismicity and the collapse event.

6.1 Linking the FFM from depth to surface

In order to more closely resemble the original intent of the FFM, one single active system has been used to forecast dome collapse events. This system is made up of seismicity which is generated by the same source mechanism and in the same location, and therefore can be detected by cross correlation and waveform similarity methods. This can lead to more confidence in the forecast (see Chapter 4) since sources of precursory seismicity are not mixed or averaged over time. The application of the FFM in volcanic environments is a method of describing the failure of the system at depth, with an apparent link between these processes and a failure at the surface. This “transfer function” between activity at depth and the surface was first alluded to by Voight (1988), who suggested that there is likely to be a time delay between the observed peak in precursory activity and a volcanic eruption at the surface with the application of the FFM.
The generation of low frequency seismicity has been attributed to a number of different mechanisms related to the movement of pressurized magmatic fluid at depth (e.g. a slip-stick mechanism at the conduit walls (Denlinger and Hoblitt, 1999, Iverson et al., 2006), the brittle failure of the magma itself (Webb and Dingwell, 1990, Goto, 1999, Neuberg et al., 2006) or the removal of fluid from a damage zone (Benson et al., 2008)), or may be attributed to the slow rupture failure of unconsolidated volcanic materials within the edifice (Bean et al., 2014). The acceleration in the seismicity prior to an eruption can therefore be attributed to an uncontrolled propagation of fracturing as fracture density increases (Kilburn and Voight, 1998, Kilburn, 2003, Holland et al., 2011), either within the edifice (which generates volcano-tectonic seismicity) or the magma itself (generating low frequency seismicity), or to the acceleration of the ascent rate of magma due to increased gas and crystal contents as it moves to shallower depths (Papale, 1999, Neuberg et al., 2006, Thomas and Neuberg, 2012). The acceleration in seismicity at depth needs to form a causal link with the eruption at the surface, in this case manifested as a collapse of the volcanic dome, in order for the FFM to be considered as a plausible forecasting tool, which accounts for exact processes occurring.

It would be a remarkable coincidence if all of the successful forecasts of volcanic eruptions using the FFM, whether in hindsight or real-time were chance occurrences, suggesting that some real link between the activity at depth and the surface must be plausible. If the generation of seismicity is caused by the movement of magmatic fluid (low frequency seismicity), it is possible to envisage an eruption occurring at the surface as more magmatic fluid makes it to shallower depths. This could be an explosive eruption if the top of the conduit and/or dome is blocked and therefore creates a large build up in pressure in the shallow edifice due to the intrusive body. If the seismicity is generated by the formation of fractures (high frequency seismicity), which coalesce as the fracture density increases, then new magmatic pathways may be created to the surface through which magmatic fluid can flow. Therefore both types of seismicity suggest a causal link between processes at depth, and an eruption at the surface.

### 6.2 A Transfer Function

Due to the complexity of each volcanic edifice, which is likely to change and evolve with time with ongoing geological processes, the transfer function is likely to be a unique value
for each volcano, despite probably being based upon common mechanisms within volcanic environments which manifest failure at depth to the surface. Here, one possible conceptual model that relates accelerating low frequency seismicity at depth to a large scale dome collapse at the surface is suggested for Soufrière Hills volcano. Since this is a repeated process at Soufrière Hills volcano, and has been for the past 20 years during its current eruptive episode, the conceptual model must be able to explain differences in precursory activity and differences in the collapse events themselves.

6.2.1 Parameters to consider

In chapters 3 and 4 it was shown that the precursory seismicity before each of these collapse events was different. In summary, low frequency seismicity prior to the June 1997 collapse occurred in distinct swarms and contained ten families of similar seismic events (Voight et al., 1998, Green and Neuberg, 2006). Using these families as forecasting tools provided accurate forecasts for the timing of the collapse event on 25 June (see Section 4.2). Seismicity prior to the dome collapses in July 2003 and February 2010 did not appear in swarms, but instead as near continuous repetitive seismic events. Only one family of events were identified in each of these cases. However the master events varied between the two cases, containing mostly energy below 5 Hz in 2003, and more significant energy from 0 to 10 Hz in 2010. In addition the length of average events of each of the families varied from $\approx 10$ seconds in 1997 and 2003, to $\approx 30$ seconds in 2010 (Sections 4.3 and 4.4).

Other precursors and factors likely to affect dome collapses at Soufrière Hills volcano (Section 5.1) varied prior to each of the investigated collapse events. In addition to cyclic swarms, Voight et al. (1998) noted tilt cycles related to the inflation and deflation of the dome in June 1997, with a cyclic period of 6 to 8 hours. Prior to the July 2003 collapse a pause of extrusive activity totalling one month was noted, as well as intense rainfall in the days prior to collapse (Herd et al., 2005). In direct contrast to this, the February 2010 dome collapse was preceded by over four months of intensive and explosive activity, which finally culminated in a collapse event (Stinton et al., 2014). The conceptual model for dome collapse events at Soufrière Hills volcano therefore needs to be able to explain each of these features, and why they occurred at each specific time.

Fundamentally the model must be able to explain:
1. The occurrence of LF seismicity at depth, which is repeatable - whether in swarms or not

2. The generation of families of LF seismicity which occur repeatedly at the same location over periods of hours to days, and why sometimes there is only one dominant active family and other times a greater number of families

3. The influence and significance of dome instability and rainfall, amongst other factors prior to the collapse events

6.2.2 The generation of low frequency seismicity

A number of models have been proposed to explain the occurrence of low frequency seismicity in volcanic settings. The model of Iverson et al. (2006) suggests that the generation of low frequency seismicity occurs as a magmatic plug moves incrementally upwards within a conduit due to the movement of buoyant magmatic fluid behind the plug. In this instance it would be expected for seismicity to migrate with the movement of the plug, and therefore become shallower with time. This is not observed on Montserrat, where seismicity consistently occurs at \( \approx 1500 \) m depth below the dome summit (Aspinall et al., 1998, Rowe et al., 2004, Ottemöller, 2008, De Angelis and Henton, 2011). In addition, families of similar seismic waveforms must occur within a small spatial extent in order to maintain their similarity, and single families have been observed being sustained over a number of hours and days. These observations at Soufrière Hills volcano are inconsistent with this model, since the same family of earthquakes would not be sustained over this period of time without major changes to the similarity of the waveforms. The evolution of cross correlation coefficients, such as that which were observed in July 2003, would require only a very small migration of the seismicity which would not be expected from the incremental movement of a volcanic plug, since it can still be classed as from the same family over the sustained period of time. This model also fails to explain the occurrence of a number of distinct families as observed in June 1997, which are repeatedly activated then deactivated.

The more recent model of Bean et al. (2014) suggests that slow rupture failure within unconsolidated volcanic material in the edifice can induce low frequency seismicity, whose waveform characteristics are fundamentally dependent upon the wave propagation path. It is envisaged that families and swarms of low frequency seismicity develop due to slow defor-
mation at a number of points within the upper edifice where the stress is reduced which could be induced by gas influx, gravity or magma migration. On Montserrat, the seismicity systematically occurs at the same depth such that it would require the stress drop to be maintained at the same location over a number of years. In addition, no explanation is given for the clear acceleration in seismicity which has been observed prior to the dome collapse events studied.

The generation of low frequency seismicity has also been attributed to the brittle failure of the magma itself (Webb and Dingwell, 1990, Goto, 1999) through an increase in viscosity of the melt and/or high strain rates (Lavallée et al., 2008) as the melt enters a glass transition stage. In volcanic environments, conditions which may induce this glass transition stage may include: changes in crystal and/or bubble content of the magma (Goto, 1999); an increase in the ascent rate of magma (Neuberg et al., 2006); or through the introduction of a restriction in the conduit (Thomas and Neuberg, 2012). The brittle failure model allows for the acceleration in LF seismicity observed at Soufrière Hills prior to dome collapses, since accelerations in magma ascent has been shown to increase the strain rate within a volcanic conduit simulation, and therefore instigate the brittle failure of the melt (Neuberg et al., 2006). A much simpler way to induce an increased strain rate is to introduce a constriction within the conduit (Thomas and Neuberg, 2012). Such a constriction fits with observations at Soufrière Hills that LF seismicity consistently occurs at \( \approx 1500 \) m below the dome summit (Aspinall et al., 1998, Rowe et al., 2004, Ottemöller, 2008, De Angelis and Henton, 2011), as well as the fact that multiple LF sources (i.e. families of similar seismic events) may be active at any given time, since a number of locations may exist where the strain rate threshold for brittle failure is overcome.

### 6.2.3 Preferred Conceptual Model

One possible conceptual model to explain the relationship between accelerating LF seismicity at depth and dome collapses at Soufrière Hills volcano is presented in Figure 6.1, which is primarily based upon the model of Thomas and Neuberg (2012). Low frequency seismicity is generated at depth due to the ascent of magma through a constriction in the conduit at \( \approx 1500 \) m below the dome summit at Soufrière Hills volcano, which induces increased shear strain, in particular in proximity to the conduit walls. An increase in the shear strain rates induces brittle failure of the magma itself and therefore generates low frequency seismicity. Resonance within the conduit itself of the seismicity generated through the brittle failure of magma is able to produce the low frequency waveform content of the events observed (Ferrazzini and Aki,
1987, Jousset et al., 2003, Collier and Neuberg, 2006). As magmatic fluid ascends through the conduit, an acceleration in the number of earthquakes is generated as greater amounts of material pass through this constriction, and therefore a greater proportion of the magma column overcomes the brittle failure criterion. In addition, the coalescence of fractures within a small spatial extent is likely to become a runaway effect, as more join up to create fluid flow pathways (Main, 1991, Main et al., 1993, Main, 2000, Kilburn, 2003), adding to the acceleration in event rates observed. Since any number of geometric changes may occur at depth for the conduit, it is possible to activate a number of seismic sources at depth, and therefore to generate a number of families of similar seismic waveforms at any one time (Thomas and Neuberg, 2012). In addition, the reactivation of seismic sources over a number of days (i.e. the generation of swarms) suggests that the source of inducing seismicity is stationary, as a constriction in the conduit would be.

The coalescence of fractures will favour an increase in gas escape (Figure 6.1b) which causes the bulk magma viscosity to increase and depressurization of the magma column, and therefore slows the ascent rate. This leads to a deceleration in event rate. Hammer and Neuberg (2009) suggest this is the mechanism through which a number of swarms of the same earthquakes are repeated over a number of days, since analysis of individual swarms of activity suggest an initial acceleration in event rate followed by a deceleration (Section 3.4.2). As the fractures reheat within the magmatic column, for example through the precipitation of hot fluid within the fractures (Tuffen et al., 2003, Tuffen and Dingwell, 2005), shear strain can once again begin to build in the same location where fracturing and seismicity were occurring previously. This cycle can be repeated a number of times in order to generate a number of swarms at the same location, as was observed in June 1997.

However, the intensification of fractures around the conduit circumference may also generate a damage zone made up of highly fractured material. This may facilitate magma acceleration through the conduit, which may progress into aseismic frictional sliding (Scholz, 1998, Molina et al., 2004, Tuffen and Dingwell, 2005). The occurrence of aseismic movement may be related to a threshold in the proportion of the damage zone created to the rest of the magma column (Molina et al., 2004, Tuffen and Dingwell, 2005), suggesting the potential for the identification of such a threshold within the seismic event rate. This threshold forms the amplitude component of the transfer function. This is concurrent with observations at Soufrière
Hills, where some dome collapses are immediately preceded by a period of quiescence or of a decreased LF seismic event rate (e.g. July 2003: Figures 3.23 and 4.14). No explanation has been given for a cyclic change between seismic and aseismic movement (i.e. the generation of swarms) through the generation of a damage zone at the conduit circumference, and since the generation of a damage zone is time dependent it is envisaged that this mechanism is only responsible for the final period of quiescence seen immediately prior to dome collapses at Soufrière Hills.

This seismicity is related to the dome collapse at the surface since the ascent of magma raises pore fluid pressures within the volcanic dome due to thermal expansion of fluid close to the intrusion, as well as facilitating gas escape through newly generated fractures which causes a rise in the far-field pore fluid pressures. Accelerations in seismicity are often accompanied by cyclic inflation and deflation of the dome (measured by tilt) at Soufrière Hills, which suggests changing pressurization due to degassing magma at depth (Voight et al., 1998). An increase in gas flux at the surface during the precursory seismicity to dome collapses (Watson et al., 2000) is a reflection of the increase in the volume of the gas being exsolved at depth, and the increased volume of the fracture network at depth, facilitating its release. An increase in pore fluid pressure inherently increases instability within the volcanic dome since it lowers the overall effective lithostatic pressure (Simons et al., 2001). As magma migrates through the fracture network within the dome, it is likely to come into contact with water, whether in the form of hydrothermally altered materials, or infiltration from rainfall percolating through fractures from the surface, thereby adding to the increase in pore fluid pressure (Figure 6.1c). Eventually this leads to the volcanic dome becoming critically pressurized. The time taken for this to occur will depend upon the development of the fracture network at depth, the original pressures within the dome and the rate of magmatic fluid movement. It will also be dependent upon the connectivity of the fracture network to the surface. Once the threshold of pressurization is overcome and a pathway to the surface from the reservoir has been created, a collapse may occur (Figure 6.1d).

This conceptual model supports the most likely dome collapse scenario for the three collapses investigated: deep seated magmatic fluid causing increases in pore fluid pressures which generates instability of the volcanic dome. Rapid decompression due to the sudden removal of magma and rock will further induce fracturing and disaggregation of the dome rocks, in particular close to the parts of the conduit which have recently been excavated and weaker layers in
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Figure 6.1: Conceptual model linking accelerating seismicity at depth to a dome collapse at the surface for Soufrière Hills volcano. See Section 6.2.3 for full explanation.
the dome (such as those affected by hydrothermal weathering). This may add further volume to the collapse event.

6.3 Summary

Low frequency seismicity is generated at 1500 m depth below the dome summit repeatedly over a number of years due to a change in the geometry of the conduit at this depth (most likely a constriction) which causes an increase in the shear strain rate and therefore the brittle failure of magma at this point in the conduit. The generation of these fractures accelerates with time as more fractures coalesce creating a runaway effect, and as magma ascends through the conduit allowing a greater proportion to overcome the brittle failure criterion. Gas escape is enhanced through these fractures, especially as the magmatic fluid becomes shallower, leading to an increase in pore fluid pressures in this vicinity. This is further enhanced by the infiltration of rainwater if it occurs, and the interaction of the moving magmatic fluid with more saturated, hydrothermally altered rocks within the volcanic dome. Once the critical pressure within the volcanic dome can no longer be sustained, an explosive eruption occurs due to the continued ascent of magmatic fluid.
Chapter 7

Monitoring developing unrest: The case of Chiles-Cerro Negro

This chapter presents the application of the previously developed cross correlation method and forecasting using the FFM from Chapter 4 to Chiles-Cerro Negro volcano, which sits on the boarder of Ecuador and Colombia in South America. Very little information is known about the volcanic complex of Chiles-Cerro Negro which has had no confirmed eruptions in historic times, except for an active hydrothermal system expressed through active hot springs (Section 2.3). This chapter outlines how the cross correlation techniques can be used in another volcanic setting, and in particular used when unrest is still ongoing and the outcome is unknown.

Accelerated VT seismicity in October 2014, and in particular its relationship to a large high frequency seismic event on 20 October with M5.8 which occurred approximately 10km beneath the volcanic complex, has been investigated to determine whether similar seismic events were present during this unrest period, and analyse if there is any temporal or spatial migrations. Analysis of the acceleration of the event rate has drawn on principles of the FFM to determine the potential of generating false forecasts for volcanic events during the onset of this unrest. Similar VT seismic events have been identified during the analysis period (15 to 23 October 2014), with similar events becoming clearly organised into distinct temporal and spatial clusters on the 20 October, the day of the M5.8 earthquake. The accelerating similar VT seismicity prior to the large M5.8 earthquake could have acted as a forecasting tool, and the dominance of VT seismicity suggested little fluid movement at depth, and therefore lack of movement of magma towards the surface.
7.1 Data

Continuous seismic data for three stations (two broadband and one short period) over a period of 7 days (15 to 22 October 2014) were kindly provided by the Instituto Geofisico (IG-EPN) in Ecuador (Figure 7.1). This period was chosen for initial analysis as it sits right at the beginning of the unrest scenario, and includes the large M5.8 tectonic earthquake which occurred at an estimated depth of 10 km, less than 10 km south-east of the volcanic complex. The data were provided in February 2015, so although this analysis was not done in real time, it was done at a time of continuing unrest at a volcano where very little prior geological and geophysical information was known, and consequently the future unrest scenarios and their likelihood were uncertain at this volcano.

![Continuous Seismogram from Station CHL1: 15 to 22 October 2014. Data has been low pass filtered between 0.5 Hz and 5 Hz to highlight low frequency seismicity. The M5.8 earthquake on 20 October can clearly be seen by the largest spike.](image)

Figure 7.1: Continuous Seismogram from Station CHL1: 15 to 22 October 2014. Data has been low pass filtered between 0.5 Hz and 5 Hz to highlight low frequency seismicity. The M5.8 earthquake on 20 October can clearly be seen by the largest spike.

CHL1 and CHL2 are both three-component broadband seismometers, whereas ECEN is a short period, one component seismometer located on the Ecuadorian (south) side of the border (Figure 7.12). As discussed in Section 2.3, an increase in seismicity initially occurred in 1991, and was assumed to be related to the active hydrothermal system at depth. In July 2013 seismicity once more increased, and has remained elevated since. However, the sudden
rapid acceleration in the number of identified seismic events in October 2014 caused concern amongst scientists of the Instituto Geofísico and Ecuadorian authorities (Figure 7.2).

![Figure 7.2: The number of events counted by an short-term average/long-term average detection algorithm between August 2014 and February 2015 at Chiles-Cerro Negro which could be located. Events were considered to be related to volcanic processes if within Latitude 0.75°N to 0.9°N and Longitude –78.05°E to –77.85°E. The summit of Chiles is located at 0.84°N and –77.9°E and Cerro Negro at 0.84°N and –77.95°E. The events had to be detected on a minimum of three stations in order to be located. This plot includes data from seismic stations in Colombia, for which continuous data was not made available.

On 20 October at 19:33:23 UTC a M5.8 earthquake occurred to the SE of the volcanic complex at a distance of ≈ 10 km. The earthquake was extremely shallow at a depth of 4.6 km (Pers. Comm. D. Sierra, IG-EPN, April 2015), although according to the USGS, it could have occurred at a depth of up to 14 km. The moment tensor solution suggests a thrust earthquake with a small component of strike slip, with nodal planes dipping ≈ 50° (Figure 7.3) (GFZ-Potsdam, 2014). On the previous day (19 October) approximately 1400 seismic events were detected by the Instituto Geofísico, and approximately 100 could be located (located events only shown in Figure 7.2). On 20 October, over 6000 events were detected with approximately 200 being locatable, suggesting a potential change in stress conditions at depth related to the M5.8 seismic event (Pers. Comm. S. Hernandez, IG-EPN, March 2015).
Figure 7.3: GFZ Moment Tensor Solution: M5.8 earthquake: 20 October 2014 at 0.79 N -77.89 E, depth 14 km. Solution estimated from information at 58 seismic stations. Nodal plane 1 = strike 211, dip 54, slip 128, Nodal plane 2 = strike 338, dip 51, slip 50

7.2 Picking Events from the Continuous Record

Seismic events are routinely picked from the continuous seismic record at the Instituto Geofisico using a detection algorithm, although the parameters of this were not made available. The number of waveforms identified by the Instituto Geofisico was available, but not the actual waveform signatures. Consequently, a simple STA/LTA algorithm (for general details of STA/LTA see Section 3.4.1) was applied to the continuous seismic data in order to detect individual waveforms (Figure 7.4). Waveforms are detected through a short term average (STA, 0.33 seconds) to long term average (LTA, 60 seconds) ratio triggering algorithm, which tries to identify peaks in amplitudes (STA) of the seismicity above the background (LTA). The parameters used for this algorithm are shown in Table 7.1. When the ratio between the short term average and the long term average amplitude of events exceeded 10 (i.e. the short term average was at least ten times the amplitude of the long term (background) amplitude), an event was “triggered” in the continuous data. The end of the seismic event was determined as when the ratio dropped below 5 again. If the ratio was below this value, the signal was considered to be mostly noise (confirmed by visual inspection of the continuous data). Two seconds were added to the beginning of the signal, and 10 seconds to the end, to ensure the entire triggered event had been captured.

The Instituto Geofisico recorded 114 seismic events using their detection algorithm on 15 October 2014. Using the STA/LTA parameters in Table 7.1, 51 seismic events were identified. Significantly fewer events were detected using this algorithm compared to that used by the Instituto Geofisico, however lowering the ratio value at which events would be detected only
resulted in significant increases in noise, and not in waveform identification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value given</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sampling Interval</td>
<td>1/100</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning time of signal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End time of signal</td>
<td>Dependent on length of input signal</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short term averaging window length</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long term averaging window length</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of STA/LTA ratio that triggers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of STA/LTA ratio that detriggers</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time buffer added before triggering time</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-buffer added after detriggering time</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum window length of any triggered section</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time between trigger and detrigger that must be exceeded in order for the triggered section to be reported</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: STA LTA parameters for detecting events at Chiles-Cerro Negro

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date (2014)</th>
<th>CHL1</th>
<th>CHL2</th>
<th>ECEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 October</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 October</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 October</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 October</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 October</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 October</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 October</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 October</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: The number of events identified from 15 to 22 October 2014 at Chiles-Cerro Negro using an STA/LTA algorithm. Only 4 days of continuous data was made available for station ECEN during the investigated time period.

The total number of events identified with the parameters identified in Table 7.1 through an STA/LTA algorithm is presented in Table 7.2. At stations CHL1 and CHL2 a dramatic increase occurred in the number of events on the 20 October 2014. Figure 7.4 (lower panel) suggests that the majority of these events were detected after 15:00, 4 hours prior to the M5.8 earthquake that was felt in the area. This may be indicative of stress changes at depth as a result of this
large tectonic event. The increase in event numbers is less obvious at Station ECEN, which appears to have a fairly constant number of events recorded each day during the observation period (Table 7.2). Station ECEN sits upon much steeper land at a higher elevation compared to CHL1 and CHL2, and is also in much closer proximity to the dome summits than either of the broadband stations (Figure 7.12). For this reason, it is possible that ECEN identifies a greater number of events which are smaller and occurring in the dome summit region, and therefore attenuated by the time the seismic waves reach the stations further away.

7.3 Detection of Similar Events

The events identified using the STA/LTA trigger algorithm were cross correlated using the method presented in Section 4.1. Each day was individually cross correlated with every other event on that day. An example of the resulting cross correlation matrix is shown in Figure 7.5 which represents all of the seismic events identified on 19 October 2014 cross correlated with...
one another. Those which are significantly similar (have a cross correlation coefficient above 0.7) are shown in colour.

Figure 7.5: Cross Correlation Matrix of events identified using the STA/LTA algorithm: 19 October 2014, CHL1. A total of 49 events were identified and are shown in temporal order along the x and y axis. Events with a cross correlation coefficient of greater than 0.7 are shown on a colour scale, with those close to one being more similar. The autocorrelation of each event with itself is shown in dark red along the diagonal and is equal to a cross correlation coefficient of 1.

A distinct difference is seen in the cross correlation matrix for the 20 October 2014 (Figure 7.6) which is the day of the M5.8 earthquake, compared to the correlation matrix of the day before (Figure 7.5). In addition to the day containing many more identified seismic events (over a twelve-fold increase in the number of events), the similar seismicity is distinctly organised. Similar seismicity is clustered around the diagonal in a number of groups indicative of an evolving cross correlation coefficient, which may suggest an evolving source at depth either in space or with mechanism (Caplan-Auerbach and Petersen, 2005), for example a change in the trigger mechanism or frequency content of the waveform induced from rheological changes in the magma.

Using the technique of Green and Neuberg (2006) to identify families of similar events and then remove them from the matrix such that all events become grouped into different families,
Figure 7.6: Cross Correlation Matrix of events identified using the STA/LTA algorithm: 20 October 2014, CHL1. A total of 597 events were identified and are shown in temporal order along the x and y axis. Events with a cross correlation coefficient of greater than 0.7 are shown on a colour scale, with those close to one being more similar. The autocorrelation of each event with itself is shown in dark red along the diagonal and is equal to a cross correlation coefficient of 1. Distinct clusters of similar events can be identified, thought to suggest a temporal evolution in the dominant similar seismicity.

45 families of events were identified on 20 October alone. Each of these families contained significantly different waveforms from other families. The number of events within each family ranged from a minimum of 5 up to a maximum of 46 events, which all had a cross correlation coefficient greater than 0.7 with one another. The stacks of these events and the average master events generated from the stack of these two end members (small and large numbers of events in the family) are shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.8. Clear differences can be seen in the waveform shapes, although both stacks suggest a fairly clear P-wave onset. Spectral analysis revealed that these events did contain a significant amount of energy between 5 and 15 Hz, which is more characteristic of volcano-tectonic earthquakes which are generated through the brittle failure of the country rock (Lahr et al., 1994, Arciniega-Cevallos et al., 2003) (see Section 1.2). Families which contained three or less events were discarded due to their infrequent temporal nature. Five to seven families of events were identified on each day from 15 to 19 October, significantly lower than the number detected on 20 October. Similar seismic events at other Ecuadorian volcanoes appear to not have been reported thus far in the literature, and this is certainly the first time that similar seismic events have been identified at Chiles-Cerro Negro.
Master Event 48 – stack

(b) Average waveform taken from stack of events in order to minimize noise and bias

Figure 7.7: Stack and Master Event 48 identified from triggered events on 20 October 2014. Master event 48 was identified in cluster 1 (Table 7.3), before the M5.8 earthquake occurred.

Master Event 76 – stack

(a) Stack of similar events identified from STA/LTA ratio algorithm on 20 October 2014. Each event has a cross correlation coefficient of greater than 0.7 with one another. Each event is aligned at the point of maximum cross correlation. A total of 46 events were used in the stack

Figure 7.8: Stack and Master Event 76 identified from triggered events on 20 October 2014. Master event 76 was identified in cluster 2 (Table 7.3), before the M5.8 earthquake occurred.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Corresponding Temporal Event Numbers on Fig. 7.6</th>
<th>Number of Similar Events in Cluster</th>
<th>Corresponding time (UTC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 to 50</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>00:08 to 15:23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>51 to 300</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>15:24 to 19:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>301 to 420</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>19:43 to 21:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>421 to 597</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>21:14 to 23:44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Timings and number of similar seismic events within each cluster identified on 20 October 2014: CHL1

### 7.4 20 October 2014

The 20 October 2014 is clearly significant in terms of the elevated seismicity at Chiles-Cerro Negro, as a twelve fold increase in the number of seismic events was reported (Table 7.2). Furthermore, a distinct change in the similar seismicity can be observed, as the similar events go from randomly distributed throughout the day to distinct temporal patterns (Figures 7.5 and 7.6). It can be seen that this organisation of seismicity begins at \( \approx 15:00 \) UTC, approximately 4 hours prior to a M5.8 earthquake approximately 10 km from the summit of Chiles-Cerro Negro (Figure 7.4, Table 7.3). As already suggested, this may relate to a changing or moving source location or mechanism at depth. Therefore the seismicity on 20 October 2014 is investigated for temporal and spatial evolution of similar seismic waveforms, and the influence of the M5.8 event on the same day.

#### 7.4.1 Temporal Evolution of Families

Using the techniques of Petersen (2007) a dominant waveform for each cluster of events in Figure 7.6 was identified, in which the dominant event is identified as the event that has the greatest average cross correlation coefficient with every other similar event in that cluster. Each dominant waveform is an average of the stack of all of the similar waveforms with a cross correlation coefficient of greater than 0.8 with this dominant event (Figure 7.9). The average waveform from each stack and their spectral characteristics are shown in Figure 7.10, along with the dominant waveforms identified on the 19 and 21 October 2014. It is clear that the shape of each waveform varies significantly, in particular in the definition of onset, and the length of coda. Moreover in terms of spectral content, the third cluster of events (from 19:43 to 21:13 on 20 October) shows a significantly higher proportion of energy between 5 and 10 Hz,
and the last cluster (from 21:14 to 23:44) shows an important spike in energy around 10 Hz, which is not seen with any of the other identified waveforms. The presence of higher frequency seismicity suggests that the source mechanism is predominantly brittle failure of the edifice and surrounding country rock due to increased stress (Lahr et al., 1994, Arciniega-Ceballos et al., 2003), although the less dominant low frequency component of the waveforms may be indicative of fluid movement (Chouet, 1996a). The changing relative combination of high and low frequency components within each waveform identified in Figure 7.10 suggests a potential temporal change in the pressurization system at depth. If pressurization and the source mechanism of the seismicity remain the same, it would be expected for the spectral characteristics also to remain constant.

In order to identify a migration in the seismic source, as suggested by the clustering of the similar seismic events around the diagonal in Figure 7.6, each dominant event in Figure 7.10 was cross correlated together, resulting in the similarity matrix shown in Figure 7.11. If the source was migrating, it would be expected that events close to one another in time would have higher cross correlation coefficients than those further separated in time. For example, events 1 and 2 would have a high cross correlation coefficient indicating a high degree of similarity, and the cross correlation coefficient of event 1 with events 3 to 6 would systematically lower with each event. Figure 7.11 shows no such migration, and instead further supports the idea that each of the identified dominant waveforms are significantly different from one another, with their cross correlation coefficients all being below 0.45. The lack of similarity between waveforms suggests that each cluster of events on 20 October 2014 is generated at different source locations (Geller and Mueller, 1980, Neuberg et al., 2006) or that seismicity is produced by different source mechanisms for each cluster.

### 7.4.2 Spatial Evolution of Families

The hypothesis of each cluster of seismicity occurring at different locations can be investigated through the location of hypocentres. Similar seismic events are expected to occur within small spatial extents of a quarter of a wavelength or less (Geller and Mueller, 1980, Neuberg et al., 2006) and therefore would be expected to be located spatially very close to one another. Therefore it would be expected to find a number of distinct spatial clusters of seismicity, representing each cluster identified in Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.9: Stack of dominant event identified in each cluster of events on 20 October 2014: CHL1. Clusters are as defined in Table 7.3. Clear differences can be seen in the waveforms shapes.
Figure 7.10: Master waveforms in the time and frequency domain for dominant similar daily events: 19 to 21 October 2014. From top to bottom: 19 October, Cluster 1 - 20 October, Cluster 2 - 20 October, Cluster 3 - 20 October, Cluster 4 - 20 October, 21 October. Clusters as defined in Table 7.3. Left: Normalised waveforms of dominant similar seismic events found. Note the changing scale on the y axis. Right: Single sided amplitude spectrum of the waveforms. Note the changing scale on the y axis.

Initial absolute locations generated by the Instituto Geofísico, Ecuador, of the events from each cluster suggests no evolution in the spatial distributions of events (Figure 7.12). The event locations to the South and South West of the summit of Chiles are similar to the locations of events in the months September 2014 to February 2015 (Figure 2.13). The locations of events provided by the Instituto Geofísico do not suggest the tight spatial clustering that would be expected from the identified similar seismic events. This may be a consequence of the error associated with the location. However, the accuracy of the location is not known because no error information was made available. It is therefore impossible to tell whether the locations are poorly constrained or not. In addition, the similar seismic events suggested by Figure 7.6 were identified using an STA/LTA algorithm whose parameters are not the same as those used to identify events at the Instituto Geofísico, which means that Figure 7.12 may include events which were not determined in Figure 7.6. Problems are also apparent with the location algorithm, since many events cluster to create a horizontal cut-off feature at 5 km depth, which is unlikely to be real.

It was not possible to locate the events identified in each cluster with any accuracy (error
Figure 7.11: Cross Correlation Matrix of master events identified from 19 to 21 October 2014, CHL1. The first event corresponds to the daily stack of similar events identified on 19 October, events 2 to 5 are each identified cluster of events from Figure 7.6, and event number 6 is the daily stack of similar events on 21 October. The autocorrelation of each event with itself is shown in dark red along the diagonal and is equal to a cross correlation coefficient of 1.

in the location ranged up to 100 km) since data were only available from three stations (CHL1, CHL2 and ECEN), and the station configuration lacks azimuthal coverage, in particular to the south of the stations which is where the Instituto Geofísico located the majority of the seismicity (Figure 7.12). Access to the data from the other monitoring stations to the north would enable the events to be located with higher accuracy, and it is anticipated that a number of distinct clusters of similar seismicity would be identified. Using waveform similarity to aid the location of events may also reduce the error in the locations further (De Angelis and Henton, 2011). Therefore, it is not possible to confirm that the events within each cluster are located together, and in different locations to other clusters, although this is implied by the cross correlation technique.
Figure 7.12: Locations of events on 20 October 2014, calculated by the Instituto Geofisico. Clusters of events, as defined in Table 7.3, are shown as different colours. Each cluster contained similar seismic events and therefore would be expected to be located within a small spatial extent. No error information is known about the event locations, however clear artefacts in the locating algorithm can be seen, with a distinct planar grouping of events around 5 km.

7.5 Applicability of technique to unfolding unrest

This cross correlation technique has previously been applied only in hindsight with the FFM to assess its potential as a forecasting tool for volcanic eruptions at Soufriere Hills volcano, Montserrat, proving useful in hindsight analysis (Chapter 4). The case of Chiles-Cerro Negro is different since analysis has been carried out on a period of unrest which ultimately did not end in an eruption. Seismicity has steadily declined in event rate since October 2014, returning to the assumed background event rate in April 2015 (Pacheco and Gomez, 2015). However, the use of the cross correlation technique to the incoming data at Chiles-Cerro Negro during
the escalation of unrest in October 2014 has offered some insight into the magmatic system at depth, which appears to be dominated by a developing fracture network rather than advancing magmatic fluid. This has been particularly useful since geological background information about this volcano is still sparse.

Continuous seismicity (upper plot, Figure 7.13) appeared to show no precursors to the unrest which began suddenly on 20 October. The usual analysis techniques of RSAM and SSAM (middle and lower plots, Figure 7.13) also gave no precursory warning of the increase in the seismicity recorded within the 0.5 to 15 Hz range following the M5.8 earthquake on 20 October. More detailed analysis of the number of events per hour on 20 October reveal a sharp acceleration in the event rate from \( \approx 12:00 \) onwards (Figure 7.14), which was used in real time as an indicator of increased activity at the volcano. Application of the FFM to seismic events detected using the STA/LTA algorithm suggests a forecasted failure time on 20 October at 17:16h. Although the \( R^2 \) value suggests a reasonable fit between the data points and the FFM, visual inspection confirms that the linear regression is displaced from most of the data points (Figure 7.15).

A clear acceleration in seismic event rate was observed in the hours before the M5.8 earthquake on 20 October when using individual families of similar seismic events to identify patterns. This acceleration is perhaps most obvious when using master event 48 (Figure 7.16a), where a continuous acceleration was observed for over 18 hours. Using master event 76, an acceleration in event rate from \( \approx 15:00 \) onwards was observed (Figure 7.16b). Comparing the accelerations of the master events (Figure 7.16) to the acceleration in seismicity identified using the STA/LTA detection algorithm (Figure 7.14), suggests that it might have been possible to identify the accelerating patterns of seismicity earlier in time (from \( \approx 00:00 \) on 20 October). If this algorithm had been implemented and used at the Instituto Geofisico on an operational level, the forecast would have been useful for the Ecuadorian authorities. However, in this case the forecast is for a high frequency earthquake rather than a volcanic eruption. Distinguishing the type of forecasted event relies upon previous knowledge of the geological history of the volcano, as well as some interpretation of the geophysical precursors. In the case of Chiles-Cerro Negro, there is very little information regarding the geological history of the complex, and therefore many events may be feasible to occur. Since the precursory activity was primarily constituted of VT events, with no evidence of fluid movement through the detection of LF
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Figure 7.13: RSAM and SSAM from CHL1 15 to 23rd October 2014. The M5.8 earthquake on 20 October 2014 is represented by the vertical red line. Upper: Unfiltered continuous seismogram from CHL1 from 15 to 23 October 2014. Very little activity is seen prior to the M5.8 earthquake. Middle: RSAM appears cyclic before and after the M5.8 earthquake. RSAM units are in counts, following the units of the input seismic data. Lower: SSAM (data filtered between 0.5 and 15 Hz after Figure 7.10). Seismicity clearly increases after the M5.8 earthquake.

...events, it may have been assumed that a volcanic eruption was less likely than a large high frequency earthquake resulting from the build up in pressure at depth.

However, since it was assumed that all of the seismicity in the area was related to volcanic processes, this acceleration in event rate may have enlisted a false alarm for an eruption to be imminent. Instead, the accelerating seismicity appears to forecast the timing of the M5.8 event at \( \approx 19:30 \) (Figure 7.17). Again, although not necessarily mathematically accurate, the use of a least squared linear regression as opposed to an exponential regression appears to lead to a more accurate forecast for the timing of the failure event (Figure 7.17 even if the fit of the data to the model is often poor (Section 4.6).

The acceleration of high frequency VT earthquakes prior to failure has been observed both at the laboratory scale (Lavallée et al., 2008, Smith et al., 2009) and prior to volcanic eruptions (Kilburn and Voight, 1998, Kilburn, 2003, Bell and Kilburn, 2012). An acceleration in seismicity has also been noted prior to large regional earthquakes, thought to be representative of...
Figure 7.14: The number of events per hour extracted from the continuous seismogram using an STA/LTA detection algorithm on 20 October 2014. Each data point represents the number of events extracted during the following one hour interval. The M5.8 earthquake on 20 October is represented by the vertical blue line. The hyperbolic acceleration as described by the FFM is depicted as a solid green line.

Figure 7.15: Application of the Failure Forecast Method to events detected using an STA/LTA algorithm on 20 October 2014. Each data point represents the number of events extracted during the following one hour interval. The M5.8 earthquake on 20 October is represented by the vertical blue line. A linear least squared regression is represented by the solid red line, and forecasts a failure time at 17:16h on 20 October 2014 ($R^2=0.69$, $y = -0.1265x + 2.1854$).
increasing and accumulating stress allowing greater amounts of brittle failure to occur within a distinct perturbed region (Bowman and King, 2001). Bufe and Varnes (1993) suggested that large earthquakes could be forecasted using precursory accelerating seismicity which related to the nucleation and propagation of cracks, much as Kilburn (2003) has suggested for volcanic environments. Therefore, accelerating rates of VT seismicity can potentially be used as a forecasting tool for larger main shock earthquakes. In the case of Chiles-Cerro Negro, which has had no associated magmatic activity in recent history, the acceleration of seismicity in October 2014 is likely to have been the result of an accumulation of stress at depth, resulting in the propagation of fractures. It is still unclear as to whether this stress accumulation is the direct result of magmatic processes, however analysis of the principal stresses using anisotropy suggested a bimodal distribution of stress from January to October 2014: in the E-W direction, concurrent with the regional tectonic stress in the area, but also in the N-S direction (Vaca, 2015). The bimodal distribution of principal stresses in the vicinity of volcanoes has often been attributed to the opening of a dyke or similar magmatic pathway perpendicular to the tectonic regional stress due to the coalescence of fractures created in the regional stress field (Gerst and Savage, 2004, Roman et al., 2011). This would suggest that the accumulation of stress at depth was a response to a magmatic intrusion via the opening of a dyke. This explanation would account for the mix of VT and hybrid seismic signals observed in the seismicity in October 2014, as hybrid earthquakes are more likely to be the response of the movement of fluid (Lahr et al., 1994, Chouet and Matoza, 2013) and therefore may represent magmatic fluid migration within the wider volcanic system.

Perhaps the greatest problem that faces researchers adapting the cross correlation technique to forecast volcanic eruptions at an operational level is the occurrence of false alarms generated from the data, or the possibility of no forecast being evident from the data. It is now known that the unrest at Chiles-Cerro Negro did not culminate in an eruption. However had this analysis been performed in real time, a number of forecasts could have been made. Figure 7.18 suggests that had forecasts at Chiles-Cerro Negro been made in real time in October 2014, then a number of false forecasts could have been generated, in addition to a number of days when no forecast could be achieved. False forecasts would have been generated at 12:00 on 15 October, with a forecasted time of failure on 17 October at approximately 04:24 (blue regression in Figure 7.18) and at 12:00 on 17 October, with a forecasted time of failure on 21 October at approximately 19:30 (green regression in Figure 7.18). Any other forecasts us-
(a) Acceleration in the number of events per hour on 20 October 2014 for Master event 48 prior to the M5.8 earthquake at \( \approx 19:33 \). The acceleration of seismicity began over 18 hours prior to the M5.8 earthquake.

(b) Acceleration in the number of events per hour on 20 October 2014 for Master event 76 prior to the M5.8 earthquake at \( \approx 19:33 \). The acceleration in seismicity began 4 hours prior to the M5.8 earthquake.

**Figure 7.16:** Accelerations in the number of events per hour on 20 October 2014 for Master events 48 and 76. Each data point represents the number of events extracted during the following one hour interval using a cross correlation sliding window technique to identify events from the continuous record. The M5.8 earthquake on 20 October is represented by the vertical blue line. The average acceleration in these events is represented by the green curve.
Inverse event rate per hour of master event 48. Application of a least squares linear regression \(y = -0.0324x + 0.5742\) suggests a forecast of a failure event approximately 2 hours before the M5.8 earthquake, but the fit of the regression to the data is poor \(R^2=0.42\). Application of an exponential regression \(\log(y) = -0.18228x + 0.16409\) fails to make a forecast as the regression fails to cross the x-axis.

Inverse event rate per hour of master event 76. Application of a least squares linear regression \(y = -0.1283x + 0.5444\) suggests a forecast of a failure event approximately 30 minutes before the M5.8 earthquake. The fit of the regression to the data is reasonable \(R^2=0.75\). Application of an exponential regression \(\log(y) = -0.32925x - 0.6374\) fails to make a forecast as the regression never crosses the x-axis.

Figure 7.17: Application of the Failure Forecast Method to the accelerating seismicity observed on 20 October 2014 prior to a M5.8 earthquake. Each data point represents the inverse number of events extracted during the following one hour interval. The M5.8 earthquake on 20 October is represented by the vertical blue line. A linear least squared regression is represented by the solid red line. Application of an exponential regression is shown by the dotted red line.
Figure 7.18: The generation of forecasts in the days prior to M5.8 earthquake using master event 48. Each data point represents the inverse number of events detected in the following one hour interval. Blue data points represent those from 00:00 to 12:00 on 15 October 2014. A forecast using these data points is made using the FFM and assuming $\alpha = 2$, and is shown by the linear least squared regression in blue. Data points in red represent those from 12:00 on 15 October to 12:00 on 16 October (24 hours), and a corresponding linear regression using these data points, and all those previously (i.e. from 00:00 on 15 October onwards) is shown in red. Data and corresponding forecasts are also shown for 12:00 on 16 October to 12:00 on 17 October (green), 12:00 on 17 October to 12:00 on 18 October (black), 12:00 on 18 October to 12:00 on 19 October (light blue) and 12:00 on 19 October to 12:00 on 20 October (pink). This represents making a forecast at 12:00 on each day using all available data (dotted vertical lines).

Despite there being very little information about the geological history of the Chiles-Cerro Negro volcanic complex, it is clear from the topographic changes and amphitheatre-like depressions on the north side of Chiles, and the west side of Cerro Negro that these volcanoes have experienced dome collapses during their history (Figure 7.19). This is not unusual for volcanoes in the northern Andes, and Tungurahua (Ecuador), Cotopaxi (Ecuador) and Volcan Galeras (Colombia) have all experienced major dome collapses in their pasts (Hall et al., 1999, Hall and Mothes, 2008, Banks et al., 1997). Francis and Wells (1988) suggest a number of morphological features which can be used to identify debris avalanche deposits from volcanoes...
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(generated from the collapse of the volcanic edifice) from studies in the central Andes (Bolivia, northern Chile and northern Argentina) using remote sensing techniques. Namely these are: a lobate flow like morphology to the deposit; multiple surface ridges which are radial to the volcano; megablocks and hummocky terrain forming deposits; evidence of an original collapse scar or amphitheatre; and presence of unusual textural or spectral patterns, indicating the mixing of contrasting materials derived from different parts of the volcanic edifice and entrained in the collapse and flow event. All of these are clear for Chiles volcano in Figure 7.19: the original collapse amphitheatre is still visible, which is bounded by a number of sharp ridges extending radially to the volcano. Hummocky terrain is evident in the valley to the west of La Puerta, and the colouration of the surface suggests the mixing of volcanic debris and the surrounding vegetation. The lobate flow morphology is perhaps more difficult to determine, most likely because the surrounding area is already heavily mountainous, influencing the flow direction. Although not clear from Figure 7.19, Cerro Negro also boasts a clearly visible amphitheatre, hummocky terrain and radially extending ridges in the western direction.

It remains unknown whether these collapse events were caused by the volcanic system itself or external effects, but it is clearly recognised that both of these volcanoes are capable of large scale events. The morphology of the scar and the deposits at Chiles suggest that this was a deep seated failure event, since only one very large scar is seen, which can be seen to penetrate deep within the edifice, and there only appears to be one debris avalanche deposit. If this had been a progressive failure, the scar may not be so clean, and it would be expected to see a number of lobes of debris avalanche deposits, which are subject to differential weathering patterns with time. However, if this was a progressive failure, and the final collapse event was the largest then it would have overlain all of the previous deposits which would no longer be visible. Detailed mapping of the volcanic complex in future, with particular attention paid to the location, extent and characteristics of debris avalanche deposits, will make it possible to determine the mechanisms of potential failure, and therefore to postulate the possible collapse scenarios for the future.

7.6 Summary

Accelerating seismicity in October 2014 is assumed to be related to the volcanic edifice of Chiles-Cerro Negro on the Ecuador-Colombian border. For the first time, similar seismic events
Figure 7.19: Google Earth image looking from the North of Chiles and Cerro Negro volcanic complex showing evidence of past collapse events. The collapse scar on Chiles faces north. The collapse scar on Cerro Negro faces west. The yellow line represents the border between Ecuador (south) and Colombia (north). Settlements with any registered population are shown, with the two closest being less than 3 km away from the summit of their nearest volcano. The distance between Chiles and Cerro Negro is approximately 5 km (Google Earth 5.0, 2013).

were identified at Chiles-Cerro Negro, and appear to be particularly important in the hours preceding and following a M5.8 tectonic earthquake on 20 October 2014. The events are dominantly hybrid to high frequency (0.5 to 15 Hz) and therefore are thought to represent the nucleation and propagation of fractures at depth, possibly due to a magmatic intrusion or the opening of a dyke perpendicular to the regional principal stress. Cross correlation analysis also identified a temporal and potentially spatial migration in the similar seismicity, suggesting the movement of the source of seismicity at depth, possibly related to changing pressurization and stress as the fracture network propagates. Since a number of distinct clusters of similar seismicity have been recognised, it is likely that each cluster of similar seismicity is generated
within a small volume, which are well separated from one another. More detailed location analysis using more seismic stations would enable this hypothesis to be investigated further. The Chiles-Cerro Negro complex shows evidence of deep seated dome collapses in geologic history. However their relationship to magmatic activity is yet to be established.
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Discussion and Conclusions

One of the primary aims of this research was to further develop forecasting tools for volcanic dome collapses using LF seismicity, specifically focusing on similar seismic waveforms which are assumed to be generated by the same source mechanism and at the same source location. This represents a single active seismic system at depth (i.e. seismicity resulting from the same active processes), and forecasting using only one system allows correlation and causative relationships to be determined between the seismicity at depth and the forecasted event at the surface. This technique has been applied to precursory activity at Soufrière Hills volcano, Montserrat prior to a number of large scale dome collapses that have dominated the volcano’s recent history. Thus a dome collapse of June 1997 and July 2003 were successfully forecasted in hindsight. However, the dome collapse of February 2010 could not have been successfully forecast using seismicity, although use of the cross correlation technique did allow other temporal and spatial patterns in the seismicity to be identified. In this instance, stability of the volcanic dome suggested that the dome complex was already unstable, and therefore the lack of seismicity prior to collapse may simply be because the system short-circuited itself and failed almost immediately upon movement of magma at depth. Hence, it is evident that this forecasting method may not always be successful, even between eruptive events at the same volcano, and that it is particularly important to consider the state of the volcanic dome during volcanic unrest scenarios in terms of its potential for collapse.

The identification of similar seismicity was also investigated for an unrest episode at Chiles-Cerro Negro, Ecuador/Colombia border, in October 2014. This offered a unique opportunity to test forecasting tools in near-real time at a volcano which was entering a period of unrest after over three thousand years of repose, as opposed to Soufrière Hills volcano, which has been
persistently active for a number of decades. Although the unrest at Chiles-Cerro Negro did not culminate in an eruption, similar seismic waveforms showed remarkably systematic patterns on 20 October 2014 and may have aided real time forecasting of a M5.8 earthquake that occurred less than 10km from the volcano, and is therefore assumed to be related to volcanic processes. The analysis also allowed an investigation into the likelihood of false forecasts based on accelerating seismicity.

Finally, this research has highlighted the need for multi-parameter forecasting tools at volcanoes. Although the level of seismicity is often the most obvious precursory signal, the event rate may not always increase significantly above background levels. In the case of Soufrière Hills and other dome building volcanoes, instability analysis of the dome based on its size, shape and mechanical properties of the rock masses may prove useful for linking seismic sources at depth to surface processes, and for identifying the most likely areas of failure.

8.1 Forecasting lava dome collapse

Use of the FFM in forecasting the collapse of volcanic lava domes relies upon the assumption that an accelerating geophysical precursor at depth, such as seismicity, is directly related to the event at the surface. It is therefore essential to quantify the stability of the volcanic dome and its likely potential for failure, as well as link any acceleration in precursory activity to the failure in any forecasting analysis.

8.1.1 Success of the FFM

Accelerating rates of geophysical precursors appear to be common in volcanic settings prior to material failure (e.g. eruptions, landslides, fracturing). For example accelerations in the number of seismic events were observed prior to the 1989/1990 eruption of Redoubt volcano (Cornelius and Voight, 1994) and the 1982, 1985 and 1986 eruptions at Mt St Helens (Voight, 1988, Voight and Cornelius, 1991, Smith et al., 2007b). The Alaskan Volcano Observatory issued a “formal warning” of an impending eruptive event on the morning of the 2 January 1990, a few hours before an eruption (Cornelius and Voight, 1994). Accelerations in seismic energy prior to the 1994 and 1998 eruption of Colima volcano (De la Cruz-Reyna and Reyes-Dávila, 2001) have also been observed as well as accelerations in seismic amplitude prior to the 2000 eruption of Villarrica volcano (Ortiz et al., 2003). After 12 days of elevated seismic energy release at Colima volcano in November 1998, forecasts were generated for the 16-18
November (De la Cruz-Reyna and Reyes-Dávila, 2001). The onset of a dome building eruption occurred on 21 November, within 48 hours of the forecasted timing (Reyes-Dávila and De la Cruz-Reyna, 2002).

Accelerating seismicity at Soufrière Hills volcano has been investigated on a number of occasions using the FFM. Kilburn and Voight (1998) showed that the FFM could be successfully used to forecast an eruption in November 1995, when magma first reached the surface, by using inverse daily VT event rates. Hammer and Neuberg (2009) used accelerating LF event rates to forecast the timing of a dome collapse on 25 June 1997 using only one family of events, as has been emulated in Chapter 4. A number of families of LF events have been detected during the precursory seismicity for the 25 June 1997 dome collapse (Green and Neuberg, 2006), and this research evaluated the use of each these different families with the FFM, rather than simply one family. This technique of defining a family of LF seismicity and using it in conjunction with the FFM to focus on a single active system at depth was also applied to precursory LF seismicity in July 2003 and February 2010, prior to dome collapses. LF seismicity in July 2003 was represented by one family of similar seismic events, and were successfully used for a forecast of the dome collapse within 4 hours of the known timing of collapse. No forecast could be generated in February 2010, which supports the findings of Stinton et al. (2014), who suggested that there was no noted increase in seismicity prior to the collapse.

This research also showed the successful use of the FFM at Chiles-Cerro Negro, Ecuador/Colombia border, which was entering a period of unrest after a long period of repose, successfully using accelerating VT seismicity to forecast the timing of a large M5.8 earthquake, occurring within 10 km of the volcanic complex. This suggests that the FFM may be useful in other volcanic settings other than ongoing restless volcanoes experiencing dome collapses.

### 8.1.2 Potential for real time forecasting

Ultimately, scientists wish to be able to use real time forecasting tools with confidence. However, it appears rare that such tools are used in real time scenarios or are rarely published in the literature, primarily due to the lack of confidence in the tool. Hindsight analysis using forecasting tools is extremely important in order to verify parameters, such as $\alpha$ and the use of a least squares linear regression when using the FFM, and therefore should be carried out on as many accelerating sequences as is possible. Testing of forecasting tools at places such
as Soufrière Hills is ideal since large volumes of data are available covering a wide variety of possible volcanic scenarios such as dome collapse with obvious accelerating seismicity and no accelerating seismicity. In addition, Soufrière Hills volcano has experienced explosion events, which although not investigated in this research, may offer the possibility for developing forecasting tools. However, this volcano does not allow the testing of other eruptive scenarios such as awakening volcanoes after a long period of repose. In comparison, accelerating unrest at Chiles-Cerro Negro in October 2014 offers this unique opportunity for study of developing unrest from quiescence.

However, all of this research was carried out in hindsight. At the explicit request of the director of the Instituto Geofísico, the forecasting tools developed during this research, including the identification of similar seismicity are currently under investigation having been implemented for their real-time application at the IG-EPN in Quito, Ecuador. Since the Instituto Geofísico is responsible for the monitoring of over 55 active volcanoes in Ecuador, it can be assumed that accelerations in seismic event rate are more likely to be seen on a regular basis here, and therefore has many opportunities to test these tools in real time. The success of such forecasting tools will need to be evaluated over the coming years as unrest scenarios unfold.

One of the biggest problems with working with real-time data is that the forecast timing is likely to evolve as more data become available. Therefore the best forecast is one which remains stable even with the addition of data points, hence its stability should be taken as a measure of its reliability. One major problem therefore becomes when to issue a forecast, and the confidence one has in such a forecast. With time, greater assurance in both of these is probable. The problem of issuing false forecasts remains; not every accelerating sequence of precursors will culminate in a surface eruption.

The technique itself of utilizing similar seismic events (whether LF or VT) potentially holds problems for use in real time. Essentially, this technique is likely to be more time consuming than current forecasting practices, and will require more computational power. The codes however were developed in order to use the minimum computational power possible in order for the tools to be applicable even in volcano observatories with very limited computational and monitoring resources. The identification of similar seismic events will need to be undertaken in real time, i.e. a continuous search for similar events and defining of master events. Experience
at Soufrière Hills volcano teaches us that some similar seismic events are consistent over a number of days (e.g. June 1997, July 2003) and therefore their early identification would allow simple manipulation of the incoming seismicity. In other circumstances, the master events for similar seismicity may be short-lived, which requires the recalculation of master events more often (e.g. October 2014 at Chiles-Cerro Negro). There are also occasions when similar seismic events may not be apparent in the seismicity (e.g. Soufrière Hills, February 2010) and other forecasting methods will need to be relied upon.

The determination of $\alpha$ in real time is likely to be difficult, especially if the value is considered to not be static (Kilburn, 2003). A decision must be made as to whether the assumption will be maintained that $\alpha$ is equal to two to allow for a simple linear regression, or whether more complicated regression analysis shall be used if the value of $\alpha$ is not directly investigated. Secondly, it is clear that the fit of the FFM to inverse event rate data can be poor, although this appears to be somewhat improved when forecasting focuses primarily on a single active system at depth. Uncertainties and error in the fit and the forecast make the technique difficult to use in real time. Thirdly, determining an acceleration in precursory data is more simple when done in hindsight. When investigated in real time, and in particular if the incoming data has a low signal-to-noise ratio, accelerating trends can be easily overlooked.

### 8.1.3 Operational Challenges

As demonstrated by the monitoring capacity of different volcanoes around the world (Section 2.1), there is also not a single universal methodology for dealing with incoming data from a volcano, processing it or communicating the results with the wider community. However, there are a number of idealised practices which ensure the successful monitoring within a volcanic environment. Firstly, the data catalogue needs to be continuous, consistent and in real time. Therefore, the way in which data are recorded needs to be consistent from the beginning of the operation to present, and any updates in this should also be explicitly recorded (e.g. changes in sensors, changes in distribution). This is difficult with advancing technologies and changing personnel, but is paramount. Data gaps must be investigated as soon as possible, and details for the reason of failure should be recorded and resolved.

The uptake of new monitoring and/or forecasting practices within volcano observatories appears limited, and yet research institutes around the world are spending vast amounts of money
and vast amounts of time developing such tools. One issue may be that some of the complicated monitoring tools developed in research institutes are simply too financially and computationally expensive to run at the observatory level, and expert knowledge would be required to do so. In addition, there is such a wide variety of data formats both for the incoming monitoring data and the processing tools available that it is almost inevitable that each observatory will have favoured formats, and data not in this format are more easily disregarded.

8.1.4 Limitations of the FFM

With its application to volcanic environments (Tokarev, 1963, Voight, 1988), and in particular to forecasting dome collapses, one fundamental assumption of the FFM is that the accelerating precursor from depth (usually seismicity, deformation or gas output) has a direct causal link with the failure event at the surface. In reality, it is unlikely that the link between these two parameters is simple, and this “Transfer Function” may have currently unidentified effects upon the forecasting methodology. For example, the link may be different depending on whether there is an active open or closed system in terms of the magmatic conduit at the volcano. For a closed system, accelerating seismicity is likely to indicate the formation of a link between depth and the surface, whereas accelerating seismicity in an open system would suggest that a link already exists between depth and the surface, and the accelerating seismicity is an affect of the moving magma to the surface. The model described in Chapter 6 suggests one plausible explanation for the relationship between the depth and surface, linking the accelerating seismicity at depth to the accelerated movement of the magma column, which raises pore fluid pressures within the edifice, thus contributing to its instability and leading to failure at the surface. A more detailed understanding of the fluid and fracture network within the dome of Soufrière Hills will allow more realistic modelling of the state of stress, improving our understanding of the likely links between the two parameters. The FFM should only be used in instances when a direct link between processes at depth and the surface can be established, which means it may not always be applicable.

The FFM is most applicable to geophysical precursory data which shows a single accelerating phase (e.g. LF seismicity at Soufrière Hills volcano, June 1997). However in reality there are often a number of accelerating and decelerating phases in a precursory sequence. The FFM is not applicable to decelerating sequences of precursors, and yet a decrease in the average event rate is often observed immediately prior to an eruptive event. This deceleration was
originally noted when using STA/LTA event rates, and so was initially assumed to be a consequence of averaging the event rate for a number of active seismic systems at depth, which may not all be active at the same time. However, even when using only one single active system of seismicity as a forecasting tool, a deceleration in the event rate may still be observed immediately prior to the eruptive event (e.g. July 2003, Figure 4.15). Voight (1988) called this a “delay function”, supporting the idea that seismicity at depth may not have an immediate impact upon a failure event at the surface. Further investigation into this function may enable similarities to be identified between parameters such as the length of the delay, the type of eruption, the explosivity of the eruption and the onset timing and amplitude of the delay in order to understand the cause of such a delay. This in turn may lead to a better understanding of the driving forces behind the failure mechanisms of a volcanic dome, which are currently only assumed to be linked.

In some instances there may not be a clear acceleration in the precursor activity at all (e.g. Soufrière Hills Volcano, May 2006 and February 2010). Accelerations in seismicity or deformation may also occur that do not culminate in an eruption (e.g. at Chiles-Cerro Negro, October 2014) and therefore can lead to false forecasts, although deformation has not been investigated in this study. This research has taken one step in the direction of reducing the likelihood of false forecasts by simply focusing on a single active system at depth, however they are likely to always be part of forecasting since nature is usually more chaotic than simple. It is essential for forecasters to be able to tell the difference between accelerating seismicity which may culminate in an eruption, and that which will not. Data mining of a large number of accelerating sequences of precursory activity before eruptive events, as well as those which did not erupt may expose patterns between these two which could be exploited.

Bell et al. (2011b) suggested one of the fundamental limitations of the FFM is that the assumed error structure after linearisation is not valid, and this therefore generates imprecise failure times. They suggest that a generalised linear model (GLM) may be more appropriate since it accounts for the likely Poisson distribution of errors that is incurred for seismic event rates. However, investigation into the use of a GLM did not provide more accurate forecasts for the dome collapse events at Soufrière Hills volcano, and instead consistently over-estimated the timing of failure (Section 4.6). Therefore, although the error structure is accurately accounted for, the forecast which is arguably the most important output parameter, is not accurate which makes its use inappropriate in this instance. This suggests perhaps that a GLM which assumes
a Poisson mode of error is not appropriate either. In order for the Poisson error structure to be valid, the event rate process must be a memoryless system, where each event is not influenced by any that have come before it (Greenhough and Main, 2008), however this may not be the case (Hammer and Ohrnberger, 2012).

The main reason behind the assumption that $\alpha = 2$ is that the least squared linear regression pattern has been commonly observed in real data for forecasting volcanic processes (Cornelius and Voight, 1994, Voight, 1988, Ortiz et al., 2003, Hammer and Neuberg, 2009, Smith et al., 2009). Typically $\alpha$ is thought to lie between values of 1 and 2 if measured (Voight, 1988, Cornelius and Voight, 1995) and may even evolve between the two values (Kilburn, 2003), however there are cases where $\alpha$ has been seen to extend up to 3.3 (Smith and Kilburn, 2010), although this was using high frequency seismicity as an input parameter to the FFM and is the only case of such a high value, and therefore may represent an artefact. It may therefore be that $\alpha$ is a direct consequence of the input parameters, differing depending on whether it is deformation data, low frequency seismicity or high frequency seismicity used as an input, since the acceleration in any of these parameters is thought to relate to a different physical process. Perhaps more vital is gaining an understanding as to why $\alpha$ can vary so much, and under which circumstances it cannot assumed to equal two.

8.1.5 Multi-parameter studies for forecasting volcanic eruptions

This research has highlighted the real need for multi-parameter forecasting tools at volcanoes, since one methodology may not always be capable of producing accurate forecasts. Accelerating seismicity has been at the forefront of forecasting volcanic eruptions, primarily because any deviation from the background level is easily identifiable and forecasts can be based upon very simple measures such as event counts in a relatively short space of time. However, there are cases when the seismicity does not appear to accelerate prior to an eruptive event (e.g. Soufrière Hills volcano, February 2010) or when accelerations in seismicity do not culminate in an eruption (e.g. Chiles-Cerro Negro, October 2014). It is therefore not always appropriate to rely entirely upon seismicity to generate forecasts. Nonetheless, the use of multiple parameters as integrated forecasting tools may create added complications since the analysis of the data may not always agree in terms of the patterns of precursors or the timing of the forecast. In these instances it may be difficult to determine the forecast which is most accurate.
This research has highlighted the importance of understanding the stability of the volcanic dome complex during periods of unrest, since the movement of magmatic fluid at depth will only be able to induce collapse events if the dome is critically unstable to begin with. Currently, routine stability analysis is not conducted at many volcanic edifices. Finite Element modelling (FEM) software is generally expensive and computationally intensive. However, perhaps the biggest reason that FEM of slope stability has not yet become routine practice is because of the extremely large errors encountered in the potential stability due to lack of mechanical data about the volcanic dome. The general geometry of the surface of the dome can be estimated from digital images, or from recent digital elevation models. However, the distribution of rock masses within the volcanic complex, the properties of these and the fracture network are at best estimated or extrapolated from surface observations.

A model is always a simplified representation of reality. In the case of FEM at Soufrière Hills it has been assumed that the entire edifice is made up of only three different rock types (a solid andesitic core, a hydrothermally altered layer of andesite and a thin pyroclastic layer at the surface), and the magma chamber. These rock types are clearly separated within the stratigraphy by distinct boundaries and their mechanical properties are static and do not change, even with the migration of magma from depth. Strength value estimates for volcanic rocks are rare (Thomas et al., 2004b), which introduces large uncertainties associated with slope stability analysis (del Potro and Hurlimann, 2008). Even if recorded values do exist, they are often greatly under-constrained, resulting in large uncertainties in modelling. With further detailed research into the strength properties of volcanic rocks under different conditions (saturated, dry, hot, cold) it will be possible to further constrain these parameters and increase the accuracy of the modelling. Major problems for FEM stem from the fact that a volcanic edifice is likely to be hot at depth due to active magmatic sources, and the dynamic nature of the volcanic environment means that the mechanical and physical properties of the edifice are unlikely to be static through time and space. A heat source may raise the pore fluid pressure in its near vicinity, cause chemical alterations and is likely to migrate through existing or recently created fractures if opportunity presents. These can be difficult to represent in a FEM, particularly as they evolve with time, but a sensitivity analysis may offer some suggestion as to their importance in terms of affect upon the FEM. Therefore, upon interpretation, it should be remembered that the model represents a single static point in time, before the movement of magma has begun (i.e. during a time of quiescence).
8.2 Overview of conclusions

The use of similar seismic waveforms has been investigated to provide a more accurate forecasting tool for the timing of failure events at volcanoes compared to the current methodology using the FFM. Three large scale dome collapse events at Soufrière Hills volcano, Montserrat were investigated using precursory seismicity and instability analysis of the volcanic dome complex. Instability analysis allowed causal links between seismicity at depth and failure at the surface to be established. The techniques used to resolve similar seismicity and generate forecasts for volcanic events at Soufrière Hills were then applied to an unrest scenario at Chiles-Cerro Negro (Ecuador/Colombia) to determine the usefulness and accuracy of these techniques at an almost unknown volcano. One major outcome of this research is the implementation of forecasting codes (the identification of similar seismicity from the continuous seismic record and its use in conjunction with the FFM) at the Instituto Geofísico-EPN, Ecuador to test their applicability to real time forecasting.

The main conclusions of this research are:

1. **The identification of one single active seismic system at depth allows more accurate forecasts to be developed using the FFM.** The classification of seismicity based on spectral content allows different processes at depth to be separated (e.g. low frequency events are related to the movement of fluid, whereas high frequency events are related to fracturing of the volcanic edifice). However, further classification is needed so that the forecast utilizes one single accelerating process, rather than averaging over a larger set of accelerating phenomena, which can lead to larger discrepancies in the forecasted failure timing. A cross correlation technique applied to precursory dome collapse seismicity at Soufrière Hills volcano suggests that this technique improves the accuracy of the timing of the forecast of the dome collapse event in 1997 and 2003, in particular when considering only the accelerating pattern of seismicity, whilst also increasing the likely confidence in the forecast (model fits well to data).

2. **The FFM is not always appropriate as a forecasting tool.** Despite being the most commonly used forecasting tool for volcanic eruptions in hindsight and near real time, it appears that the FFM is not always appropriate to forecast lava dome collapse, since a clear forecast was only identified in June 1997 at Soufrière Hills volcano, and not the other dome collapse events investigated. Fundamentally, the FFM is appropriate for de-
termining the timing of a failure event from a single accelerating precursory sequence, which is directly related to the failure event at the surface. The identification of a single accelerating process may be for individual seismic event rates, or over a number of swarms of seismicity. Often, the precursory signals and the failure scenario are separated by a number of kilometres, and it is questionable whether traditional methods of using the FFM identify a causal relationship between the two. This is why identifying a single active system at depth is so fundamental, since a causal link must be established.

3. **Alternative regression analysis for forecasting the timing of a volcanic eruption does not necessarily lead to more accurate forecasts.** When applying the FFM to inverse event rate data it is usually assumed that the power law exponent $\alpha$ is equal to 2. The independent calculation of $\alpha$ in this research determines that it is rarely equal to 2 for accelerating LF seismicity prior to a dome collapse, suggesting a fundamental flaw in using this assumption. In addition, one major assumption of the FFM is that the error distribution should follow a typical Gaussian curve. However, seismic event rate is likely to be a point process and therefore be best represented by a Poisson regime, undermining the initial assumptions of the FFM. Application of a Generalised Linear Model which can account for this alternative error structure however does not appear to provide more accurate forecasts to the timing of the investigated dome collapses, consistently over predicting the timing of collapse.

4. **Identifying the stability of a volcano is important prior to the onset of unrest scenarios.** Dome material must be unstable, or close to instability in order for some precursory activity to cause collapse. Therefore, an initial analysis of the stability of the dome should be performed based on the mechanical properties of the rock masses identified. Stability analysis of the 2003 and 2010 dome prior to collapse events at Soufrière Hills suggest that on both occasions the dome was already in a critical state of instability, and therefore had a high potential for collapse. Finite element modelling even matched the known failure geometries of the two collapse events, suggesting the potential for stability analysis as a monitoring and forecasting tool if integrated with other techniques.

5. **The most influential parameter in causing a dome collapse at Soufrière Hills volcano is low frequency seismicity.** Grey incidence analysis for the June 1997 dome collapse suggested that statistically the most influential parameter affecting the likelihood of a dome collapse at Soufrière Hills volcano is the acceleration of low frequency
seismicity. Low frequency seismicity can fundamentally be related to the movement of magma at depth towards the surface, and therefore is thought of as inducing instability through the increase in pore fluid pressures at depth related to the movement of magmatic fluid. Therefore the large scale dome collapse events observed at Soufrière Hills volcano are controlled by the movement of magma at depth, which can be recognised through precursory low frequency seismicity, rather than surface processes such as rainfall and erosion of the talus slopes.

6. **Forecasting tools need to be adequate for the observatory in question and applicable in real time scenarios.** There is a clear difference in the monitoring capacity at the two investigated volcanoes: Soufrière Hills has excellent and modern monitoring equipment, and has been regularly monitored for over 20 years generating a huge wealth of data about different eruptive scenarios at this volcano. Chiles-Cerro Negro has few historical observations, limited monitoring data, and an unknown number of possible scenario outcomes to unrest. The codes developed to analyse similar seismicity and its use in potential forecasting scenarios is simple enough to be used by volcano observatories, which may not necessarily have the most modern equipment, but sophisticated enough to produce accurate forecasts if large volumes of data are available. The real time application of such forecasting codes is currently under investigation at the Instituto Geofisico for the daily monitoring of volcanoes in Ecuador.

7. **The identification of similar seismicity at Chiles-Cerro Negro may have aided understanding of temporal and spatial patterns of seismicity.** Similar seismicity was identified at Chiles-Cerro Negro for the first time during the unfolding unrest in October 2014. The similar seismicity became distinctly organised on 20 October, prior to a M5.8 earthquake less than 10 km from the volcano and therefore assumed to be related to volcanic processes, into separate temporal clusters of similar seismicity. Each cluster was significantly different from the others, indicating the activation of a new source at depth, related to the brittle failure of different parts of the edifice. It has been suggested that the opening of a dyke may have perturbed the stress field enough to generate an acceleration in seismicity. Analysis of the acceleration observed in the similar seismicity in real time may have provided an accurate forecast for the timing of the M5.8 earthquake.
8.3 Further Work

This research provides a first investigation into the use of similar seismic events as a forecasting tool at a number of eruptive events at the same volcano, Soufrière Hills, Montserrat, over a number of years. With over 20 years worth of seismic data, there is plenty of opportunity to further develop this methodology, testing it on the precursory seismicity at other dome collapse events, of a variety of sizes. Soufrière Hills has also experienced other eruptive events such as Vulcanian explosions, which could be investigated in relation to similar seismicity. Another obvious extension to this work would be to investigate the presence of similar seismicity during times of relative quiescence at this volcano, and compare it to that observed during eruptive episodes.

In relation to the similar seismicity identified at Chiles-Cerro Negro, further analysis of the temporal extent of similar events, its organisation and evolution would identify whether the use of similar seismicity to understand the magmatic plumbing system at depth is possible. With additional data from the Colombian seismometers, more accurate locations of the clustered events identified in October 2014 could be derived, which could detail the spatial evolution of the stress field at depth.

Similar seismicity has already been observed at a number of other volcanoes around the world including Redoubt, Shishaldin and Augustine in Alaska (Stephens and Chouet, 2001, Caplan-Auerbach and Petersen, 2005, Buurman and West, 2010) both in relation to eruptive and non-eruptive events. Previous research has already concluded that the FFM could be used successfully as a forecasting tool at Redoubt (Cornelius and Voight, 1994), therefore the further development of forecasting tools based on similar seismicity in this region appears to hold a high degree of merit.

Despite these forecasting tools already being sent for implementation at the Instituto Geofisico, a full review of its success is needed in the near future. This review should report the ease of implementation, specific parameters that had to be changed due to the codes being implemented on a number of volcanoes, and analysis of its success for determining similar seismicity during accelerating precursory patterns in real time. The additional implementation of cross correlation codes which are optimized for real time analysis with large volumes of data
(e.g. the “peakmatch” program, Rodgers (2013)) may aid the initial time and computationally intensive stage of identifying similar seismic events.

Slope stability modelling has yet to become routine monitoring within volcano observatories, most likely because the results to date are simply too uncertain to have real confidence in. Finite Element Models are only as accurate as the input data. More realistic models will therefore benefit from: more detailed and extensive rock strength experiments on volcanic rocks under a number of different conditions (e.g. saturated, dry, hot, fractured), the introduction of heterogeneity into the stratigraphy of the edifice, the introduction of a realistic fracture network at depth and the transformation of the models into three dimensions (e.g. using programs such as FLAC3D (ITASCA Consulting Group, Inc., 2015)).
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